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CHAPTER 1

ESTTRODUCTION

It is 4:30 pm

Western

Maragoli,
their

fine

Friday at

to their

the

Sabatia divisional

Kenya. Students from

compound, returning home after

rushing to

bus-stop to

a

catch the next

the

screeching

a

school

public

are

are

setting up

female voice that fills the air. An old
the center of Sabatia to face

workers

are

(matatu)

back

their trucks, and

is

woman

of

are

interrupted by a
in her late seventies

community "disciplinary action."

For what reason? She has been found with

paraphernalia believed to be

for witchcraft.

The

woman

pleads

listen. The crowd is

for Ume to

explain herself,

enraged because they assume
attributed to the

but

nobody is ready

that all bad

in the

woman

is believed to have contributed to accidents in the area, poor

performance

community are

of students in

school,

diseases that have afflicted the
woman

women's

community.

practice

of witchcraft. The old

barrenness, and all

Her fate is decided

sorts of

by

does not deserve fair treatment, but is to be stoned

for other witches in the

community.

1

to

things that

happen

the old

in

walking out

service vehicle

evening sale. Suddenly this daily routine

dragged to

gadgets

nearby

headquarters

long day of classes;

residences; small business traders

ready for

is

on a

the mob:
as a

lesson

2

chanting

crowd armed with stones and brittle

Within

split of a second

The

impatient.

a

minutes. A pastor, who
rescues

pleads with the mob

against the mob's

and therefore calls for the
a

stoning begins

collaborator with the

and lasts for 20

to spare the woman's

her. The woman, soaked in blood, is rushed to

treatment

is

the

objects gets

wish. The crowd is not

a

hospital

life,

for
action

pleased with this

investigation of the pastor to

find out whether he

woman.

I witnessed this incident at Sabatia in 1999. Sabatia is located close to

four churches: Friends Church
Salvation

Army, and

relatively big
each

fast

Christian. It is
witch

was a

an

average

membership

Four out of five

if asked what

people

church. These

of about

among the

religion they belong to,

surprising to know that the

lay-leader

Pentecostal Assemblies of God,

growing non-denominational

churches with

(see Appendix A).

community,

the

a

(Quakers),

woman

would

are

1,000 people

Avalogoli

profess

to be

purported to have

of a local church, and that most of the

been

participants

stoning were professed Christians.
This

incident, and others similar, naturally raises questions with

missiological implications.
lives of the

To what extent has

Avalogoli community?

Christianity impacted the

Does it address issues like witchcraft?

a

in

3

How do Christians in this
or

deal with

area

concems

like

sickness, crop failure

lack of fees for school children?

While

grapple
what

have called

(on one side)

Maragoh, people

and

the

Christianity (on

"split-level Christianity" (Hiebert,

still

other),

Shaw and Tienou

15-29). The health of the church and community depends largely

biblical
lives

been successful in

with traditional issues

some

1999:

evangelism has

answers

(Hiebert,

that address existential

Shaw and Tienou

questions people

1999:390). Had all the

Avalogoli community been brought under the lordship
unfortunate incident could not have occurred.

questions

the

adequacy of the discipling

face in their

on

daily

of life of the

areas

of Christ, the

My investigation, therefore,

ethic and process within the

Avalogoli community.

Statement of the Problem

While there has been

rapid

church

growth in Maragoli,

Kenya, discipleship of church members has

(Nthamburi 1991:36).
(see Appendix A)

It is estimated that

out of a total

percent. This figure does

discipled.

From

a

sample

Christians has been

not

not

Western

kept pace with this growth

239,000 Avalogoh

are

Christian

population of 280,000, which represents

correspond with those

of three

lisanga

discipled despite

85

who have been

small groups,

only one

out of

five

the existence of discipleship programs

like the

Navigators Kenya,
Union in the

Scripture
have

This

area.

Harvest

Discipling Ministry, and

figure represents

20 percent of those who

League,

discipleship experience (see Appendix C).

explores the possibihties
small groups,

as means

appropriate means
as

Bible

compared to

the

of using the

of fostering

This research, therefore,

indigenous forms, particularly lisanga

biblically

faithful and

of disciple-making among the

existing models

culturally-

Avalogoli people

of disciple-making in the

of Kenya

area.

Research Questions
The statement of the

The first

area

focuses

on a

problem indicates
particular people,

history, and their understanding

biblically

and

lisanga,

Third, the study focuses
The fourth

area

Based

on

on

the

major

areas

were

ways of disciple-making;

tried

of research.

Avalogoli (their culture,

of Christianity). The second

culturally informed

based small groups,

four

as a means

area

explores

community-

of disciple-making.

the role of disciple-making in the local church.

deals with the

comparison of disciple-making models.

these four areas,

are

four

questions,

which I outline below.

5

Theoretical Assertions
1. Based

Research Questions
study is guided by this

the initial

2. An

interpretive inquiry

question:
Avalogoli people become Christians?

1. Therefore, the

evangelization of
communities in East Africa, including the
Avalogoli people, assimilation into the church is
viewed as the hallmark of a Christian (Barrett et
al. 1973:164).
on

How do

into the socio-economic

2. The assertion leads to this

question:

What role do

patterns of the Avalogoli people is fundamental in

small groups play among the Avalogoli people

understanding ways of community organizing
(Abwunza 1995: 20-25), which also leads to the
application of indigenous forms in

for socialization, particularly lisanga?

contextualizing the gospel (Hiebert 1987:111).
3. It is

3. This

4. Contextualization models

4. This

expected that the significance of disciplemaking in a Christian community is an imperative
component of Christian maturity (Coleman
1987:81-82).

(programs of disciplemaking in this case) have uiuque areas of
emphasis and differ in approach based on target
group needs (Bevans 1992:38-39).

question, therefore, guides the research
process: What role does disciple-making play in
the local church and community in Maragoli?

question

focuses

existing disciple-making
proposing a
model that is responsive to community needs;
How does disciple-making in lisanga small
groups differfrom other methods that have been
on

models and their relevance while

used?

The

on

questions

interpretive

questions

are

framed in

light of theoretical assertions

theories that I discuss in the last section of this

facilitate the overall framework of this

length of chapter discussions

missiological implications

chapter

chapter.

The

study. They determine the

and the basis of the summary,

I draw in

and based

six of this

conclusion, and

study.

Purpose
The purpose of this

biblically-informed ways
Emphasis

is

given

to

study is

to find

culturally-appropriate

of disciple-making among the

indigenous socio-economic

and

Avalogoli people.

groups,

lisanga,

and how

6

they can be

used in Christian

disciple-making

disciple-making with daily life

in rural

Significance
First this

study serves

as a

as a

Maragoli.

of the Study

motivation for other

discipleship models that are culturally relevant to
Findings

people

to

design

their communities.

of the research may also benefit those interested in rural-urban

ministries. Rural-urban
and it follows that

areas are

way of integrating

migration is

discipled

likely to impact

Second, this study
grasp their otherwise

members of the

those

confusing

Third, this study is

a

(2004)

discipleship

in the

an

among the

Avalogoli people

community who

move

to urban

into contact with.

opportunity

for the rural communities to

cultural traditions and

helps prevent the

Christianity.
contribution to

making. Very limited literature
Ruth Julian

they come

creates

formation of hodge-podge

common

for instance

Bakongo

is available

a

related literature

on

on

disciple-

integrated disciple-making.

investigated traditional

context. This is just a

drop

and modem
in the

ocean

for

Africa with diverse cultures.
Most

disciple-making literature, however,

work of writers whose focus has
rather than

developing one

is

largely dominated by

mostly been trying existing foreign models

within

an

African

or more

so,

a

Maragoli

context.

7

small group

Lisanga

disciple-making

is

community-based.

It takes

homes, villages

and market centers and is not confined to church

and

Maragoli,

In

Sundays.

program

Christian

disciple-making

place

in

buildings

is considered

a

church

geared towards church planting. Therefi)re, this study explores

indigenous

ways of ChrisUan

living in rural

disciple-making

that

are

relevant to

people

areas.

Delimitations
This

study

is limited to

community living

in

disciple-making

Maragoh;

study compares

other

The

study is

Discipling Ministry.

Harvest

Discipling Ministry because

experience

Maragoli

areas.

methods and contents of the

Harvest

Christians in

Avalogoli

it does not deal with members of the

community who have relocated to
This

among the

limited to the

the programs

are

Navigators and the
Navigators

located in

have tried them, and the researcher has

and

Kenya;

some

with them.

The Definition of Terms
The

following definitions clarify the

Avalogoli

-

This refers to

rural Western part of Kenya.

a

use

of key terms in this

study.

Kenyan community that resides in the

Avalogoli is plural,

and its

singular is murogoli.

8

The

community speaks

originally known to
linguistic
but

lulogoli language.

colonial government

Bantu group, and

today they

Verma

the

Avalogoli people

were

part of the larger cultural

specifically as

more

sub-tribe of the

are a

as

The

the Bantu Kavirondo tribe,

larger Luhya tribe (Osogo

1966:36 and

2001:34),

Maragoli Maragoli refers
-

to the home

or

geographical

location of

Avalogoli people (Ndanyi 1985:4). Originally Maragoli was considered part
of the

Kakamega district until

Vihiga

and Sabatia

�

Lisanga The

term

-

means,

of the

Lisanga

were

first formed in

consolidate labor

are

early

^

small groups

1970s

are

Lisanga small

Silika groups initially

were

open to both women and

prices

Silika small groups
to

help

each other

cultivation of cash crops
in late 1970s and

deteriorating

strategy of pooling their

emerged not only as

comprised of women only,

men.

socio

the purpose of sharing

women

to look for a different

groups

which

enhancing community

groups.^

by Avalogoli

Poor cash crop

kusanga,

community based

input into farming, including

fertility forced women

resources.

is derived from the word

modeled after silika

(Abwunza 1995:27-48),
soil

Western Province of Kenya),

way of economic empowerment and

groups

forms two divisions:

by the Avalogoli people for

economic groups formed

life.

Today Maragoli

Vihiga district (a

lisanga

"sharing." Lisanga

resources as a

1991.

but

a

labor

lisanga

input strategy,

small groups

are

but also
of the

broader way of economic and social empowerment. Members

lisanga

groups
small

as a

are

small groups contribute money to meet

also

a

way of strengthening

a

family needs;

marketing strategy. They act like

corporative units for marketing farm produce

like

vegetables, beans,
group is not

fruits, pottery, and second hand clothes. The size of a lisanga
determined

by numbers only, but also by how members

Members of smaller groups of five to

relationship
1974:

than members in

eight, however,

groups of ten

large

these

relate to each other.

have

or more

a

closer

(Ellis and Fisher

4-6).

Again, membership
groups

comprise

of both

is not limited to

women

and

men.

gender
The

or

age, the

lisanga

youth and children

are

small
not

members of the groups. Children and Further discussion of lisanga small
groups is

presented in chapter

Christian

person

a

For the purpose of this

who, when asked what his

Christian,"
she is

-

four of this

or

"I

am a

Murogoli).

understood to be

a

or

her

study.

study,

(1973: 164),

Christian based

on

confession of faith. The fact that he

or

Christian is any and every

religion is, replies,

follower of Jesus Chrisf

Barrett et al.

a

his

or

or

"Mbe

note that in

her verbal

she may be

a

"I

am a

Mkristayo'' (if he
Kenya

a

person is

profession or

partially discipled

or

Christian,

or even

completely undiscipled,

is not the

the person is

point;

a

"Christian."
The
"

Avalogoli people speak of two

Professing

are

Christians" and

those whose

categories

is Christian, and who

in government

profess,

rolls, books

to active Christians

regularly.

or

or

records. The term

participating

am a

names

appear in

"Practicing Christians" refers

Christians who attend church activities

This group also includes the "saved ones," which

terms those filled with the

"I

opinion poll, and they are

census or

also affiliated with churches in terms of membership. Their
the churches'

of Christians:

"Practicing Christians." Professing Christians

religious preference

Christian," particularly

diffsrent

Holy Spirit.

The saved

ones

means

belong

in local

to the Revival

Fellowship.
Revival
Revival
which

Fellowship

Fellowship,

means

or

is part of what is

"Vahon3rwa" (Maragoli)

"the saved ones." The

back to Rwanda about

widely known

sixty years

ones" become members

origin

ago

comes

the East Africa

"Balokole"

(Luganda),

of East Africa Revival is traced

(Barrett et

by accepting Jesus

leading to salvation. Salvation

or

as

al. 1973:1

Christ

as

their

10). The "saved

personal Savior

through deep religious experience,

which results in spontaneous open confession of sin.

Emphasis

is

placed on

11

the blood of Jesus shed

the

on

making possible

cross

the

certainty of God's

forgiveness.
Disciple

-

A

disciple

is

an

apprentice,

a

follower committed to

a

recognized leader, teacher or mentor (Mabuela 2002:14). Among the

Avalogoli,

for

learner while

example,

a

disciple may be

elder is

a

mentor or

an

in

a

disciples

included

in both

a narrow

young person

disciple refers

or a

to a follower of Jesus

apostles (Matthew 10:1) and Jesus

general (Acts 14:28, 15:10, 19:9).

disciple

a

discipler.

In the New Testament the term

Christ. The

likened to

Michael Wilkins

and broad

sense.

He

helps

us

followers

to understand

(2000:280) notes,

recognize especially those twelve who literally
followed Jesus around and later became the apostles. We also
recognize a broader group of Jesus' disciples, which was composed,
among others, of the large group of people who had become Jesus
followers (Luke 6: 13), a variety of individual men and women (Luke
8:2-3, 23:49, 55; 24:13, 18, 33), tax-collectors (Luke 19:1-10), scribes
(Matthew 8:18-21), religious leaders (John 19:38-42; Matthew 27:57).
In the

A

narrow sense we

disciple

Jesus' mission
and

is not defined

by going

inviting others

action of involving

into the

to become

Disciple-making

-

as a

follower

only,

but is also

who shares

world, preaching the gospel of the kingdom

disciples.

Dawson Trotman defines

people

one

disciple-making

as

the

in the process of discipleship for the purpose of

ministry work (Trotman 1924:30-31). The action includes the selection
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Strategy, whom

to look for and what to do once those to be

been identified

(Eims 1978:28).

In

a

a

community

like the

disciple-making process.

of what the

people

people

Avalogoli, socialization functions similarly to

It defines the

14,

men

undergo

31). The rite of passage entails training
Likewise, credible
tutor

girls

to be

circumcision
continue

women

in the

responsible

mentoring

young

by age,

men

to be

adults.

(Imbuga

sum

1986:24-

responsible

Socialization, however, does

Responsible

total

When young

community, including mothers,

adults in

adults.

train and

not end with

society

people informally.

While the selection of "initiates"

determined

processes).

circumcision rite

young

in the late teenage stage.

or

disciple-making ethic (the

do in terms of practices and

attain the age of

discipled have

Jesus invited all

(disciples)

in traditional societies is

irrespective of background and

age.

"'Come, follow me,' Jesus said, 'and I will make you fishers of men'" (NIV
Matthew 4: 19).
those who had
It is also

According to

a

Allan

heart for God,

were

important to note

disciple-making.

He

to go out and make

Coppedge (1989:60),

available, faithful and teachable.

Jesus'

use

of a small group

closely worked with his disciples,

disciples

Coleman argues that the

use

Jesus looked for

of all nations

whom he

(Matthew 28: 19).

of a small group

as a

by Jesus does

strategy of

empowered

Robert

not mean he

13

ignored

the masses; "... he needed

people who

could lead multitude"

(1963:35).
Discipleship
transformation

Bonhoeffer

Discipleship

in other words

or

for Jesus Christ

-

(Coleman 1987,

(1959:63)

Christ alone is the

discipleship

as

�

a

life spent

is the process of

Hadidian 1979, and Bonhoeffer

as

as

He fiirther

agued that

the Mediator and therefore

goal

and

implies

faith in

of discipleship is

supreme love for others

following

1959).

adherence to Christ and that

the Mediator. In essence, the
means

study

progression towards Christian quality living

object of that adherence.

Christ-likeness, which

disciples

used in this

discipleship

is bound to Christ

the Son of God

his

defined

as

as

Christ commanded

obeying Christ, and continuance

in

his word.
To the

discipleship
mentoring

instructing

with

apprenticeship
Teaming

well

as

to many Afi^ican

is likened to socialization

or

discipleship

Avalogoli (as

steps-to-follow.

sense

is

people
a

(Kigame 2002:6-7).

people.

apprenticeship.

in which

in this

young

Walter

He notes that

leam

communities),

Ong (1976:9)

discipleship

by listening

long-term process

It involves

and

associates

is

a

imitating

kind of
their leaders.

that does not end with

a

few
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As in the process of socialization, Christian

establishing identity (who
who God
are

am

I

or

who

are we

discipleship

Christ?), making

in

is, and understanding his truth. "If you hold

really my disciples.

you free"

is about

to my

it clear

teaching,

you

Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set

(John 8:31-32).

Method of Data CoUection
The
sources: a

primary data for this study have

been

series of interviews, focus groups, and

observation.

Secondary data was gathered

records, curriculum of theological

or

from

gathered

a

number of

personal participant

from literature search; church

biblical institutions of training and

government records.
Most of the data

interviewed

were

Christians who

discipled,

was

gained

members of the

were

from four interview

settings.

Avalogoh community,

undergoing discipleship programs

the

or

Those

Avalogoli

had

already been

leaders of disciple-making programs, and church leaders.

The Avalogoli Communitv Interviews

Twenty-nine
of retired teachers,

completed during

elders from

Maragoli were interviewed. They consisted

community and church leaders.

the months of July and

conducted the interviews.

August

These interviews

2005. 1

personally

were

15

The interviews took place in

a

variety of settings.

respondents were interviewed in their homes, others
market centers and others
There

was no

time of the

were even

interviewed

set time for the interviews. I

Some of the

were

interviewed at

during funeral gatherings.

conducted the interviews any

day.

The interviews

socialization of the

generated

data

on

Avalogoli people.

the

history, cultural

I found the very

ways of

elderly who

were

not

academically educated to be helpful; they could remember events that
occurred 60 years

ago!

written materials in

The

Avalogoli

responding

Christians in

group of three

Sundays

at church

because it
The

to

some

of my

was

questions.

or

Maragoli

were

four. The interviews took

compounds. Sundays

easy to

interviewed either

were

best

days

for the interviews

identify Christians.

by the Avalogoli people. Enthusiastic

group interviews. Individual responses centered

like salvation. The

individually

place mostly on

questions dealt with Christian discipleship

of Christianity

to refer to

teachers, tended

Christians Interviews

Sixty- four
or as a

The educated ones, like

youth had more

to say about

on

and the

understanding

responses

came

from

personal Christian values

discipleship

and salvation
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than their parents. The elders centered their responses
church and

the

history of the

Christianity.

Leaders of Disciple-making

Programs Interviews

A total of four leaders of disciple-making

interviewed. There

were

Navigators Kenya.

These

These interviews

were

two each from Harvest

all

were

questions

focused

also asked

questions

on

responses,

they also

helpfril

in

analyzing

were

Discipling Ministry and the

formal interviews with set dates and time.

on

methods and content of disciple-making. I

goals, plans

gave

organizations

audiotape recorded.

The

were

on

and

challenges. Besides

the leaders'

records and tracts of disciple-making, which

me

content of their curricula.

Church Leaders Interviews
A total of twenty-eight

interviewed. The interview

pastors and church lay-leaders

questions

focused

in the local church. Most of the interviews

during

were

the role of disciple-making

done in the leaders' homes

the months of September and October 2005. Nine pastors

interviewed
was

on

were

not a

on

Sundays and

suitable

day

busy at the church.

18

were

to interview

interviewed

were

during weekdays. Sunday

pastors, because majority of them were

17

Focus

Groups
The heart of this

study was

hermeneutical communities and

making

and

groups is

to use

venues

work. I chose

theological

lisanga

small groups.

through the

the moderator,

a

leader

moderator

an

the

As

a

to find

some

love for

performed his

means

one

sickness. Besides the

still

us

to

or

meetings

and had

actual

we

or

a

discussion

she had

lisanga meeting.

to live as a

as

an

on

what to do

idea of the

discussed and identified issues

community,

role of coordinating

her role

with

extra time with the moderator. I met the

another, what the scripture

new

groups and

exchange views freely.

The issues

that affect the rest of group members. For

issues included what it

providence,

willing lisanga

leader of the group, he

lisanga discussion prior to

primarily those

by disciple-making programs

developed dyadic relationship

issues members faced. With this in mind,
for

for the members to draw

which enabled

hour before group

meeting.

was

moderator. I

relationship,

happen I spent

was

and content used

My goal

or

For this to

during

disciple-

predominantly Christian, although from different denominations.

comparison between methods

work

in which to carry out

as

Lisanga because membership of the

The purpose of the focus groups

and

existing lisanga small groups

were

instance, the

God

as a

god

of

says about poverty and

discussions, the moderator

the leader of lisanga small group.
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As

a

researcher,

I wanted to observe group interactions and responses

generated by topic under discussion and later

as a

on,

way of evaluation,

looked for interest in further discussions, time allocation for
and

general

group

group members

Figure

1

.

engaged issues

with

members. I

was

also interested in how

scripture.

Lisanga Research Model

Figure
three

participation by the

disciple-making

lisanga

1 shows the

groups:

lisanga research model. I replicated the

Pamoja, Mazugi

I formed three focus groups. I based

previous discipleship experience
Discipling Ministry

disciple-making.

and

and

membership

with either the

having taken part

I coordinated discussions

of what I heard and

saw

Umoja.

in the

Out of the

lisanga

of the focus groups

Navigators
lisanga

or

groups
on

Harvest

small group

by asking questions.

during discussions.

model in

I took notes

The discussions focused

on

19

comparison

of the members'

programs and
I used

other

was

lisanga

previous experience

small group

segmentation

discipling

discipleship participation.

in two groups;

comprised of men only.

with the

one

The third

group had

one

women

had both

men

and the

and

women.

used this variation for group-to-group validation.

Umoja

Pamoja

Mazugi

Lisanga Small

Disciple-making

Map

2.

Map

2 shows the locations of the three groups.

group

Locations

They

were

located at

Kisatiru, Mahanga and Mbale respectively. Mbale is the main trading and
business center of the
It is

important to

Maragoli.

This

small group

Avalogoli people

and

note that I did not have

was

due to distance. I

meetings,

which

were

headquarters

of Vihiga district

disciple-making venues

in North

attended, in person, all the lisanga

held almost

on

the

same

days.

It

was

I
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difficult

to attend a

of a group

meeting

meeting

in the South and

groups

them for data collection. He defines focus groups

rely on interaction within

a

group, based

researcher. He notes that focus groups

they

serve as a

and Gershenfeld

Napier

focus groups that
1

.

in attendance

in the North of Maragoh.

Morgan's (1997:15) definition of focus

studies in which

day be

on same

were

on

are

principal

used

or

that

as a

chose

group interviews that

as

topics

explains why I

are

supplied by a

self-contained method in

supplementary

source

of data.

(1993:550) identify five characteristics of

useful for this

study:

Seven to ten

voluntary members

meeting that

lasts

one

who

participate in one

half hours under the

to one and a

direction of a moderator.
2.

Group members

share

television program
3.

a

commonality,

4. The data

from
5. The

as

watching

a

[or discipleship].

Group members generate data
observed

such

that

are

recorded and/or

unobtrusively.

generated are qualitative

in-depth, spontaneous,

in-depth discussion is

-

that

is, they proceed

natural responses.

focused in terms of the research

interests of the sponsor of the

study.

The moderator steers
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the

discussion, probes selectively, and maintains the

focus of

the discussion.

Again, there

four

are

reasons

why I used the

focus group method.

First, focus groups "produce data and insights that would be less accessible
without the interaction found in
groups create

explore

their

knowledge
members
it

was

an

opportunity

thinking

about

about their

a sense

own

of being

for

a

group" (Morgan 1997:2). Second,

people sitting together in

pool

of

important;

what

they have

to say matters.

existing lisanga

Fourth,

small groups.

Participant Observation
and observation

of insights from data. I attended every

making and conducted all

participation in groups.
saw

helped

lisanga

in evaluation and

small group

disciple-

the interviews in person. I observed and took

notes of interactions in groups, reactions to

said and

a

situations. Third, focus groups instill in group

My personal participation

drawing

small group to

and thus contribute to

specific topics

easy to form the focus groups out of the

Personal

a

focus

questions, attitudes,

and level of

As I interviewed individuals I took note of what

in terms of reactions to my

Some of the data collected

questions.

were as a

observation that stretches back to 1997,

a

consequence of participant

time when I

was

involved in

they
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disciple-making with Harvest Discipling Ministry.
and

training of disciples
Data

reporting

interpretation

led

me

both in Nairobi and Westem part of Kenya.

is done in
to

I coordinated selection

chapters 3, 4, 5,

and 6. Data

analysis

and

conclusions, observations, implications, and

recommendations I make in

chapter

7.

Data Analysis
In

analyzing

data collected, I found John Creswell' s

analysis procedure helpful.
1. I had

a

following steps

total of 125 interviews. Out of the total

recorded
from

I used the

(audio recording)

in

(1994:53-57)

and transcribed 25 interviews

Maragoli, eight Christians, four leaders

programs, and six pastors and church

my data:

analyzing

interviews,

I

data

tape-

(seven elders

of disciple-making

leaders).

I took handwritten

notes for the rest of interviews. I coded the data collected

by

identifying possible categories.
2. I classified

categories

to determine what the data meant.

3. At this stage I did pattern

matching

as

I

developed themes

from the

data.
4.

Lastly I made synthesis

relationships

of the patterns that I used to describe

among themes.
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These five steps

categorizing

it

helped me

according to

to engage my data in

my research

questions

and

a

systematic

order

by

keeping track of

particular themes that defined this study.

Rationale for the Study Location
The
still

Avalogoli people

grapples

there is
comes

with two-tier

high attendance

of church services in times of need, but when it
or

healing diviners,

healing purposes (Hiebert, Shaw

recent research

(Verma 2001, Thompson 2000,

conducted in the
use

predominantly Christian, yet the community

Christianity or split-level Christianity, whereby

to issues of sickness

consulted for

are

area

of indigenous

and

neighboring

shamans and exorcists

and Tienou 1999:
and Abwunza

15). Again,

1995)

communities indicate the

community-based groups

are

potential

for socio-economic

empowerment and non-formal learning.

Maragoli
lisanga.

and

a

number of indigenous groups like

While the groups

groups is
men

has

serve

silika, viguma, and

particular purposes, membership

of lisanga

predominantly Christian and transcends gender boundaries.
women

work

together as

the location and witnessed the

a

Both

group. The researcher also has lived in

problem this study addresses.
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Data Collection Constraints

While I

frame, there

was

able to carry out this

were a

number of constraints that affected my data collection.

First, tape-recording had
take

some

limitation, especially times when I could not
tape recordings that did not have

I had three

accompanying notes,

Theses interviews

accompanying notes.
church service. It

study within the planned time

was

not

were

possible to take

recorded after

notes then as there was no

adequate lighting. Second,

many of my focus group sessions

interrupted by heavy rains

in westem

Sometimes I

was

roads

were

impassable. Occasionally I used

reach

areas

that

not accessible

were

Kenya and a poor transport system.

not able to reach venues of lisanga

were

evening

an

meetings because

boda boda

by car. Being

a

the

(bicycle transport)

hilly area,

I

spent

a

to

good

part of the time walking along with the boda boda rider instead. This caused
a

lot of delays. Third, most of the

was

not

people.

able to get

writing

enough literature

Little has been written

local writers, however,

were

Avalogooli by Elisha Ndanyi

on

on

this

helpfril.

of this

study was done

disciple-making

area.

For

Imbuga as good sources. The

Ndanyi

discusses the

Kenya.

instance,

I

Avalogoli

A few articles and books

by

I found books like

and Lialuka Ha Vaana

Francis

of the

in

va

Magomere by

two authors hail from

history of the Avalogoli people

Maragoli. While

and the initial church
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the process of socialization among the

planting in Maragoli, Imbuga presents
Avalogoli community.

Theoretical Framework
Paul Hiebert' s critical contextualization
group

theory together with small

theory is key for this study.

Critical Contextualization Theory
Hiebert' s critical contextualization addresses the

problem of uncritical

contextualization. While critical contextualization takes into consideration
the

people's culture, scripture

and the

people

as

the hermeneutical

bridge

and their critical responses, uncritical contextualization does not encourage

evaluation and assessment of the context and what needs to be

contextualized. Hiebert

(1987:110) observes,

evaluating their own culture in light of new
truth draws upon their strength. They know their old culture better
than the missionary, and are in a better position to critique it, once
they have biblical instruction. Moreover, to involve them is to help
them to grow spiritually by teaching them discernment and by helping
them to leam to apply scriptural teachings to their own lives.
To involve the

people

in

Hiebert notes that the first step in critical contextualization is to
the local culture

phenomenologically: uncritically gathering

the traditional beliefs and customs associated with
This stage is

key

for this

study.

Before

some

and

study

analyzing

questions

at

contextualizing discipleship

hand.

among
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the

it is

Avalogoh people,

important to understand who

the

people

are, their

customs, beliefs, and their way of socialization and learning. Having been

brought up
the

in

Maragoli, I understand the categories, assumptions, and logic

Avalogoli people

study
own

in the US

use

are an

culture from

an

added

advantage for me

emic and etic

because I

am

able to

see

my

perspectives.

(1999:23), however, caution that to stop

phenomenological analyses

is to end with cultural relativism, which

leads to disbelief

They argue

that Christians must go

phenomenology to ontological
light

the six years of

Again,

and Tienou

Hiebert, Shaw
with

to construct their world.

evaluations that test the truth claims in the

of Scripture. Cultural issues at hand must be

Scripture

under

a

cognitive, affective,

step is crucial, for if people do

originally intended, they will

not

have

clearly
a

and evaluative dimensions. "This
grasp the biblical message

distorted view of the

10). The major task of discipleship

is to reprogram the
to the basics and

brought into light of

metacultural framework that enables the translation of the

biblical message into

1987: 109-1

beyond

already distorted view

among the

about

light of Scripture.

gospel" (Hiebert
Avalogoh people

Christianity.

posing tough and challenging questions

as

It is

going back

about culture in
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The third step in critical contextualization involves

hermeneutical

community in evaluating critically their own past

light of their new biblical understandings,

and make decisions

their response to their new-found truths. The

lisanga,

can

be the basis for

a

Hiebert, Shaw

their

community's

much-needed hermeneutical

social network, where members

critical

people

freely share

and Tienou

(1999:385)

and

customs in

regarding

small groups,

community

their

critique

as a

own

and

views.

note that in the process of

contextualization, believers need one another to help them detect

personal biases,

they need

others to

of which

help

them

they themselves

see

the sins

are

often unaware,

they do not want

just

as

to admit to

themselves. The authors argue that Christians must enter discussions with
commitment to truth
to the

as

Scripture

interpretation of others.

Scripture

personal

and seeks the

Jay Moon

"The

guidance

biases of individual

A hermeneutical

a

willingness

community that accepts

of the

Holy Spirit is

interpretations

argues that

process of contextualization

reveals it and have the

authority of

able to check the

of the Bible"

hermeneutical

the

to listen

(1999:385).

community facilitates

through discussions.

He

the

(2005:261) notes,

community provides a wider and more informed
perspective for the Holy Spirit to speak. This can start with the local
family but should also include the local church and the wider
community. It is preferable to have both the emic and etic
perspectives, as the discussion begins with the local church and
widens to the regional and international circles.
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In other words hermeneutical

community provides

communities to engage cultural issues with

an

opportunity

for local

Scripture.

Hiebert contends that critical contextualization seeks to find
metacultural and

metatheological

culture to understand the

frameworks that enable

people

with minimum distortion. He

gospel

in

one

(1987: 111)

notes:

It takes both historical and cultural contexts

seriously. And it sees
relationship between form and meaning in symbols such as rituals,
ranging all the way from an equation of the two to simply arbitrary
associations between them. .it sees contextualization as an going
process in which the church must constantly engage itself, a process
that can lead us to a better understanding of what the Lordship of
Christ and the kingdom of God on earth are all about.
.

Lastly,
where

critical contextualization aims at

they are

helping people

move

to where God wants them to be. Bruce Bradshaw

notes that contextualization

begins

understand how the

attempts

to

enabling

them to

with the

gospel

(1993:54)

assumptions people make, and

transforms their lives and

worship effectively in

from

cultures,

their cultures.

Small-group Theory
While critical contextualization

processes of making

vital in

theory is

discipleship relevant to

identifying the dynamics

that

are

a

crucial in

explaining the

culture, small-group theory is

involved in

a

group

setting.

The
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theory helps us understand what a group

is and what it entails for the group

to survive.

A Small Group Defined

Since this
the

meaning

"small

with small groups, it is

of a small group

(2001) provide
as

study deals

a

Brilhart, Galanes, and Adams

used here.

good definition of a small

enough that

each member is

member, know who is and is
is

as

taking" (2001:8).

important to understand

group.

aware

They define

a

small group

of and able to recall each group

not in the group, and

what role each

recognize

The authors suggest that five to ten

people

form

a

small

group.

Among the Avalogoli people, small-group membership
determined

by a specific

number. As

long

as

with each other and tell who is present and
a

small group. New

everybody else.

relationships must

The size of the group

within

groups start

forming

healthy sign

of group

a

missing,

can

interact

the group is considered

be accommodated between

comes

small group.

maturity when

group members

is not

the

into

question when other

Again, this is considered

original

small group

small

a

reproduces into

other smaller groups.
It is also

and

teams.

important to clarify the relationship between

Brilhart, Galanes and Adams (2001:8)

see

teams

small groups
as

highly
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functioning groups
shared,

where members

and the team has

not used in this

competition.

winners and losers. As

an

equivalent term for

a

small group

"system

power to affect

a

-

(2001 :25).

to understand that

groups emerge

do not have

applies

membership

The

interdependence,

principle

of

parts of a system do

continuously affect each other,
this

as a

and Adams describe

set of relationships among

and forces"

interdependence helps us

Similarly,

some

of

team.

interacting components

whole.

it is viewed

Avalogoli people

small-group theory. Brilhart, Galanes

as a

in isolation but

disharmony when

matter of fact the

a

is

of identity. The term team is

competition is not totally rejected,

as

as

Back to the

sense

goal, leadership

teams in the local context are seen in terms

of jealousy that leads to group

source

committed to the

forged a strong

study because

As much

are

as

well

as

the system

to how small groups function.

in terms of conformity,

not

operate
as a

They have

compliance,

a

and

obedience.

Groups do
focus
needs

on

-

not just occur.

They form for

interpersonal relationships

and exist

needs for inclusion and affection.

accomplishment

and

are

a

purpose.

Primary groups

chiefly to satisfy primary

Secondary groups

focus

on

formed for the purpose of doing work, such

completing a project, solving a problem,

or

task

as

making a decision (Brilhart,
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Galanes and Adams 2001 : 10-1

1). This study focuses

on

secondary groups

in

discipleship.
small groups among the

Lisanga

secondary groups.

The groups

are

Avalogoli people

pool resources

food, clothing, and fees for school children.

to be the

is not restrictive to any age

or

and

men

women use

As

to raise money for

pointed out earlier,

gender. However,

majority in many groups. Lisanga

Avalogoli

as

formed for the purpose of socio-economic

enhancement. Members of the groups

membership

function

small groups in

women seem

one

way the

to raise income to meet their basic needs.

Dynamics of Small groups
As much

function

as an

example,
group,

as

organism. They have

live to

lisanga

small groups form to meet

maturity;

groups go

some

a

a

certain

life span. Not all

need, they also

lisanga

groups, for

die at formative stages. Like any other small

through

five

developmental stages (Lacoursiere

980:19-41).
In the first

stage, members have positive expectations that something

from

good will

come

members

begin

and what

they feel

participation in group activity.

to leam that what

is

they hope

for

or

In the second stage,

want from the

actually happening do not coincide.

dissatisfaction begins to

develop.

A

The third stage is marked

sense

experience
of

by resolution.
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Members resolve to decrease
and start

learning new

constructed

or as

skills to

complete

the task, either

as

for

hope

leader

originally

redefined. The fourth stage is characterized

be part of the group and

feelings

animosity between themselves and the

good outcomes exceeding

by eagerness

the

to

negative

of discouragement, finistration, anger of the earlier dissatisfaction

stage. Termination is the final stage when the task is completed.
Most of the

forward to
the

lisanga

groups

are

in the fourth stage; members look

something better in spite of their personal

differences. Most of

members, if not all, envision that time when their investment

as a

group

would bear dividends.

Lisanga

groups,

of the groups last for

goals

as

long

as

group

long

term task to

five to ten years

one

group to another. Some take

accomplish.

depending

on

the

Some

groups'

Again, the pace of change

longer than others depending

leadership.

The survival of any group
to meet the group

and

a

and members' commitment to achieve them.

varies from
on

however, have

goals.

depends

While Luft

on

(1963)

how its fiinctions

views power, and

are

executed

love, authority

intimacy as central problems of group life, Napier and Gershenfeld

(1993:227-393) believe

group

behavior, leadership

emergence, processes of

problem solving and decision-making affect the life

of a group.

Although
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Luft and

Napier and Gershenfeld may differ

a

they seem to

group,

agree that

a

on

terms that describe the life of

group survives

as

long

as

it is

meeting the

individual and group goals.

Having expounded on the nature

of the statement of the

of data collection and

and theoretical

procedures
next

chapter

I discuss the

making takes place.

analysis,

Avalogoli people

as

problem,

framework, in the

the context in which

disciple-
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CHAPTER 2
THE AVALOGOLI PEOPLE

Five o'clock in the
will be amazed
are

and

morning

a

by excitement in homes.

competing. Shouting, clapping,

and

visitor in
Voices

even

Maragoli

are

at a

drumming

for the first time

high pitch
can

if they

as

be heard from

neighboring villages.
This is

Worship
Some

the

Sunday morning

and

people

preparing

are

starts at home and continues to church for the

people

start

others

sing

in

God to hear them. Some call this
a

group is out

away of evangelizing the

second services. The

as a

in the

all is

more

processions

processions

are

are seen as

marked

flags

sign of purity.

quiet.

"business." The

The

others term it

a

morning

morning for road procession

as a

glamour

people

as

head for

by singing, dancing,

and

sign of identity. Mostly women

The second services last almost the whole

day. Towards the end of Sunday things begin

morning

darkness of

while others pray aloud for

morning glory;

early

Some churches carry

dress in white

praise of God,

day.

community.

From 10:00 o'clock

drumming.

of the

good part

by casting out evil spirits brought about by the

previous night,

call. At times

to go to church.

and hue is

to calm

over

Avalogoli people believe this

down.

and the

is how

Monday

people

are

back to

Christianity is lived.
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In this

the

chapter,

Avalogoli people

are

examined. The purpose of this

data that will assist in

kinship,

how

they

history, culture and Christian values of the

understanding

the

It is also

found among the
is vital in

learning style, religious

emergence, and their economic

community's understanding of

involvement and how all these affect the

Christianity.

important to note that lisanga

Avalogoli people.

understanding

highlight

to

Avalogoli people; specifically

socialize their young ones, their

practices, gender relations, leadership

chapter is

Some historical

small groups

life from

only

information, therefore,

the context of lisanga small groups and

Avalogoli people separate their Christian

are

why the

daily life.

The Avalogoli History

The
in westem

Avalogoli people
Kenya,

East Africa.

is believed that the Bantu

their

origin to

are

by and large

They

came

are

an

African

community living

part of the African Bantu group. It

from Misri

(Egypt). Osogo (1966:21)

traces

West Africa. The Bantu group arrived at various times

between 1000 A.D. and the 1700s,

Victoria. When

they arrived

in

Luhya, Kikuyu, Taita, Kamba,

entering Kenya by boat

across

Lake

Kenya they split into several ethnic groups;
Mem etc. The

largest ethnic group of the 43 tribes of Kenya.

Luhya tribe is the

second
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African

1

=

2

=

Bantu

3

=

Luhya
Avalogoli

Luhya sub-tribes

is

one

Figure

2.

Figure

2 shows the

Typology

of African, Bantu,

typology of the Avalogoli people.

of the 1 8 sub-tribes of the

tribes include

Luhya and Avalogoli

larger Luhya tribe.

The

The other

community

Luhya

sub-

Avanyore, Avatiriki, Avidakho, Avisukha, Avakhisa,

Avatsotso, Amarama, Avawanga, Avakabras, Avatachoni, Avabukusu,

Avasonga, Avakhayo, Avasamia, Avanyala 1, Avanyala 2, and Avamarachi.
The

Avalogoli community

is also subdivided into four

Avamaavi, Avasali, Avakizungu, and Avakilima. There
clans:

are

major clans;

35 other minor

Avayonga, Avakivuta, Avagihayo, Avasanga, Avamuku, Avasaniaga,

Avamigango, Avamuluga, Avalugi, Avaguuga, Avadamai, Avasagala,
Avageezere, Avamugeezi, Avamenge, Avakeveera, Avandege, Avagisiindi,
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Avasaalia, Avazlaala, Avamooi, Avamufa, Avadiindi, Avagisuunda,

Avagusihi, Avakizuza, Avamehero, Avamuheevi, Avamahoolia, Avagiisi,
Avitavati, Avafunami, Avatembori, Avasuva, and Avang'ang'a.
The

Avalogoh community is the most highly populated

Luhya sub-tribes
rural, occupies
equator. Due

with

a

an area

to

population of 280,000.

community, largely

of 76.5 square miles about two miles north of the

inadequate land some members

migrated to settlement

The

among all the

schemes

or areas

of the

like South

community

Nyanza near Lake

Victoria, Kitale in Rift Valley, Busia, Bungoma, and others have
settled in

even

Bugiri, Uganda.

Maragoh refers

originally known
linguistic

have

to the home of Avalogoli. The

to colonial

Bantu group, and

government

more

as

Avalogoli people were

part of the larger cultural

specifically as

the Bantu Kavirondo tribe

(Verma 2001:34).
It is not clear

Kenya. Historians
Barker

exactly when the Avalogoli community arrived

are

divided

(1975:38) records

years 1235 and

over

that the

in

the exact date of arrival. While Eric

community

arrived in

Kenya between the

1265, Gideon Were (1969:67) says that by the year 1598 the

Luhya community,

who includes the

Avalogoli sub-tribe,

was

already

occupying the present location. However, according to a sociological
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research done

by Ehsha Ndanyi (1985: 18),

their first circumcision rite
argues that the

{Kwekoya) between the

Avalogoli people

have lived in

The Avalogoli

Members of the

through kinship,
Within
a

a

and

even

patrilineal relationship,

brother's children
not his

social

sister's

are

communities, females

patrihneages,

and the children

entire

are

to her own

by houses.

Male

children),

bears

other

kinship lineage.

institutions

was

kinships.

community are related
own

children, his

and his son's children

same

belong

(but

house. As in many

to the

own

husband's

(Ferraro 2004:229-230).
owners

siblings in

of homes and the

families

are

pivot

on

which the

given more attention than

female in terms of allocation of property and education. It is
females marry out of the

on

A house refers to

must marry outside their

a woman

considered the

family rotates.

defined based

all members of the

other Afiican

Males

identified

and father's father. A man, his

daughter's children)

lineage rather than

related to each other

are

where members of the

(but not his

years.

Kinship

relationships
are

year 1240 and 1460. He

Kenya for the last 770

Avalogoli community are

particular clan, families

through the father,

Avalogoh community had

the

argued that

family and end up transferring family wealth to

In the recent past male-female ratio in education

high because

of the

emphasis given to educating

sons

in
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families. This, has however,

important roles

changed

with

girls successfully playing

in many families.

Married to
Connects parents
and children
Connects

siblings

Figure

3. The

Figure

Avalogoli Patrilineal

3 shows

relative of both

sexes

patrilineal

Descent

descent where persons

through males only.

Sons and

are

connected to

daughters belong to

their

father's descent group.

Clans in
for clans to

Maragoli are

spring

(Osogol966:24).

up from

a

as a

result of expanded houses. It

leader who had many wives and

As houses became

was

normal

sons

larger and strong enough, they formed

a
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Other related clans. Therefore it follows that among the

community kinship relationships result into new
found in

Maragoli

are

four main clans of the
and

subsequently the

as

process

social units. The clans
For

example

the

traced back to

kinship relationships.

Avalogoli is

result of the four children of Murogoli

a

children had families, which formed clans.

Socialization of Young
Men and

Avalogoli

women

of the

in Maragoli

People

Avalogoli community pass through

they gain age, experience

and wisdom. Just like other

tribes, the Avalogoh 's basic rites of passage

are

birth and

a

maturing

Luhya sub-

naming,

circumcision, marriage and procreation, and death and hereafter.
1 When
.

a

child is bom it is

continuation of family lineage
ancestor

linked

some

(Wagner

hospital.

near a

roadside

or

There

were

instance

a

were

or

name

were

traveling

in the woods. Other children

given names

child bom in

were

society occurrences

of the

or

name

she is

like

were

of the

closely

by bush was named

not bom in the

and gave birth to them

bom

during the

season

political upheaval.

that denote where and when

a near

that denotes the

she is named after. However, there is

those children who

Either their mothers

of hunger, floods, and other
children

ancestral

through the remembrance

the person he

exception to this.
or

an

1949:313-3 14). As the child grows he

by behavior to

house

given

they were bom.

Vusaka

Such
For

meaning bush.
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2. The

ritual

or

Avalogoli community socialized

ceremony and

circumcised when

family apprenticeship.

they were

in their teens,

enough to understand the truths
initiation"
under the

(Adede 1982:7).
care

taught how
their clan

that would be

The

boys

Today Christian values
The

by a circumcision

"Most of the
age when

are

boys

them

given to

secluded in

were

they were old

a

during the

small hut, idisi,

The young

community.

responsibly by respecting their elders

identity and their roles

practices.

were

of responsible elders of the

to behave

an

their young

and

men were

knowing

as men.

slowly beginning

Avalogoli people have

what

to

they call

a

outweigh

traditional

"Christian

circumcision rite" of passage. Besides traditional socialization of young

people

into

adulthood, young boys

attending church, reading the Bible

changing they way traditional
years. The

boys

are no

community. During
circumcised
The

are

are

and

new

serving

be

good Christians by

others. The

longer secluded totally from the

the time of liminality

allowed to mix with

marking the difference

taught to

new

practice

is

circumcision has been conducted for many
rest of the

(Zahniser 1995:92-97),

the

family members.

Avalogoli people, however,

eight years,

also

still

use

circumcision rite

as a

way of

between age-sets among young adults. After every

graduates (or young adults)

of circumcision rite assemble at
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a

central

place

in

Maragoli

mark their age set. The

young "men"

could

bring
The

are

instructed

adults. In

a

mirrors her mother

step-

responsible

young

mother. An aunt

-

only person
boys.

the

image

of the

woman

a

or

Among

is

out of the nuclear

nuclear

the

-

in

family here

a

men

crime that

daughters

into

a

young

sense

woman

of the clan. A

a

Maragoli family. This

family allowed to discipline girls
is used in

a

a

brought up by a responsible

key person in

westem

sense.

and

There is

family among the Avalogoli people.

The effect of urbanization continues to

First,

wider

was

The

female circumcision.

Avalogoli,

showed that she

-

charging.

believe that when you educate

biological

father's sister

the

to

community.

vital role of training their

nation.

The nuclear

nothing like

a

Maragoli people

woman, you educate

-

a common name

against any social

moral life and

Avalogoli community does not practice

responsible

even

on

damage

a curse or

"charged" and given

significant part of the graduation is

Mothers, however, played

is the

to be

impact the

size of families.

who reside in the cities and retum home for short visits tend to

confine themselves to the immediate families, but many
mention of father, mother and children

complete when 'everybody'

as an

else is included.

ideal

people

family.

A

scoff at the

family is

Second, urbanization affects

community life. Community organizing through small

groups is not

possible
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as

people begin to

think of themselves

community- Third, the urbanites

as

individuals and not members of a

consider themselves

well of economically than the rural dwellers. This

community

and effort to mobilize

Morality was key
members of the

same

for both

clan

or

girls

before

and

that

a

cause

is

hampered.

boys. Pregnancy involving
to the

marriage brought shame

of those involved. It also devalued the

something

division in the

causes

community for a

a

informed and

us more

parents

dowry for the girl involved,

family would not want to

see

happen

to

of its

one

daughters.
3.

Marriage

Avalogoli people.

is considered

an

important aspect of life

After circumcision of young men,

marry after the age of 20 and have children. As

important

for

motherhood and in most

girl's parents

cases

receive

they are

are

earlier,

kinship preservation. They are perceived

of the clan and add stature to their parents

The

seen

they

among the

to be

expected

to

sons are

a

continuation

(Edwards 1989:64). Girls preserve

a source

of wealth for their parents.

dowry in terms of cattle and money from the

bridegroom's family.
4. Death among the

point in the

life of a

person. In most

Avalogoli community

family.

cases

It does not just

death and sickness

is still considered

happen but is

are causes

caused

a

by

turning

an

evil

of conflicts because

someone

occurs

somewhere has to carry the blame of causing them. When death

the members of the clan

or

village assemble

at the

deceased home to

console and condemn the evil person behind the death.
Death is

considered, especially

separation between
joins the living
the

living

the

dead

and the

among

non-Christians,

living and the living

dead. When

The

living dead

(Ndanyi 1985:56).

spirit world.

A

special

ceremony,

as

the

someone

are

lovego,

dies he

the link between
is

performed.

Lovego involves slaughtering of an animal and shaving clean of the hair.
This is done

living dead.
from the

as a

to the

some

boundary mark,

living

a

change

elders of the

between the

Avalogoli community

living

and the

see

the

criticize it, but have

practice, however,

no

They argue

still

way of abandoning it

family members perform in

practice

as a

is

living dead, lovego

that the

the blood of an animal is meant to elevate the dead among his
The

of status

church leaders who believe that the

way of ancestral veneration.

family members.

and

dead.

increasingly imder criticism by the
ceremony is

separation of the living

The ceremony is also carried out to mark the

living

While

final send off of the dead and

persist.

There

shading

or

are

her

of

living

those who

completely especially when

times of death. Failure to take part in it

means
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choosing to be an outcast.
discussion

bring it to

to

It

an

might take

some

time of teaching and

end.

Learning Style

Although the
high,

the

community is

even some

other oral

still oral to

a

great

Avalogoli people

extent. Traditional

public meetings and church services

are

people, "They leam by apprenticeship

discipleship,
what

level of literacy among the

which is

a

kind of apprenticeship,

they hear, by mastering proverbs

for

fairly

gatherings,

conducted

...

is

and

orally. Like

example

-

by

by listening, by repeating

and ways of combining and

recombining them, by assimilating other formulary materials, by
participation in a kind of corporate retrospection
sense"

(Ong 1976:9).

-

not

Most of the songs found in the

study in the

community

strict

are

repeated rounds.
The elders of the

considered

as

stores

or

community are respected because they are
libraries of knowledge. Their word is viewed

word of counsel and wisdom. For instance, I had
about 101 years old. In
the extended

experience

family I

a

grandfather who

spite my having attended school to

was

not

and wisdom had

a

as a

was

higher level,

in

recognized as educated. My grandfather's

more

premium than any level of my education.
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The

from the

teaching

elderly members

much has been written about the
Formal

The
12

area as a

history and

education, however,
whole has about 156

non- formal

community

culture of the

elementary schools,

theological

impact on the community.

believes that education is
that does not guarantee

a

a

ticket to

job

is done

is not worth

Not

high

Maragoli.
schools with

institutions. Formal

The

community strongly

good paying job

a
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orally.

Avalogoli people.

has continued to take root in

education centers and 4

education has direct

of the

and any

undertaking (Rodney

schooling
1972:261-

264).
There is

unemployment

a

downside, however,

has been

and

technical and

and

Kenya was

professional

(1970:71-86)

daughters

her

own

meant to

level of

Many parents

failed to

a

secure

paying

produce bureaucratic, managerial,

(Thompson 2000: 13).
people socially

He terms such education system

deposit into

are

in terms of school fees.

argues education that does not empower

where the oppressor makes
or

and

cadres for modernization

economically is oppressive.

for his

sons

to education.

especially after spending family resources

Colonial education in

Freire

schooling. High

counterproductive

disillusioned after their educated

jobs

to

as

banking,

the leamer and expects dividends

benefit. This type of banking education system has
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inhibited
as

creativity of the people

historical

students is not
were

acknowledge

men

and

women

beings.

Due to limited

there

and fails to

resources

in

Maragoli,

the number of high school

high as compared to elementary

as

school students. In 2005,

70,127 students in elementary schools and only 1 1,234 in high

school.^
Parents also tend to

give preference

to males in the

family. Again

in

7,223 boys and 4,01 1 girls in high school. This is also

2005 there

were

influenced

by patrilineal kinship

orientation

whereby males

in

Maragoli

remain in the home while females marry into different families. Since
education is

a

"deposit"

the

depositor (teacher, parent

reap the benefits.

Traditionally,

assistance from

daughter

with their

son

a

it

who is

who remains in the

not in order for

was

married, but it is

had

a

kind of shrine,

home of Avalogoli and later
went there three times in

^

a

on

guardian)

parents

to demand

easy for them to do

so

Practices

mung'oma. Mong'oma was the first

it became

a

place of worship.

year to thank their

god

for

The

people

rain, good harvest, and

Vihiga District Education Office, Ministry of Education, Science
Technology.
Source:

has to

family.

Religious

Avalogoli

or

and
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children

(Ndanyi

1985: 1

1). The birth of more children

was seen as

divine

blessing. They also went to

the shrine

(1985: 1 1)

times of calamity, elders went to the shrine to

notes that

appease the angry

during

gods

on

behalf of the

determine whether the gods had
smoke from bumt animals

during the times of calamity. Ndanyi

or

Smoke

community.

was

accepted the bumt sacrifice

crops

rose

straight into

the

or

sky,

used to

not. When

it

signified

acceptance by the gods and hence divine favors.
The

village intermediary, Omusaaliisi,

interceded for the

people.

His

or

person without any sin.

"holy"

omusaalisi whenever

practice
deepen

is

receding

in the

people have

as

was

a

problem that needs

The educated and

The effect of Christianity

on

hospitals

traditional

of "mswa"

or

beings

Christian values
Christians would

than visit omusaalisi.

Luhya sub-tribes,

spiritual impurity (cf

as

religious practice

that surround

was a

to be resolved. The

confessing

chapter under the section of the Avalogoli
Just like most of the

she

or

of Maragoli still revert to

the level of education rise and

community.

visible and invisible

revered because he

final. Omusaalisi

Today some parts

rather seek medical treatment in

in this

her word

was

the

them,

and

is discussed later

Christianity.

Avalogoli

at times

Edwards 1989,

also relate to

they fall

into

Osogo 1966,

and

a

state

Wagner 1949). The Avalogoli believe that they can affect others around
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them

through curses

and

Wagner (1949:91) puts
forces." The

discipline

release

also be used

curses or

I asked

more

than I

"ruswa"

are

severe

be either for the

As

a

that he

was

community who
who

use

their

as

"releasing of

a

are

spirits.

Christian, he narrated

"threw" in his eyes evil

help those

was

to me an ordeal he went

spirits {vuhindi).

lady who knows

bent to harm others and at the
to

community.

His response

was

He said

after

a

how to undo the

able to get relief He believes that there

"power"

Those who

of the

eye irritation that almost left him blind. It

are

used to

out of jealousy,

progressive person.

if he believes in

harm of

good or the

Curses for instance

stifle

counter treatment from another local

spirits

strong belief in causality.

mostly the elderly members

Geoffrey Omura

expected.

a

family or community. Again,

secretly to

through after a village lady
that he had

can

(Edwards 1989:58).

errant members of a

curses can

There is

it that the causation is termed

of forces

releasing

those around them

blessings.

same

are

people

time there

in the

are

those

in difficulties.

Gender Relations

Patriarchy in Maragoli defines gender relations.
to show deference to

role in

patriarchal authority. They do

society and by

maneuver

so

Women

this

are

expected

by upholding men's

doing they avoid gender conflict and create room to

and pursue their

own

interests, and greater participation (Verma
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2001:38). Patriarchy in Maragoli, however,
degree

women

have power and agency in

inequitable gender power relations.
in

is not monolithic. To

making room to

Abwunza

Maragoli influence local processes

(1995:34)

some

maneuver

argues that

and exert their power in

within

women

a

sophisticated strategy that allows them some degree of freedom of
movement.

Unlike in the formative years when
and

regional politics

involved in

leadership

Agufana Abwavo
the

and economic
and nation

was one

Legislative Council,

conmiunity
reserved for

has

a

a woman

men

only.

building.

we

lidala

or mama

body comparable

women

to US

assembly,

women

Maragoli provides

a

position

in

not create any

for

leadership is

more

the

that used to be
also

leaders, locally known

tend to work

church structure in

elected to be members of

Congress. Currently,

participation

This, however, does

and

were

chief, Florence Mwange,

male counterparts.

women

For instance in 1963 Priscilla

of the leaders who

Active

excluded from local

opportunities, today they are actively

observable in church structures, where

mkere

women were

as

diligently than their

conflict, because the

specific leadership roles

for

men.

In terms of economic

participation.

involvement, there is

There has been

a

a

steady rise

in the level of

successful mobilization of women into
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organized groups. According to Lucy Maina,
officer, there

1000

are

Maragoli

with

groups in

Kenya

a

a

district social

community based socio-economic
of over 13,000. The

membership

development

women

promotion

groups in

of women

stems out of the 1975 United Nations declaration of the

international Decade of Women

(1975-1985)

Women's Bureau located within

Kenya's Ministry of Culture and Social

services

The idea "was further reinforced

(Abwunza 1995:30).

Kenyatta' s ideology of harambee

people

contributed

resources

and the establishment of

(such

clinics and other institutions"

-

community self-help
as

money and

(Verma 2001:37).

labor)

by

efforts in which

to build

schools,

Verma further argues.

Maragoli, women see their involvement in women's groups as a
"good" thing. They draw upon the customary ideology of solidarity
and the norms of gender-based work groups to justify their
involvement in women's groups. In addition, they draw upon the state
sanctioning and international endorsement of women's groups to
defend their engagement in group activities. (2001:38)
In

Women groups in
women

own

to

Maragoli, therefore, provide

reproduce patriarchal ideology that allows

projects

without

domination. As

development.

for

them to pursue their

with this

approach,

the first President of Kenya. He believed in

harambee, which

opportunity

contestation and overt resistance of men

pointed out earlier,

^Jomo Kenyatta was
hence coined

outright

an

means

women

in

Maragoli

pooling resources
pooling resources together for increased

and
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are

indeed involved in

without

leadership

making

creating gender conflict.

Again, the groups have

visibility in political
numbers determine

of their

None

participation

local

given

women some

normally dominated by men.

political strength.

political aspirant.

without the

also

structures

political entity because
any

and socio-economic decision

The

can

spring up to

In

Kenya

groups

are

considered

The groups

are

power base for

women

voting power.

degree of

elective

a

leadership position

of women.

Leadership Emergence
Leadership

among the

Avalogoli,

communities, is ascribed and it also
still the

of the

practice

community is

leadership?"
added

^

was

advantage
on

to a

a

to consider one's

leader. A

or

her father

only qualification

leadership aspirant.

was a

It is

family

for

grandfather

or

leadership,

in

but it is

In 1930s traditional chiefs

senior died in 1987, the

an

were

of education. When

leadership role was passed on to

senior Maragoli leader. He

Government minister in 1980s.

approach.

key question common in the

family background and minimum level

Mudavadi^

Moses Mudavadi

for

the role of his

This is not the

chosen based
Moses

"What

emerges from behavioral

Avalogoli people

background when searching

like many other African

emerged as

a

powerful

Local
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his son, Wickhffe Musaha, because Wickhffe

university graduate)
This

well educated

was

(a

and had not been involved in any anti-social activities.

practice, however,

is

increasingly criticized as

a

way of creating

leadership dynasties and denying other capable young people

a

chance to

lead.
The

Avalogoli people

are now

person who is mature and proves

leadership needs

of his

beginning to

capable

of leading and

people especially his

Leadership position is no longer

confer

or

her clan

leadership

to a

meeting the
(Osogo 1966:76).

automatic for those who hail from

"royal"

families.

Integrity and sociability
leadership traits

premium on

of the

feature

leaders who

diplomatic

viewed

as

are

are

need, and

easily accepted as

Maragoli

arbitrator between
a

has

are

the list of desired

and not

and have the

multiple

high

friendly, outgoing, courteous,

ear

of their

roles. He

and

a

deceptive (Northouse

leaders. Those with this

warring individuals

link among other

elected to the

who

on

community places

loyal, dependable

relationship builders

A leader in

The

Avalogoli people.

2004:20). Again in Maragoli people
and

prominently

or

quality are

people.

she acts

as a

judge,

clans, donor during times of

clans, tribes, and the government. Priscilla was

leadership post because

of her

sociability and strong advocacy
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not for her clan

became the

only but the

entire

Avalogoli king pin in

Avalogoli community.
1980s for his

Moses Mudavadi

interpersonal

skills and

advocacy for the Avalogoli community.
Loss of leadership power

comes as a

result of failure to meet the
in

leadership needs

of the

good leaders

those who make wise alliances with other tribes to maintain

political
the
a

are

power and those who make

community

vice

In the

community.

are

president,

Kenya, he

was

rejected.

was a

For

era

personal

of active

politics

decisions that

Maragoh,

disadvantaged

instance, despite the fact that Musalia,

progressive

leader headed to the

voted out of office in 2002 for

presidency of

dishonesty and

failure to

promote the community's collective need satisfaction. He failed to be
advocate and

champion of the

interests of his

once

an

people.

Economic Involvement of the Avalogoli

The

Avalogoli people were initially peasant farmers,

they are involved in multiple income generating

production

of food and cash crops, trade in

activities.

but at present

They engage

agricultural produce

in

and

livestock, sale of used clothing, consumables, and pottery (Verma 2001:34).
The

diminishing size of farming

depleted

soils

leading

to poor

land due to

increasing population

agricultural yields;

Maragoli along the major tarmac road

and

and the location of

that connects westem part of Kenya
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with

major cities hke Nakuru, Nairobi,

factors to increased rural-urban
The

Avalogoli people, especially men,

the initial

of male

causes

households

rural

areas.

creating the need for cash.

These

farming; they

started

picked up teaching
The
food

the

are

careers

men

were

imposed on

of Kitale,

Lugari

A few

men

as

pastors.

the

bags

of food for their relatives.

highly potential

arable

in terms of

on

small scale, most of the food

is

brought in from neighboring

staple food)

phenomenon in the regions. Again,

migrated to

remained in

became cattle traders and others

and Nandi. Tmcks

who

all

in business and small scale

engaged

from tea crop grown
a

areas.

moved out in search of

areas.

while others trained

which is

centers in

taxes as some of

Avalogoli people presently are not self-sustaining

(especially com meal,

common

The

in rural

who

major urban

who remain in rural

The taxes

growing napier grass,

production. Apart

regions

men

to

(1901) and Poll (1910)

out-migration.

waged labor leaving their families

move

dependents

identifies the Hut

(2001:36)

contributory

are

migration.

search of paid jobs to support their
Verma

and Mombasa

transporting
some

of the

food

are a

Avalogoli people

land, occasionally retum with
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As described

significant impact

by Verma (2001:37),

on

out-migration had a

the male

gender relations within the household; women's

economic and social roles

were

Verma

expanded.

(2001:38) observes.

the farm, in the household.
However, men continued to control the marketing of cash crops, even
from a distance, and therefore the increase in women's labor did not
It increased women's labor burdens

necessarily result in women's
In situations where

their

control

women were

not

alternative ways of raising

resources

consolidate labor

viability

prices

is

women

products of that labor.

pressure to

women were

for the

upkeep

earn

in late

forced to find

of their families. In

women

groups

formed the groups to

1970s, however, forced the

only to

labor

lisanga

help

women

small groups

input strategy and,

from

cash.

(Abwunza
each other

input into farming, including cultivation of crops.

silika groups. In 1980s

response not
women

the

receiving cash remittances

emerged a strong movement, silika

1995:27-48). The Avalogoli

cash crop

over

out-migrated spouses, they felt intense

In response to the economic pressure

1970s there

on

but also

to reconsider the

emerged as

as a

The poor

a

broader way of

economic empowerment. Further discussion oi lisanga small groups

presented in the next chapter.

The Avalogoli and Christianity
The

Avalogoli community first came

1902 when the

Quaker mission (Friends

into contact with

African

Christianity in

Mission) opened a mission
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Station at Kaimosi.

is located in

Although Kaimosi

a

neighboring

community, Avatiriki, Quaker missionaries tended to focus
communities rather than the Avatiriki
of Quaker church in

Luhyaland.

only.

In westem

large membership between the Avalogoli
Quakers

were

not the

were

also active in the

1948 there

fi'om
In

was an

area

Maragoli

there

arose

for

in

1991 :

Maragoli, Pentecostal
and

Anglican missionaries

12). After World

leadership" (Barrett et al., 1973:37).

the Afiican Divine

neighboring Avatiriki community also.

more

churches continue to

denominations

serve

in the

spring up
area

with

War II in

Kenya that "resulted

Church, The Holy Spirit Church,

and Israel Nineveh Church. Israel Nineveh Church had
the

a

and Avabukusu.

upsurge of independent churches in

personal rivalry and stmggle

spread

Kenya, the Quaker church has

Army, Baptist,

(Nthamburi

other

This is evidenced in the

only missionaries

Assemblies of Canada, Salvation

on

in

a

a

strong influence in

The trend has not

stopped yet,

Maragoli. Nearly twenty different
church located almost in every

village.

Having had successful mission work in Maragoli,
lingers

in the minds of many

answer

this

question,

we

Avalogoli:

Who

exactly is

need to understand how the

a

a

key question

still

Christian? To

Avalogoli

were

first
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evangelized, their understanding of the Holy Spirit and what they consider
as

the church

etiquette.

The Church in Maragoli

Protestant

Christianity has

from the time when the local

been in

for the last 103 years

Maragoh

community had the

first contact with the

missionaries in 1902. An estimated 239,000 Avalogoli

themselves Christian, which represents 85 percent of the total
One of the

interesting

factor. Women form

a

trends of the church

high percentage

example,

men.

in

Mazugi

Jotham Alumada,

a

migration

Maragoli
With

a

Maragoli
with

a

Christian

there

gender

regularly, only three

only

are men.

12

are

retired teacher and church leader says, "The ratio

Maragoli

and children

are over

or

population of 239,000,

it

area.

population

(Abwunza 1995:36-40).

twenty denominations represented in

total of 1,276 churches

every 1 85 Christians in the

is due to urbanization." The

in search of jobs leaves the rural

mainly comprised of women
In

is the

of church attendance. Out often

PAG church out of 42 total members

imbalance and church attendance in

rural-urban male

population.

growth in Maragoli

members of a local church, who attend church
For

consider

people

worship
implies

centers

(see appendix A).

that there is

a

church for
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The

effective

unprecedented growth of the church in Maragoh is attributed to

evangehsm and wilhngness of the Avalogoh people

Christianity.
received

Pastor Bowers Maheli says, "The missionaries

by the Avalogoli people

other parts of the
Nandi did not

readily

the missionaries
not

country."

were

when

they first

came

to

to embrace

were

well

Maragoli, unlike

in

Some communities like the Avatachoni and

welcome missionaries into their

only hoodwinking them to

areas on

suspicion that

believe that the

gospel was

part of a wider scheme of propagating colonialism.

Again,

by major

as

pointed out earlier,

famine and diseases in

alleviate their

provided the

the

early 1900,

and

suffering was highly welcome.

much needed relief and

people attend church with a hope

hope

For

Maragoli,

every week I observed

in attendance

The

that God will

a

came

anything

were

hard

pressed

that could

church, therefore,

for many

instance, for the five months

suffering.

Many of those

Avalogoli people

people. Today

miraculously solve

some

their

I conducted this research in

well-attended open

expecting miracles

air-healing meeting.
either for

healing

or

resolving a problem in their lives.

Although the church in Maragoli

is divided

along denominational

lines, the element of family unity exists. Members of a particular church or
denomination consider themselves

as

members of one

family with God as
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their father and therefore the desire to

left out of the

holy family even

if he

or

Waligo's (1990:1 17) observation that
that works and
The

belong

is

high. Nobody wants

she does not attend church

the church in Africa is

worships together, applies

to the

a

to his

disciples

he is there with them

that for where two

Avalogoli community

three

or

regularly.

big family

people's relational and community orientation corresponds

charge

to be

come

also.

with Jesus'

together in his name,

(Matthew 18:20).

Problems Associated with Church Growth in Maragoli
While the presence of many churches in

growth,

it is also

Maragoli

indicator of underlying

an

does not

Maragoli

maturity.

The young in faith

About 80 percent of the

community is undiscipled. Lack

of effective

split-level Christianity (Hiebert,

Shaw and Tienou

some

for

people

show

deep commitment

healing, diviners

spirit. They feel

guidance,

reasons

1940s there

was an

of

are

not

Avalogoli

discipleship has

resulted into

1999:15-29).

In

Maragoli,

Christians but still consult shamans

adequately address

all their needs.

for the upsurge of many African

(AICs) in Maragoli

sign

and exorcist for deliverance from evil

the church does not

One of the

Churches

for

as

seen as a

problems. One, discipleship in

correspond with evangelism.

nurtured to Christian

is

Independent

is the power of healing. In the

early and mid

exodus of members from mainstream churches in search
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for

spiritual

and

physical healing.

"The mainstream churches like

issues of healing and evil

For

example,

Quakers

or

John

Amugada, 69,

do not take

Anglican Church

spirits more seriously." Amugada,

who has been

member of African Divine Church for the last 37 years, chose to
the church because he "discovered the power of miraculous

says,

worship

a

in

healing there."

Most AICs do not have trained pastors and this has resulted in

personal rivalry and leadership wrangles. Many small village
started

on

the basis of either clan

disagrees with one
of a

new

church.

phenomenon.

of his

leadership

The

conflicts. When

colleagues, they part ways

Rivalry between neighboring

splinter churches

among Christians in

differed

or

Maragoli.

a

are

pastor

and that marks the birth

churches is

a common

contributory factor to disunity

are a

There

churches

are cases

sharply over the sharing of property,

where two churches have

and accusations among the

churches of "poaching" members from each other.

Christianitv and the Maragoli Lifestyle

According to
1900

was

Bowers

under duress due to

community experienced

1985:58).

Maheli, "The Avalogoli community in early

hunger and

severe

famine, it

The famine threatened to

coincidence, this

was

the

sicknesses." In 1907 the

wipe

was

called demesi

out the entire

period when the

Avalogoli

(Ndanyi

community. By

church took root in the

area.

The
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Quakers established
built

a

a

mission station at

Vihiga while

Anghcan

Church

church at Ikumba. Pentecostal Assemblies of God intensified its

mission work in

areas

meant to serve as

a

like Madira and Sabatia. These

springboard for mission

Considering the timing
mission

was a

focused

on

response to

spiritual

a

work in

of mission work in

felt need. The

needs of the

people,

bright

Maragoli,

physical

discouraging the drinking

on

community,

not

needs too.

people

and

only

During

the

supported a

the missionaries

of traditional alcohol and dress.

Therefore it is instructive for members of the

community to

does not drink alcohol and is not dressed in

long as

one

she is

Christian. For

a

it is clear that

early missionaries

but

areas

students attend school.

In the process of evangelizing the

focused

strategic

were

Maragoli.

time of famine, the missionaries donated food to the
few

the

example

most

an

think that

animal

as

skin, he

or

denominations, including "mainstream"

churches like Friends Church, Pentecostal Assemblies of God and Salvation

Army, have
women

a

Sunday dress code.

clad in white and

ownership

of the

men

On

Sundays

in suits

Sunday "holy attire"

it is not unusual to find

as a

sign of holiness; therefore

is

sign of Christian

a

faith

commitment. Maheli reckons, "The missionaries succeeded in

traditional habits but not

a

change

of heart for Christ."

changing
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However, despite the dynamic change of the Avalogoh lifestyle, the

community still retains

disciple-making.

some

Mathias Zahniser

involves first time initiation,

initiating people

rites of passage, which could be useful in

into the

(1997:185)

argues that

discipling involves

kingdom of God.

meaning

or

He notes that the process of

community to strengthen

and to the

and

for

believe that

a

of the

person

Revival

Africa Revival

(Luganda),

Holy Spirit,

confessing

as a

which is

about

means

or

as

gospel

Christians because

interpreted

as a

the "the saved ones." The

One is considered saved

10).

Savior

leading to daily salvation.

salvation.

widely known as

"Vahonywa" (Maragoli)

1973: 1

as

they

They

result of the Revival

of what is

Revival is traced back to Rwanda about

experience,

to

in the

Christian must be "saved." This

Fellowship is part

Fellowship,

which

point

Spirit

understanding of Christianity came

Fellowship.

at any

deepen bonding

A section of Avalogoli consider themselves

filling

use

community of faith.

The Avalogoli and the Holv

have the in

on-going process of

the

initiating children into adulthood can be adapted
life of a person

evangehsm

sixty years

or

origin
ago

"Balokole"
of East Africa

(Barrett

by accepting Jesus Christ

Salvation

comes

the East

as

et

al.,

personal

through deep religious

which result in spontaneous open confession of sin.

Emphasis

is
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placed on the blood of Jesus shed on the
of God's

forgiveness.

Pentecostal church in
next to her

seriously.
or

are

or

church is

A Christian must verbalize

are

Salvation churches

(testimony)

and show in

a

Christian."

those who become Christians out of conviction to

are

motivated

not, the church in

by what will happen

Maragoli

given a more

often takes the

regular visits

a

person is

committed member of

loss of a member in

(firewood),

a

of

one

a

who does not

family,

the church

to console the bereaved. In some areas of Maragoli,

church members take food, fuel

support the family.

a

they die.

responsibility

elaborate burial ceremony than

Again after the

when

they die. Whether

funeral and burial ceremonies. However,

attend church at all.

pays

contemporary

leaving a Quaker and

concerned with their burial when

conducting
a

local town

a

certainty

Maragoli

follow Christ, others

Christian

a

Holy Spirit is not

While there

Many

Jackline Indusa, 21, attends

the

her salvation." She adds, "A person who cannot express her

encounter with the

Death in

making possible

home. She notes, "The mainstream churches do not take

"salvation"
actions his

Cross

water and even money to
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Church

Tithing

Some churches peg their Christian
and

offering.

A church member who tithes

attention when death

occurs

and do not tithe at all

are

tithe

viewed

regularly are

a

in his

as

her

or

considered

attention from the church.
as

care

Those who attend church

church attendees and those who

committed Christians who deserve

Interestingly,

are

those who tithe

they

a

special

regularly

are

attend even if they appear

viewed
once

in

husbands who hve in urban centers, but send

money to their wives to tithe for them at home. This is to

they come home, they have

tithing

regularly is given greater

family.

mere

committed members of the church

while. For instance there

to bereaved famihes on

community to

come

ensure

that when

to and be identified as

Christians.

Summary
With

area

a

population of 280,000,

Avalogoli community occupies

an

of 76.5 square miles two miles north of the equator and Lake Victoria.

Inadequate land for settlement
to

the

migrate

to other

estimated that the

some

parts of the country and

members of the

even

community

the rest of East Africa. It is

Avalogoli community have lived in their present location

for the last 770 years since

central Afiica.

has forced

they migrated

from North Africa via

Congo,
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The basic social unit of the

kinship. Family members
Males have

more

membership

and thereafter

process of family

patrilineal

Males have

a

strong

particularly father's home.

naming, circumcision, marriage

to

the

by their father's parental lineage.

family attention than females.

are

community has

the

identified

are

of parental home and

Birth and

boys,

Avalogoli community is

and

procreation,

basic rites of passage every member of the

Avalogoli

Socialization of the young is done

undergo.

mentoring.

and death

through the

While fathers and other male relatives train the

girls get instructions

from their mothers and their aunts also. The

aunt is the father's sister.

The

Avalogoli

are

basically

oral

people. They leam by apprenticeship,

listening, repeating what they hear, by mastering proverbs

participation in corporate retrospection.
increased information

technology, however,

community towards visual

perceives

as

ticket for

a

is

sayings, and

together

influencing part

with

of the

However, the community

well

paying job.

community is highly religious. Before Christianity was

introduced in

Maragoli,

consulted whenever
still

way of leaming.

formal education

The

Formal education

and

the

people

had shrines and intermediaries

they had a spiritual problem. Causation,

prevalent among the Avalogoli people.

The

they

for instance is

elderly believe

that

they can
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affect the hfe of young
those

people

other

people

in the

-

While

they

community who

mostly in

a

negative

are

or

a

by assimilation

that

a

that affect

since 1902, there is

Christian is known

a

community believe

church; they attend church,

into the

do not drink alcohol and do not smoke. Others

They believe

spirits

are

way.

Christian is. Some members of the

Christians

are

'blessings.' Again there

beheved to possess

Christianity has been in Maragoli

confusion of who
that

people through curses

sharply differ with the

view.

by confession and profession of Jesus

Christ.
The

Avalogoli

is

a

patriarchal community.

not monolithic. Women have

some

influence local processes and

especially in the

degree

The

patriarchy is, however,

of freedom, which

they use

absence of men who

to urban centers in search of paid jobs. Women

are

to

migrate

also visible in church and

political leadership.
To

with

as a

some

extent,

changing times

the

way of conferring

qualities

the

leadership

leadership. Integrity

community uses

community

Maragoli

is still ascribed.

community is shifting

in

Economically, Maragoli
consumer

in

save

selecting

is not

However,

towards behavioral

and

sociability are

approach

some

of the

its leaders.

productive. Avalogoli

for the small scale tea

growing.

are

The

basically a
high
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population
of the

in

people

growing

Maragoli has diminished the
are

involved

and other micro

zero

size of farming land and

grazing, poultry keeping,

enterprise

like

majority

fodder crop

selling of second hand clothes.

Again, the male out-migration has significantly affected economic
activities in the

expertise
economic

in

community.

growth, the people

used

as

area

suffers from lack of skilled labor

running micro enterprise and capital input to

undertakings.

groups like

The

to

by the willingness

community organizing by forming small

jumpstart their local

vehicles of collective

produce, though on a

boost their

In response to lack of resources for economic

have tumed to

lisanga

or

economy. The small groups

production and a strategy

small scale.

Membership

to share resources,

for

are

marketing their

in the groups is determined

ideas, and voluntary participation.
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CHAPTER 3

CHRISTIAN DISCIPLE-MAKING

"Christianity without the living
discipleship,
is

and

Christ is

inevitably Christianity without

Christianity without discipleship

always Christianity without

Christ.
-

On
four of us

"guy."
Our

us.

a

Friday at

Peter Savara

was

the

during the

getting impatient.

were

Friday meeting

He

4 o'clock

was

We could wait

the guy. He

with Peter

last school

was our

was a

no

"

1959:63-64

Bonhoeffer

assembly of the week,

longer to meet our

youth pastor in high school.

sign that

ingredient of a good weekend.

the sweet weekend
He not

only broke

was

the

monotony of marathons of classes and school routine, but also added

unique

sense

of freshness into

Peter gave

threatening

us

as some

tasks to

our

lives. We looked forward to

perform on

challenging

to

us.

For

Peter's

a

Bible

fmd out how

quiz.

we were

yet he

Peter rewarded

doing at

was

Surprisingly,

him.

meeting

not

we

a

as

gave his

assignments were interesting

instance, he would ask us

times the word love appears in the book of I

back for

own,

of the teachers at school.

assignments priority over schoolwork.
and

our

with

John,

good effort

or

to count

how many

just let us

and he made

school and home. He

never

go and
a

come

follow up to

entertained

laxity.
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He

encouraged us

high school,
He

careers we

encouraged us

himself as
was

one.

loving,
This

to have

to

a

goal

in life: the

college we wanted to attend after

wanted to pursue and what

identify role models

Interestingly the

we

for ourselves and

four of us chose him.

well educated and commanded respect in
was

present with

we were

looking

us

when

we were

after cattle. He

encouraged us

never

presented

Personally I
our

the kind of mentoring I received from my

was ever

fhiits. He also

wanted to be in life.

felt he

community.

youth pastor.

Peter

not at school. He was with us while

played and went

out with

to be obedient to our

us

to look for wild

parents, teachers and

elders. That is how I grew up.
I

was

never

knew Peter

involved in

pastor

was

a

was

mentoring me,

mentoring relationship.

close to

us

and wanted

us

college, that I realized Peter was

spiritual

director

involved in group

in

our

am

I

sure

What all of us knew

he knew he
was

that

to succeed in life. It was much

while at

are new

neither

our

our

later,

mentor. Terms like mentor

or

context. In essence, the four of us were

disciple-making with Peter

as our

role model.

Discipleship
The term

"discipleship"

problematic word to

comes

loaded with

define because it does not

a

lot of meanings. It is

occur

1979:19). Discipleship is, therefore, used to describe

in the Bible

a

(Hadidian

many kinds of
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relationships
care

or

and activities. Sometimes it is used to refer to any aspect of

for Christians after

theological

discipleship
words

evangelism or to describe phases

education. As mentioned earlier, in this

as

used in this

progression towards

a

Christian

quality living

and Bonhoeffer

biblical foundation of discipleship,

transformation and

study the

term

study is the process of transformation or in other

(Coleman 1987, Hadidian 1979,
presents

of formal Christian

for Jesus Christ

1959). This chapter

discipleship

as a

process of

ministry.

Biblical Foundation of Discipleship
For

important.
in

a

study like this,

It

helps

in

a

biblical

answering

a

understanding

fundamental

discipleship? Biblical understanding

In the Old

of discipleship

as we see

was

involved

framework when

Scripture.

Testament, the concept of leaming is present, but the idea

Though there were
relationship

question: Why get

serves as a

communities engage cultural issues with

of discipleship is

it in the New Testament is almost non-existent.

schools of prophets, the term

not used. Instead it is used as

"disciple"

one

for such

"instmcted"

or

"taught"

(Unger 1957:305).

Discipleship in the New Testament involved attachment to
most often

directly to

Jesus.

Examples

a

person,

of disciples of people other than Jesus
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include:
John

of John the

disciples

3:25); disciples

of Moses

Baptist (Matthew 8:14, Mark 2:18, Luke 11:1,

of the Pharisees

(John 9:28); disciples

(Matthew 22:16, Mark 2:18; disciples

of Paul

(Acts 9:25) and disciples of a

false

shepherd (Acts 20:30).
The New Testament also records four

There

were

disciples

followers of Jesus

in secret

categories

(Joseph of Arimathea,

of disciples of Christ.

John

19:38),

during his earthly ministry (John 6:60:66),
and the Twelve

general (Acts 14:28, 15:10, 19:9))

(10:1).

there

were

Christians in

These

categories,

however, did not divide the body of disciples; all of them were disciples of
Christ.
What does it

are

people

Jesus'

mean

who have

a

to be a

deep, abiding

teaching (John 8:31-32)

disciples

are

also

disciple

one

another

fruit for Christ

she remains in Christ, is

1984:1

(John 15:8) and

Robert Coleman

as

in Acts

a

The

are

disciple only if he

obedient, bears fruit and glorifies God (Hull

1-12). Martin (1984:17)

daily life by bringing all

They hold to

(John 13:34-35).

partners with him in service (Luke 5:1-11). Someone is
or

gospels, disciples

commitment to Christ.

and love

expected to bear

of Christ? In the

argues that

of life under his

(1987:84)

discipleship

is

fohowing

Christ in

Lordship.

describes

disciples

as

people

of the

Way,

9:2, 19:9, 23; 22:4; 24:14,22; cf 16:17; 18:25. Followers of this
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Way were called disciples. They were recognized by their devotion to the
Master, evidenced by obedience

they were
because

ever

growing

in grace and

precept and example. That is why

knowledge. Disciples

are

teachable

they want to leam (1987:84).

In other words

disciples

discipleship. They are
enhance the
to

to His

are

those who take part in the process of

to make other

disciples (Matthew 28: 18-20) and

family of Jesus (Matthew 12:46-50). Disciples

also

are

expected

put Jesus ahead of their earthly commitments (Matthew 8:21-22; Luke

14:26-27), which involve

a

call to

suffering

for the sake of the

gospel

(Matthew 10:17ff).
In Matthew 4:

19,

we

leam

something

Jesus invites his followers to follow him

fishers of men. The

discipleship
Bible

making

is. While

some

of the

so

about Christian

that he could make them into

disciples into

organizations

view

study and verse memory, discipleship is

ministry service

and towards

Signs of Christian
Christian

discipleship.

fishermen

points

discipleship

about

as a

to what

form of

empowering people for

completion in Christ.

Discipleship

discipleship

is observed in

express supreme love of Jesus

people

when

they begin

Christ, fervent love for others,

following Christ and continuance

in his word. Crandall

a

to

life spent

(1979:5 emphasizes
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four biblical marks that characterize Christian

discipleship:

another

(John 8:31-32); bearing

(John 13:34);

own cross

(Luke 14:27);

Christian

relationships
was

not

the counsel of the word
and

one's

place

in the context of

and it has to relate to real circumstances of life of people. Jesus

approach.

methods. He dealt with real

interpretations

Whereas

Sidey (1920:108-1 12)

as a

make

-

disciples

way of defining Christian

completeness,

argues that Christian

McGavran

discipleship: Turning

a

discipleship

and issues.

disciples

different

and

He used real situations in his

people

Jesus' command to the

Christian

one

(John 15:8).

is relational. It takes

discipleship

abstract in his

perfection

fruitful

being

Love for

(1970:123)

non-Christian

-

has enlisted

disciple-making.

disciple-making

is

offers three levels of

society for the first

time to

Christ; turning of any individual from non- faith to faith in Christ and his

incorporation in a church;
truth of then Bible

While

Christian

does

teaching

an

existing

Christian

focus

producing

as

much of the

possible.

Sidey and McGavran tend to

or a

discipleship

as

and

member of the

on

in the

good

church, they do not fully explain how Christian

is actualized and sustained in life. For

discipleship make

a

daily life

would agree with the view, because

of a

example,

what

impact

mulogolil Many in Maragoh

they believe discipleship

is

a

church
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exercise, which involves being

a

good Christian by attending

church and

diligent study of the word.
The

assumption, however,

becomes the center of life for

prescribing

a

vitamin

yes, but unless

habits, the

is

in

and

on

malnourished person. The

a

commitment to the

applies

Jesus

is

important,

would be better

(1998:283)

that

to what is

of Jesus Chirist in word

Lordship

being guided by the Holy Spirit

the lost for the

evangelizing

glory of God.

notes that a

disciple

lives in the

kingdom for the good of others

and

even

kingdom
makes it

for them to enter it for themselves. This aspect of disciple-making

resonates with Jesus' instructions to the

fishers of men. It

socializing the
socialized

corresponds

young.

by elders

Adsit
character

pill

Avalogoli people

the power of God and

Dallas Willard

of God, and

once

be likened to

can

instance, if they knew that Christlikeness points

relying

daily life,

possible

a

suggest that all is fine

taught how to keep healthy by observing good feeding

expected of a disciple;
and deed,

to

to

person. The view

treatment is ineffective. The

for

disciples,

one

pill

a

seems

Young people

to become

(1988:40)

qualities

with the

and

disciples

to follow him and

Avalogoli's

in

Maragoli

become

cultural way of

are

mentored and

responsible adults.

observes that Christian

discipline

and the

discipleship

qualities

can

shows up

as

only be observed
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through actions. Sudgen is

in agreement with Adsit that "Our action flows

from

our

our

commitment and

being. The

concem

is not for mindless

activism, but action, which authentically expresses genuine Christian

discipleship" (Sudgen 1981:152).
A Transformation Process

Discipleship:

argues that

Bryant Myers
"When

discipleship

discipleship in the
much more"

and

is treated

church

(1999: 159).

those

spiritual

that

one

to serve

spiritual disciplines

that

are

kingdom of God.

ministry service rather than
view raises

discipleship change
Sneed and
a

person's

a

spiritual activity only.

discipleship

equip

argument is that discipleship in

Myers'

a

a

broad

a

fundamental

sense

tend to locate

is about

as an

question

that

receiving

agent of God and

essential for

responsible

The bottom line of this

includes

sociological process

restricted process of spiritual

the lives of Avalogoh

Edgemon note

we

exercise. While it is this, it is also

He contends that

obedience to the joys of the

and

is not

solely as spiritual activity,

as a

developing spiritual gifts

appropriating

discipleship

for this

study:

growth.

How does

people?

discipleship

values and behavior, and results in

is

a

process that transforms

ministry in one's home,

church, and the world. "Knowing Christ, instead of just knowing about him,
results in

spiritual

transformation in life and heart that reflects Christ to all
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we

encounter"

(Sneed

socialization that the

and

Avalogoli people use

practices of young people,
into

Christlikeness,

which

Holy Spirit's dominance

Like the process of

Edgemon 1973:96).

so

is

in

discipleship

signifies

shaping the

that aims at

the incontrovertible

values and

transforming people

testimony to

the

in one's life.

Among the Avalogoli people Christ is acknowledged but the
translation of Christlikeness into real life is

lacking. Christ

another and the poor is not

in the lives of the

poor

are

neglected while

tribal skirmishes with

Discipleship

as a

a

clearly reflected

in the recent years the

individuals

(Piper

(Coppedge 1989:83). Again,
out with

a

general

1999: 116). Matthew 24: 14
to

is

a

apostles,

disciples

mission

out the

as

multiplies

merely to

win

peoples

as

many

of the world"

ministry of disciples

of all nations"

ministry that values fruithilness

he

"in all likelihood Jesus did

reach all the

speUs

Him, gives them

all nations. The great commission is

"Therefore go and make

making

to

minister. Out of the 1 2

they could, but rather to

preach the gospel

community has experienced

10:1, 5 Jesus calls the disciples

disciples

as

The

people.

neighboring community.

authority, and sends them to

not send his

one

Ministry

In Matthew

the number to 70

love for

even

(Matthew

28:

to

much clearer:

19). Disciple-

exemplified by Jesus himself
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Dawson Trotman, the

founder of the

pioneer

Reproduce, emphasized the importance

challenged Christians

desire to be

spiritual parents.

your woman. Where is your

(Trotman 1967:36).
training men

and

believed that

a

of disciple-making

to reach out to others and

themselves. "Christians whose lives

.

run

never

in circles.

.

.

to

in Born to

as a

ministry.

He

confine to

nevertheless, have the

Men, where is your man? Women, where is

girl?

Trotman's

women

.

Navigators

Where is

principle

whom you led to Christ?"

is drawn from 2

with the idea that

"carefrilly trained man

one

they

Timothy 2:2,

also train others. Trotman

would double and

multiply ministry"

(Skinner 1974:263).

Unfortunately some disciple-making organizations
however, tend

to

overplay the beauty

of this

Emphasis has been placed on numbers
occurs

during Christian discipleship.

therefore has led to the

use

achievement rather than
programs is

principle

and

ministries,

of multiplication.

rather than transformation of life that

The need to

of forms that

are

spiritual growth.

produce

more

disciples

tailored to individual

Further discussion of discipleship

presented in the next chapter.

Raysbrook (1990:28) notes
reveals several

things:

an

that excessive

emphasis

underlying insensitivity

to the

on

numbers

individual,

a

hurried
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approach to hfe, and a desire

to see

others grow at

a

prescribed by

rate not

themselves. Robert Coleman (1963:36) also observes:
Most of the

evangelistic efforts of the church begin with multitudes
under the assumption that the church is qualified to preserve what
good is done. The result is our spectacular emphasis on numbers of
converts, candidates for baptism, and more members for the church,
with little or no genuine concem manifested toward establishment of
these souls in the love and power of God, let alone the preservation
and continuation of the work.

This kind of approach
tums it into

a

hijacks the purpose

statistical church exercise

of discipleship and instead

and determined

designed

by human

means.

Hendricks

(1981:16)

the life of a believer

growth,

as

he

notes that

or

of course, does not

discipleship

she becomes

reasons

Discipling, therefore,

and

a

continuous process in

Willard

disciple-making

by means

is not

a

Christlike. This

happen automatically.

with Hendricks that God is involved in
what he will do for

more

is

known

listing

spiritual

(1998)

and

one

agrees

cannot limit

only to him.

of steps to follow

(Chinchen

2000:472-481). Neither is it simply the transference of information, but

imparting of one's

rather

and Tienou
focus

on

means

(1999:389)

life to another

are even

(Hadidian 1979:57). Hiebert,

clearer: "Ministries of transformation must

people, not on programs. They are

of human

engineering

Shaw

not tasks to be

and action." In

accomplished by

short, the transformation that
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occurs

during Christian discipleship

them and

allowing God to

living with people, loving

involves

form them into the

people he

knows

they should

be.

Sudgen links
"The

kingdom is

the

kingdom with disciple-making:

God's program of total

(1981:23) notes,

redemption for every aspect

creation," and Jesus counseled his disciples

righteousness (Matthew 6:33)

He

and to pray

to seek first God's

of

kingdom and

"your kingdom come" (Matthew

5:10).
Howard

Snyder

(disciple-making)

as a

summarizes and underscores the role of discipling

ministry.

He observes

(2001:83),

The

Kingdom of God provides the eschatological focus of the church
(not only as future, but also as the future present), giving direction and
purpose to the church's discipling ministry. This discipling ministry
equips believers for their priestly service as gospel ministers (Eph.
4: 1 1-12), in part through the diversity of gifts. Discipling produces
workers, ministries and structures, which focus on evangelism, justice
or both, depending on the Holy Spirit's choosing. In other words,
discipling brings forth effective, spirit-guided evangelism and social
witness, both of which fmd their justification, focus and goal in the
kingdom of God.
The

reason

God to further his

for

getting involved in disciple-making is

kingdom (Adsit 1988:91).

disciple-making is "doing
to each other." Stevens

Christians

(disciples)

God's

Martin

Word, loving

(1999: 120) also

one

to be used

(1984:17) notes

another,

and

by

that

ministering

adds that the proper work of

is the furtherance of the

gospel

and

serving God's
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kingdom purposes in the world.
as

It is also

important to note

in the process of socialization involves character

Christians mentor others

that

discipleship

development.

As

they impact them characterwise.

Disciple-making Strategy

Leroy Eims (1978:27-36) notes that the people
were

ordinary people

-

fishermen and tax

to choose those whom he would

those

days

morning

were

disciple
leam.

not

but

were

gospels record the qualities
hunger

time

disciples

night praying

for God,

also

The

disciples.

that Jesus looked for. He

were

to

to him and chose

designated apostles" (Luke 6:12-13).

only apostles,

those who

came

train, he spent the night in prayer: "One of

came, he called his

twelve of them, whom he also

The

collectors, but when it

Jesus went out into the hill to pray, and spent the

God. When the

Twelve

whom Jesus chose

sought to

available, faithful and ready to

Coppedge (1989:60) observes,
When Jesus looks for
have

a

heart for

God,

are

available to be

He is

looking for those who
with him, willing to seek

potential disciples.

Him, faithful in their commitments and teachable. Those who

come

with this kind of spirit and attitude are candidates to be Jesus
disciples. He can make them into disciplined followers just as He did
the Twelve.
One

chose

were

significant aspect
not

of Jesus' selection strategy is that the

only common people,

but also

individuals; yet not

people he
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photocopies

of each other. For

Romans who

example,

Simon the Zealot hated the

occupied Palestine, while Matthew the

tax collector

them. The obvious lesson from Jesus' selection process is that in

disciple-making,

should not select

we

only

temperament and personality. Nor should
certain way that

we

standards. Eims

(1978:29-30)

discipling,
example

we

find

agreeable to

our

have to abandon

our

choose

personal

are

like

only those

in

who act in

a

lives and acceptance

selecting men

proneness to

us

our

and

women

conformity and

for

follow the

of Jesus.

small groups. His intention
build

we

argues that in

Jesus' carefril selection of apostles

to

those who

worked for

community,

Krallmann

and

bring people together,

was

to raise up

qualified

catalysts for the release of people's latent

spiritual capacity for the things
(Mark 3:13)

strategy. He used

living friendships (Sedmak 2002:32).

observes that Jesus' desire

serve as

to his

to use small groups to

and to create

(2002:49)

leaders who could

was

points

of God. Jesus

deliberately chose

a

group

empowered them to proclaim the kingdom of God (Luke

9:60).
Bill Hull notes that the
"Jesus

disciple's primary vehicle

is the small group.

spent many months establishing his disciples in God's word, prayer,

fellowship,

and

witnessing.

He succeeded

so

well in this process because he
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had these

men

do

something together,

in

groups" (1984: 128).

Coleman notes that the

use

ignored the

intentionally used a

Coleman

masses.

(1963:35)

but to usher in

.

.

argues that "Jesus

kingdom

unless Jesus' converts

.

on

a

He

of a small group

and protect them in the

was

he needed

...

were

by Jesus

small group for

not

mean

a

that he

purpose.

trying to impress

people

the

crowd,

who could lead the multitude

given competent men

truth, they would

did not

Robert

soon

of God to lead them

faU into confusion and

despair."
The

use

of small groups also reminds

evangelism strategy among
".

.

it is

.

it is not

possible

groups, he

possible
to

was

While

or

will be fulfilled
a new

them

able to create

as

groups."

accomplish:

individual, but

with the Maasai.

groups, Darin

Kennedy

groups. He observes that small groups

"Like yeast,

a

only when it loses itself within the
which will

as an

(1978:67),

He observed that in small

meaningful dialogue

importance of small

commimity,

(1996:183).

desirable to convert the Maasai

evangelize

have distinctive tasks to

of Vincent Donovan's

the Maasai of East Africa. He wrote

discussing theology of small

underscores the

us

participate

in God's

small

group's purpose

church for the creation of

blessing

the entire world"
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Ron Bennett views the role of small
groups

as a

discipleship mobilization and especially in collective

strategy for

societies. He

(2001:75)

observes,
Small groups of four to twelve

intimate community dynamic,

security and trust to
could

share the

people typically move

toward

a more

where members feel

enough
dreams, fears, and concems that they
one

reveal in

a larger group. Because it's harder to hide in
small group, a sense of ownership and responsibility to each other
develops as well.

never

Having

looked at

informs Christian
among the

some

biblical foundations and the literature that

discipleship,

I

tum to

now

Avalogoli people by use

contextualizing disciple-making

of lisanga small groups

Contextualized

and the

communication forms

gospel

appropriate

strategy.

seeking relevant ways

gospel. Lingenfelter observes,

contextualization is to frame the

as a

Disciple-making

Contextualization of disciple-making is

connecting culture

a

and

message in

meaningfiil

a

"The idea of

language

to the local

focus the message upon cmcial issues in the lives of the

of

and

culture, and to

people" (1998: 12-

13).
The

development of strategies

for world

imaginative pioneering methods. Stephen B.
models of contextualization: translation,

evangelization calls for

Bevans

(1992) discusses

six

anthropological, praxis, synthetic.
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transcendent,

and countercultural models. All the models aim at

gospel relevant cross-culturally.

For the purpose of this

model has been

(1992:39) notes.

applied.

Bevans

study,

making

the

the translation

By translation model, we do not mean a mere word-for-word
correspondence of, say, and doctrinal language of one culture into
doctrinal language of another. Rather, we are concemed with
translating the meaning of doctrines into another context
Nevertheless, the translation model insists that there is "something"
that must be "put into" other terms. There is always something from
the outside that must be made to fit inside; there is always something
"given" that must be received.
.

.

It is

is the

are

important to note

gospel.

that what needs to be contextualized in cultures

In 1974 the Lausanne Covenant recommended churches that

deeply rooted in

Christ and

later many churches in Africa

indeginization,

closely related

are

are

still

to culture. Yet

on

the world, and

responding with

New Testament

challenges

of

disciple-making.

argues that "As God

new

thirty years

grappling with the process

both in terms of evangelism and

Sudgen (1981:7), however,

perspectives

.

gives new

to faith and

practice,

some

forms of discipleship that seek to understand and

patterns of obedience and community

to

today's

apply

social

problems."
Charles Kraft notes that the aim of Christian witness is to
come to

Christ and to be formed into groups

(churches)

that

are

see

people

both
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biblically and culturally appropriate (1999:389).
a

by which the

process

He

sees

contextualization

church becomes inculturated in the life of a

as

people.

Contextualization is part and parcel of the New Testament strategy.
Jesus'

teaching was indigenous

discipled.
Hebrew
and

He

taught in the

poetic form,

to the

society in

but it

was

the

Christianity for Greek speakers,
of their

contextualization is not
once

for all in

that the

Europe

use

early aposdes

the

of parables, which

on a

local

most

striking

Christian truth in the

receptors" (Kraft 1981:389). Kraft
product

contends that

that has been

developed

America, rather it is the imitating of the process

went

through.

Mikha Joedhiswara defines contextualization

a

was

of

"In order to contextualize

apostles expressed

simply passing

or

employed the use

vernacular of Aramaic and

powerful (Manson 1967:50, 56). Again,

thought patterns

which he lived and

community integrates

the

gospel message

blending

text and context into that

Christian

living" (1992:32). Joedhiswara's

contextualized discipleship; it has

single,

as

"the process

with real life context,

God intended

definition

reality called

points

to

to be relevant and faithful to

tradition of the church. Lack of relevance is the

by which

cause

in many cultures where contextualization has been

Scripture

of discipleship

and

apathy

ignored. "Consequently,
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the

gospel remains incomprehensible, fragmented, foreign,

(Hiebert, Shawn

and Tienou

and irrelevant"

1999:369).

Bevans is among voices that continue to call for contextualization of
the

gospel.

He

(1992:27)

argues that to make the

good news that it reaUy is,

gospel

there must be interaction and

with traditional cultural values, but also with social

identities,

and the conflicts that

present

are

phenomenon of globalization encounters
Not all who

are

involved in

Darrell Whiteman

of evangelism and church

Oduyoye (2003:89-108)

at

traces the

foreign

the contemporary

people

of the world.

taken heed of this call.

what has

happened instead.

not in

He
terms

discipling believers." And, Mercy

She further notes that

some

pioneer

cultural forms and therefore made the

gospel

to many African local cultures.

Oduyoye 's

view leads to

discipleship programs
the cultural

gospel.

ethnic

superficiality of Christianity in Afiica to

gospel.

ignored Afiican

new

contextualization, however, have been in

planting,

the lack of a contextuahzed

missionaries

discipling have

chaUenging

dialogue not only

change,

the various

(1997:x) explains

notes, "most of our efforts

as

the

gospel

argument that

westem

have not created the intended

baggage they come

"If the

an

impact in Africa. That

with inhibits the smooth

of Jesus is to have

a

oriented

integration of the

deep impact on the African
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people,

so

allow the

that

'they may have

gospel

to

life and have it

speak in the

gospel

is also held

who argues that, "each person hears the

cultural mould and

responds

in the

appropriate

gospel

manner"

In apparent response to the need of contextual

Zahniser proposes
ceremonies. He

indispensable

a

cross-cultural

(1997:2)

discipling model

argues that

symbols

of connecting Christian

means

routines in any culture. This model has

(Mclntyre 2005)

and

then

we

cultural situation of the Africans"

1982: 12). This view of contextualizing the

Nthamburi,

abundantly,'

proved to be

a

must

(Gitari

by Zablon

in his

own

(2000: 139).

discipleship,

that

uses

Mathias
and

symbols

and ceremonies represent

meaning

already been

with life's

tried in

promising approach

daily

Bangladesh

in other cultures

as

well.
The search for effective ways of contextualizing the

gospel has

been

of great interest to many in missions.

Joseph Healey and Donald Sybertz,

missionaries in Tanzania,

with

narrative is

a source

provide

of contextual

us

rich cultural

of how African

theology. They (1996:377)

parables, proverbs, sayings, riddles,
are

good examples

argue that

and other types of African oral literature

history and contemporary praxis

they could be used in contextual theology.

of the

people

of Africa, and
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Summary
Christian

discipleship

is rooted in

Scripture, especially

Testament. It is the attachment to Jesus Christ.
John the

Baptist (Matthew 8:14, Mark 2:18, Luke 11:1,

of the Pharisees

disciples

(Matthew 22:16,

of Paul

(Acts 9:25)

and

Jesus commissioned his

all nations.

."

.

therefore,

disciples

is not all about

and actions into

fruitfulness

as

serving

of false

"go

is in

discipleship

is to foster

3:25); disciples

of Moses

(John 9:28);

shepherd (Acts 20:30).

were

yery

specific: baptize

Where

spiritual growth,

a

a

translation of one's

ministry service

that values

The consummation of

as

the

primary goal

it also involves

of

equipping believers

priestly service and social witness.
The strategy for

exercise, but
involved in

a

selecting disciples is not

God driven process. It is

discipleship.

selection of his

disciples.

of

and MAKE DISCIPLES of

self, but

others. It is

kingdom building.

John

disciples

discipleship.

exemplified by Jesus himself

discipleship

include

had commanded them. This is,

mandate for any Christian

a

to

disciples

His instructions

obey eyerything he

Disciple-making

for

Mark 2:18;

disciples

(Matthew 28:19).

and teach them to

thinking

Examples

the New

a

human

engineered

by constant prayer

that God is

Jesus himself went into prayer before

making

a
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of disciples should take into consideration those who

Again, selection

hunger for Christ,
however, does
from
For

available, faithful

not take

place

culture. It is therefore

a

instance,

economic
way

are

in

a

and

cultural

ready to

vacuum.

themselves tells

us more

kinship

to

disciples

hail

contextual factors.

important to pay attention to

groupings could be of great significance

Disciple-making,

Potential

in Afiican set up, social stmctures like

people organize

leam.

and social

disciple-making.

about what

they value

The

as a

group.
In the New Testament most

disciple-making took place

groups. Jesus succeeded in the process because he had

together,

in groups. In

groups.

Again,

engage

Scripture

an

African context,

groups create

a

people

major decisions

good environment

with their cultural values.

for

are

people

in small

do

something

made in

to

dialogue

and
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CHAPTER 4
LISANGA SMALL GROUPS

The focal point
nor a

of referencefor Paul 's

rite, neither

a

code

nor

communities is neither

cult, but a
-

set

a

book

ofrelationships.

Robert Banks 1994:107-108

Jane

Ambenge, a member of Mazugi lisanga small group narrates her
experience in a lisanga small group;
I always look forward to our next lisanga meeting. Apart from the
contribution we make monthly, during the meeting I get to know how
my friends are doing, chat with them, leam from them, and pray with
them. Most of the things I have done at home in terms of development
are as result of lisanga small groups. I have been able to buy utensils
for my house, paid fees for our children, and repaired our house
without having to wait for my husband to send money from Nairobi
city where he works.
I am happy to be a member of a lisanga small group for the last
two and half years and I will continue to be

a

member. When I

was

newly married, I did not know whom I would share my concems and
pray with. But when I joined Mazugi lis-anga small group, my prayer
was

answered. I have

good

friends who

are

willing

to share their life

experiences with me. In our group there are those who have more
experience in life than me. When they share their own experiences, I
get to leam from them. Mazugi lisanga small group has given me a
social belonging I need.
In our group, there is mutual respect for one another. We help
and counsel each other when a problem arises. For instance, when a
visit and pray for her and if there is a financial
contribute and assist. I am also glad to meet members from

member is sick
need

we

we

[denominations]. From them I have leamt
not different, we worship the same God.

other churches

churches

are

Jane's narration captures the

Maragoli.
as a

This

chapter explores

the

importance of lisanga

that

small groups in

possibility of using lisanga

small groups

strategy for Christian disciple-making among the Avalogoli people.
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Lisanga Small Group Defined
The term

which
share

means

a

resources

physical
In

is

a noun

derived from the

like

food,

money, group

need that

a common

or

come

kusanga,

together to

and tasks.

responsibilities

requires

verb

Maragoli

'to share.' Members of lisanga small groups

members have
be

lisanga

their collective

approach;

Maragoli

where

relationships

accountability is

collective. There

viguma, and silika. These

decision-making

and

are

are

are

primary,

there

are no

"lone

dominant, responsibility is shared and

activities

are

indigenous

groups like

lisanga,

socio-economic groups, which encompass

community welfare.

"I

am

because

we

are" reflects the

strong group identity of the Avalogoli people. Individual decisions
well received. For instance, in societies like this

of decision for Christ sweeps

many individual decisions but

1938:10 &

(1995:471)

primary, relationships

goal

being

people

through the
far

more

group

than their

are

not

become Christians

mind, involving
sum

(Pickett

12).

Scheer

and

it may

spiritual need.

rangers." Group

a wave

Group

are

argues that "In

also the

a

culture where

relationships

are

key to communication. The foundation

of relational communication is not

merely to pass truth,

but to

estabhsh, maintain, and enjoy the fruits of relationships" (1995:471).

as
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Lisanga
vehicles for

small groups

community development

good means for initiating
That is

the groups is
As

the

first formed in
women

to

early

help

a

prices

in late

population pressure.

negative

care

a

task-oriented groups.

community

groups

life.

economic

are

Membership

of

modeled after silika groups,

1970s. The silika groups

lisanga

as a

by

input into

(Abwunza 1995:27-48).
small groups

formed

were

each other consolidate labor

and cultivation of cash crops

the silika groups evolved into

to

provide

predominantly Christian but interdenominational also.

Avalogoli

cash crop

serve as

and therefore

fellowship
They are

which

for the purpose of economic

way of enhancing

explained earlier, lisanga

were

farming,

as a

and

group activities.

they are specifically formed

empowerment and

which

community-based groups,

are

With

time,

response to poor

1970s, and decreasing unproductive small farms due
The low cash crop

impact

of the families while

on

prices

families. The

men are

and

unproductive

Avalogoli

farms had

women, who take

away in urban centers,

came

up with

alternative ways of economic survival.

Lisanga small
strategy, but also

groups

as a

emerged in early

men.

only as

a

labor

input

broader way of economic and social empowerment.

Unlike the silika groups, which
groups include

1980s not

Some

mainly comprised of women, lisanga

lisanga

groups

are

formed

small

by men only and
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Others

by women.

For instance

group consists of women, while
women

group has

Pamoja

men

only and Mazugi

Umoja has membership

of both

pool. This

on

what to contribute to

may be money, harvested crop like

However, financial needs

are

often most

beans,

com,

or

common

financial

pool.

common

members at

on

The money is then distributed to either

another need and do likewise. For
in

towards

a common

The groups
as

small

are

one or

attended to. Then

example,

how much

seven

two

they identify

members of Pamoja

need among themselves. The need could be fees for

are

medical bills,

also

a

or

Group, with

cooperative units

a

as a

membership

starting

a

way of strengthening

for

marketing

beans, fruits, pottery, and used clothes

products

on

Kisatim, Sabafia division, contribute Ksh 200 (US $2.50) monthly

school-going children,

act

identify a

the amount each member has to contribute to

time until all members

a

peanuts.

problem that is affecting them. They decide

money is needed and agree

a common

and therefi)re many of the

pressing

groups contribute money to meet immediate needs. Members

Group

and

(see Appendix B).

Members of lisanga groups agree

the

men

as

farm

a

marketing strategy. They

produce like vegetables,

noted earlier.

of 14, engages in

group, and shares the

project.

proceeds

Mazugi Lisanga

poultry keeping, markets
among themselves.

the
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Lisanga
From

lisanga

a

as

Fellowship Groups

biblical perspective, the

small group. As in

lisanga

small group, "koinonia"

participation, sharing or fellowship (Kittel
meaning

of "koinonia" is

times in the

sense

times with the

or

of "making

a

uses

the related

a

contribution" in

a

means

1985:450). The

(1994:56-57)

notes that in

adjectival noun "koinonos"

joint activity and the

either of "having

a

financial

to

New Testament. The idea of

5:10. Robert Banks

of partner in

meaning

and Friedrich

clearly seen in the

sharing is emphasized in Luke
the New Testament Paul

"koinonia," is closely related

term

share" in
or

a

few

verb "koinoneo" five

some

extemal

other way. Banks

activity

(1994:57)

adds.

Certainly Christians do associate with one another in these activities
and experiences, but in his use of "koinonia," Paul's emphasis is upon
their participation alongside one another in such things, not in one
another as the term "fellowship" suggests.
Again, "'Koinonia'
unites Christians. It

abiding

(Kittel

that

begins

commences

and Friedrich

denotes the

is

a

fellowship

as

1985:450).

are

the

living bond that

with Father and the Son

here and is fulfilled hereafter

family fellowship

church. Small groups

favorite term in 1 John for the

(3:2, 24;

4:

(1 :3, 6) by
13)"

Kittel further observes that "koinonia"

established and

uniting

expressed in the

force of the church

as

life of the

family

of God.
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Lisanga

small groups

are

also likened to the Catholic Small Christian

Communities. SCCs, started in 1976,
Just like

lisanga

communion

SCCs

are

church.

{koinonia)

or

the

as

and

for the Catholic Church

Comparatively,
small groups

are

not.

and

especially in

while SCCs

Lisanga

lisanga

example

as

anonymity,

of mobilizing

people

to

causes

and

The SCCs have

fairly worked

part of the church structure, lisanga
are

and

in

a

better

reaching

position of

out to

a

wider scope

hermeneutical communities,

having to

small groups

a

the small groups

issues like the role of parents in

alienation and

reach out to those in need and

small groups

as

theology.

many parts of East Africa.

are

forums for bible reflections without

discussed. For

the

Sybertz 1996:150).

of people. Lisanga small groups,

In

the church

the structure of the whole

are a means

transcending denominational boundaries

underpinnings.

on

with reference to their broader

problems
(Healey

based

overcome

community, deepen their faith,

consequences

are

groundwork for

big church gatherings

local

Cathohc model of a local church.

Trinitarian communion in contemporary

They are designed to help

discover

analyze

small groups, the SCCs

considered

mistrust in

are a

are

good

worry about doctrinal

number of issues
are venues

for

bringing up children,

are

raised and

discussing family

the church and
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community, poverty, sickness, healing, and what is expected out from a
Christian.

Gladys Imbayi,
a

member of Mazugi

lisanga
own

a

Catholic and former member of SCC is

lisanga

small group has

group. She says,

religious precincts. Lisanga

we can

appreciate

one

in

helped me

another

"Being a member

broadening

small groups

irrespective

happy

are

of Mazugi

my worldview

windows

to be

beyond my

through which

of our denominational

differences."

Organization Patterns
The groups have

central

body

regulations.

that

general patterns

supervises them;

treasurer. There

are

They

rather each group has its

The groups have defined

secretary and

of organization.

leadership

with

a

other members who

do not have

own

a

rules and

chairman/person,

help

in the

general

coordination of the group.

Every group has

an

organization

structure that

of chairman/person, secretary, and treasurer. These
sometimes

appointive posts.

chairpersons
group

or

While

treasurers others

members) based on trust

some

are

members

provides for the offices

are

are

elective
elected

or

as

secretaries,

unanimously elected (appointed by

and commitment to

serve

group interests.
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Group Membership
earher, membership of lisanga smah groups is

As mentioned

predominantly Christian. Members, however,
denominations

lisanga

group. There

membership
Retired

(see appendix C).

in

people

are

Pamoja

and those in

Umoja

no source

of income.

income and
not make

a

can

the

a

common

an

play.

on

pool

For

one's

instance,

occupation.

form their

income and

are

own

small because members have

monthly contribution.

15 members do not have

a

lisanga

able to make

than those who have retired

monthly contribution but quarterly

majority of the

into

paid employment tend to

Pamoja group is

make

come

groups is based

groups. Members of such groups have

higher contribution to

from different

Numbers do not determine the size of a

other factors that

and

come

a

or

have

an

Members of Mazugi group do
in

a

year, because the

reliable permanent

source

of

income.

Again,

the level of education is

It is also evident from the table

and

Umoja

where

The

as

groups

Mazugi

are

a

factor in

membership composition.

(see Appendix B) that members

either retired

group consists

professionals

or

those in

mainly of housewives

majority of them do not have college education.

or

of Pamoja

employment

self-employed.
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Age is
the

also

factor. While

Mazugi

group has

age is 55. Therefore most of the

retirees who make their contributions from

Social

reasons.

of the

One, the youth

attend boarding schools

regular meetings
of their

own

is not

Umoja

group members

pension or the National

some

groups

are

income

Gender is

Although men

participation

or

not

is

groups.

groups is not

located in

and therefore their

guaranteed. Two,
a common

youth.

pool.

The

by being members
youth.

most

Maragoli.

Some

availability

youth do not have

The groups,

youth

high for two

are aware

for

an

income

however, have farthat their parents

of the groups and members of the
The

meetings

of the groups

are

held in

youth live.

a

are

factor in

lisanga

group

membership composition.

actively involved in lisanga

higher

gender;

permanently

colleges

for the

both

groups, the level of women's

than that of men. This is due to the role of women at

home, especially when

lisanga

are

role models for the

homes where the

on

youth in most lisanga

to contribute to

reaching implications

based

wide range of ages,

Security Fund.

Membership

raise

a

group members fall between the age of 50 and 60. In

majority of Umoja

Kenya retirement
are

a

men are

men

and

out in the

women

city. However, membership

have

a

is not

chance to be members of
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Clan is also

a

factor in

lisanga groups.

some

number of small groups based

on

The main

kinship.

groups is trust. "Blood is thicker than water"
tmst

a

kinship than an

group out of their

as

reason

they put

Again, should a

"outsider."

A clan may have

a

for clan-based

it. It is easier to

clan member cheat the

contributions, they believe that the

money

or

whatever is

taken is within the clan. It is not lost. The clan factor, however, is not meant
to lock out other non-clan

members, but to offer

a

kind of motivation for

other groups.

Leadership
Leaders of lisanga groups

are

Members decide who their leader

responsibility, initiative,
Mazugi

group, for

Selection

chosen

is, based

mostly through consensus.

on

self-confidence and

instance, have

never

alertness, insight,

sociability.

Members of

elected their leaders but believe their

leaders have what it takes to lead them. The leaders remain in office
as

they continue
Other

to

serve

qualifications

for

determination to achieve the

leadership

are

include

respected,

goals

have

integrity and

good morals,

of the group. There

leaders for their innovativeness. These

acceptable new ideas

long

the interest of the group.

determination. Leaders who

as

as

for the group.

are

are

and show

those who emerge

members who

come

up with
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Trust stands out

Umoja

as a

key qualification for leadership.

group believe that their leader is

characteristic of leadership but also

cohesiveness. Just
are

able to trust

membership

as

one

Baird and

a

a

All members of

trusted person. Trust is not

only a

factor that contributes to group
it "If the members

Weinberg (1977: 192) put

another, they are much more likely

to value their group

than if they feel unable to trust each other."

Conflict Management
While trust is

groups

together,

a

strong factor in keeping members of lisanga small

the groups

are

not free of conflicts. Two

exist in the groups. Ellis and Fisher
and
in

interpersonal

lisanga

extraordinarily quiet.
was

psychological
interactions.

or

(1974:216) identify cognitive conflict

conflict in groups and these kinds of conflict may be found

small groups.

However, it

Occasionally one or

This behavior

was

two group members

attributed to

not easy to determine whether the

not. It

was

easy to observe

Although members

of the three groups

investigated,

another whenever

one

problem was

did not talk about their
it

was

of them

down,

conflict

through

differences,

apparent that there

was

were

personal issues.

interpersonal

members' behaviors. Some members would look
to one

levels of conflict

was

or

in

one

conflict in

start

whispering

making a contribution.
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While it is

argued that conflict

issues and cohesiveness
groups conflict is
group

unity and

(Elhs

a source

can

creates

increased

understanding of

1974:219), for most lisanga small

and Fisher

of worry for their leaders. Conflict undermines

easily lead to

group destruction.

The groups do not wish conflict away, but make

contentious issues in the group. In

Mazugi

group, the

of conflict management lies with the group leader,
conflict

first

were

thing

a

reported to her

meeting was

exactly was

the offender and needed to

the group

important

in

resolving the

conflict

was a

After

win-win

was

allowed for

an

who the

apology was

approach.

to note that many of the conflicts are affective and not

Members differ

over

procedural

matters and not on ideas

Cases of

matters of concem

by identifying

apologize.

back to business. It

was

as

to address

responsibility

Gladys Ahoya.

convened. A short discussion

participate

attempt

onerous

and she would raise them

members to

given,

an

It is

substantive.

pertinent to

the

group task.

Lisanga Small Group and Disciple-making
The

gist

of this

small groups in
carry out the

Mazugi

and

study is

to

disciple-making

investigate
among the

study three existing lisanga

Umoja lisanga

the

possibility of using lisanga

Avalogoli people

groups

small groups.

were

of Kenya. To

identified; Pamoja,
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Members of the three

different denominations.

God,
one

or

groups

discipled (see Appendix D).

discipleship

discipleship

For Jackline

is all about Bible

This translates into 20 percent of

discipleship

sessions

a

people

are

all about. "I have

meant for me.

It

was

This confusion and lack of information about

Three

things, however,

lisanga small

Every

a

believed, "Discipleship

"I do not

for the

was

ideal for

a

disciple-

challenge.

made it

possible

groups; prayer, song and

group had prayer, time for

program whenever

to

thought had an idea about disciple-

church

made its introduction

known

surprising

Discipleship is good

wrong. Mark Alusa

making,

always

disciple-making.

making, got it

plant."

was

Festo Imbuka observed.

youth program."

had about

Semo noted. Even those who

youth,"

was

the three groups, it

study, period!"

Semo, "Discipleship is

witness the little information

in

of

members, only

out of five group

totally new to

not

was

apparent that less than 10 knew what it

think

all Christians but from

discipled.
While

that

are

They attend Quaker, Pentecostal Assemblies

Anglican Church of Kenya. Again,

has been

those

lisanga

singing

they would meet.

to

introduce

disciple-making

dance, and time of refreshments.
and refreshments

as

part of the
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Prayer
All group

meetings

with the groups focused
had to trace the
Bible
who

as

the

open and end with prayer. Initial

on

the purpose of prayer.

origin of prayer.

It

happened to be pastors made

reciting

All the groups

1

.

as a

the Lord's

came

for God's interyention,

why themselyes

came

group

we

up with the

inyaluable contributions towards the

Meshack Adura and

other members in

the members who

as a

where prayer is mentioned. Two group members and

source

origin of prayer.

was

Together

meetings I had

George Ondego
Prayer.

up with biblical

blessings,

of Umoja group led

and

examples

guidance. They

of people who
also identified

prayed
reasons

group should pray:

members, they pray together for the agenda of their

As group

meetings.
2.

They pray for

3.

Prayer is

a

those who haye not arrived.

way of communicating their needs to the

who has the

Higher

Power

abihty to grant their requests.

4. Members pray for the sick.
5.

They also
not.

offer prayers for

travelers, whether they know them or
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6. Members also pray

as a

way of thanksgiving for

a

newborn

baby,

rain, and healing.
For

example,

when

a

child is bom to

members and leaders visit the mother and
Foodstuff and

thanksgiving prayers.
the

family.

The prayers offered

physical, mental,

in the prayer that the
The

a

for the newbom

behalf of the newbom

on

and

force that effects and

changes

situation. It

the church. In small groups, members felt that

personal

Initially the

needs and to have them

groups did not

emphasize

program, but in the fourth week of the

members

began

to insist on

reading

was

for

revealing

group

before

to

depth.

as

part of the

disciple-making,

offering

but

effective than in

for in

reading

way

some

they had opportunity

prayed

as a

merely words,

was more

Bible

lisanga

a verse

mention is made

power of prayer

feel that prayer is not

members who felt that prayer in the small group

express their

given to

Satan's harm.

Avalogoli people believe strongly in the
They

are

for their

are

growth. Always

baby be protected from

of communicating with God.
is

member, lisanga group

baby at hospital and offer

clothing

spiritual health

and

a

a

prayer.

some
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Song and Dance
In Africa song and dance is

happy they sing
are

Except for Pamoja
rest had songs for

were

None

was

were

people

are

There

songs.

membership

of men

only, the

worship, welcoming guests, and for closing sessions.

lulogoli language

with

a

The

few in Swahili.

English.

The songs

uniting

in itself. Whenever

they are sad they sing dirges.

group, which had

brief gospel tunes in

in

language

songs of joy. Whenever

specific wedding and funeral

songs

a

were

to some extent exclusive.

They were

group members. Those who could not join in

considered guests

or

instruments of

singing and dancing

foreigners.

Refreshments

The

importance

emphasized.
it

of sharing

a

John Mutiso Mbinda,

meal in African set up cannot be
a

over

Kenyan Catholic priest (1984: 1-5), puts

clearly:

perhaps the most basic and most ancient symbol of
friendship, love and unity. Food and drink taken in common are
obvious signs that life is shared. In our[African] context, it is unusual
for people to eat alone. Only a witch or wizard would do that. A meal
is always a communal affair.
A meal is

All the three groups had refreshments at the end of their

all members of the group

partook of it.

If there

were

any

meetings

disagreements

and
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during
This

the

signifies

that group members

prayer is offered

as a

responsible

budgeted

are

contribution towards it. In
is

all

are

together. Again,

way of uniting members before

The refreshments

meeting

out before refreshments were

meeting, they were ironed

some

they

a

communal

start

eating.

for and every member makes

cases,

served.

a

however, the family that hosts the

for the refreshments. Robert Coleman

(1987:57)

observes.
Could there be

setting for the meeting of Christian
family? They [Christians] gathered at home, where lived their faith
every day. In this relaxed atmosphere they learned together even as
they shared one another's burden. What better place could there be for
the people of God to experience the closeness of their love?
It is

concems

during

a more

natural

refreshment time that members discuss and review other

that affect their lives.

helping

one

another,

witchcraft, and child abuse

help

the members make

with the

Scripture

questions like;

a

are

an

opportunity

for members to

life and how it relates to their

speak freely about their spiritual
Issues like

it is

Again,

causes

of crime, AIDS

discussed.

daily lives.

pandemic, sickness,

My role during the study was

to

co-relation between the issues under discussion

and draw

a

what does the

biblically informed
Scripture

ways do you think God addresses

him? Not all members wanted to

our

see

conclusion. I

say about your

problems

when

posed

problem?
we

In what

present them to

their issues of contention from

a
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biblical

perspective, but

a

good number made conclusion based

For instance members of Umoja and
use

of Scripture in

resolving conflicts,

Although refreshment
time to

Mazugi

time did not

identify pressing problems

then discussed at the

and

beginning

group

were

solutions to

that

they face.
it

problems,

among the members. The

of the next

Scripture.

candid about the

solving problems

yield

on

problems

was

were

meeting.

Scheduling Disciple-making Meetings
Most of the

especially the
raise their
is the

lisanga

groups in

first weekend of the month. This

once

gives

a

time of praise and

Members share testimonies

or concems

sharing

in four weeks

members

monthly contributions. When they meet, top

opening prayer,

A

Maragoli meet

on

time to

the list of agenda

individual

experienced

ample

concems.

for the last

one

month.

Typical Lisanga Program

Prayer
Sharing of concems and sometimes Bible reading
Prayer
Announcements

Business

or

agenda of the day

Closing prayer
Refreshments
It tumed out that the best time for

three groups,

was

the first part of the

disciple-making,

among all the

meeting. Members agreed to devote the
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first hour of their

meetings

to

sharing among themselves, reading the Bible,

discussing how their involvement is related to kingdom building,
praying together. There
also ended in

were

discussing type

Topics

Topics

of discussions

discussions about type songs
of music young

people

and

lastly

they sing, which

listen to.

and Process of Discussion

were

drawn from members'

own

experiences.

For instance what the Bible says about investment

as

everyone who has been

demanded; and from the

one

given much,

who has been entrusted with

reading

like the

manager

(Luke

parable
16:

included: poverty,

much will be

12:48, "From

much, much will be asked." Scripture

of the talents

1-12)

in Luke

(Matthew

were common

during

25: 14-30) and shrewd

the discussions. Other

topics

sickness, healing, church and community, who exactly a

Christian is, and Christian way of parenting.

By use of Paul Hiebert' s critical contextualization theory, the following
steps guided the process of all group discussions:
1

.

The group members identified and discussed their

particular topic.
the

causes

For

example,

what do

of sickness? Whom do the

own

beliefs about

Avalogoli people believe

people

go to for cure? In

essence, the group members identified cultural

categories

assumptions they hold about the problems they face.

and

are

a

2. This stage involved
that affect

about the

For

people.

causes

finding

out what the

Scripture

instance, does everybody hold the

and solutions to sickness? What is the

overrides all different beliefs? This stage gave the

begin to understand the centrality and significance

interpreting the
3. At this

same

one

people

a

view

view that
chance to

of Scripture in

world around them.

point the

what the

says about issues

group members had to compare their

Scripture

says about their

own

evaluation. The group members had to

problems.

It

own

was a

beliefs and
time of

critique their own beliefs

in the

light of Scripture.
4. This last stage involved

had to

guide

consider
had to

and

as an

deciding

together as

respond to

What is

group make

important leaming point.
the

one

discussion?

a

The

decision of what

members,

as

they

individuals,

following two questions:

a) What lesson(s) have

b)

a

which way forward. The moderator

you leamt from

thing you will

do

today's discussion?

differently

as a

result of this

Ill

Problems
The

observed

lisanga

during

foundation in

Seen by the Group Leaders

as

group leaders mentioned three

the

disciple-making time.

discussing

and

aggravated by illiteracy for

The main

relating issues

some

to

that

problems

one was

Scripture.

The

they

lack of biblical

problem was

members and lack of Bibles for reference

for those who could read. Gideon Ambeva, leader of Umoja group,

observed, "Some members did not participate actively because they felt

theologically

inferior."

The leaders also

age difference

pointed out that

choice of topics and free discussions.

group, which has mothers and their

context, topics
diseases

are

on

family planning,

not discussed in

The third

concem was

fine for the members to meet

a

wife

daughters

in law. In

our

in

African

inheritance, divorce and venereal

mixed group of parents and children."

the

frequency of the meetings.

once

in

a

While it

"A month

was

was

month, it did not work well with

too

long

to make

a

Aradi Abasi of

follow up of an

issue. Some members lost track of discussion after such

of time."

of Mazugi

fully discussed especially

disciple-making. Disciple-making required regular meetings.
Pamoja group noted,

obstacle to

According to Gladys Ahoya

group, "an issue like wife inheritance cannot be
our

was an

an

extended

period
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Problems

Seen by the Group Members

as

An issue of denomination differences

Mazugi

group and protestant,

issues friends from

a

background.

Catholics

they would listen to non-Catholic

I did not think

it tumed out to be

a

good mix,

some

up. Jane

"I found it strange

observed,

Catholic

came

are

Ambenge of

discussing church

very

like me."

dogmatic

and

Although later on

members remained reserved about their

denominational differences.

Connected to the first
members

were

concem was

worried that their church

of Mazugi group

leaders

usurping a pastor's

reserved for
the

pastors."

our

congregation.

denomination

objectives.

so

long

Leaders

denominational
therefore

some

members

as

In the

role. I

groups

he

she is

as

are

or

am

chosen based

are

as

on

by time.

this

anybody

open to

relating

as

as

but

a

to lead

group's
on

members and

disciple-making

congregation.

major concem,

duties be

from any

lead and not

Some groups have pastors

as a

pastoral

abide with the

ability to

members of a church

see

of the idea that

willing to

members find it difficult

well

Some

would be interfered with.

loyalties

church, only the pastor is allowed

lisanga

grounds.

members, did not
be resolved

The

loyalties.

observed, "It appeared that disciple-making

Gladys Boge
were

the fear of divided

The pastors, who

are

technicality that would
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Members also raised

discussion.

Although there

members felt that their
was

unfair for

were

some

not of great

AIDS

pandemic

time for

a concem as

regards choice

was consensus on

concems were

people

not

imagine

to

treated

adequately addressed.

that

some

some

"At times it

of the issues discussed
"Issues like poverty and

lightly when they should have been given more

discussion," he adds.

Suggestions by Group

Leaders and Members

Both group leaders and members had
Kedera

what to be discussed,

importance," Henry Kisia said.

were

of issues for

suggestions

to make.

Josphine

noted, "Disciple-making requires facilitators and those in charge of
discussions need to be trained."

facilitating

disciple-making

be delinked from

Chononyie observed,
other members be

Suggestions

leadership

made that

roles of the group. Gilbert

"Instead of group leaders

empowered to

were

coordinating the discussions,

lead also and this could be done

on

rotational basis."
Peris

Ambugu and John Aliyo noted,

group affects

smaller

ones

disciple-making. Large lisanga
when it

comes

to

membership of a

groups should be

disciple-making and if possible

differences be considered." The

discussing

"The size and

split into
age

youthful members noted that they felt free

issues that affect them in their

own

group. Rachael

Angote, 24,
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suggested, "When it

comes

to issues that affect

sensitive to age difference. What
not be

was an

we

issue 20 years ago in

should be

marriage

may

necessarily an issue today."
The group members felt that

teaching
Sabwa

topic,

marriages,

or

disciple-making

instructional session but

noted, "Rather than having

a

should not be

purely a

time of sharing and discussion.

one

person

lecturing the rest

on a

Floyce

given

members should have the freedom to make their contributions."

Meshack Adura
concem

added, "The issues of discussion should be the members

and not group leaders and all discussions should be tested

by

Scripture."

Summary
In

making.
as

Maragoli, lisanga

small groups

The groups fimction

units of social

as avenues

accountability and

struggles.

It is this

potential

vehicles for

of community

us

something

about the

life

alongside with their physical needs resonates with

the

spiritually and physically poor.

on

are

as

well

also

Avalogoli's

history and background that forms

component of a contextualized discipleship. The focus

disciple-

development

service to others. The groups

part of the Avalogoli history. They tell
economic

are

an

important

people's spiritual

Christ's

ministry to
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A

strong relationship exists between accountability

member of a
that define
share

lisanga

small group. Trust and love

membership

in

and

of love and trust for each other.

have

a

strong fellowship

denominational

or

as

Christians

group demonstrates the level

each other

irrespective

of their

age differences.
use

First the members have

and may be

to

willingness

Pamoja, Mazugi and Umoja group members

they serve

Three factors make the

possible.

resources as a

Christian and

the fimdamental factors

are

groups. The unconditional

lisanga

responsibilities, tasks,

as a

willing

of lisanga small groups in
common

to listen to each other.

although they belong to

respect for each other extends

background. Third,

to

prayer and

most of the groups. It is

an

needs that

bring

disciple-making

them

Second, the members

together
are

all

different denominations. The mutual

respect of one's denominational

sharing

of resources

indicator that God is

are common

factors in

acknowledged in what they

do.
The

problems

lisanga

group

disciple-making, however,

include: conflict management,

illiteracy

small percentage of those who have been

foundation to sustain Christian

has

some

among

discipled

or

problems.

some

have

The

members,

some

a

bibhcal

discipleship, culturally relevant materials

for

reference, denominational differences and trained facilitators for the groups.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCIPLE-MAKING: A COMPARATIVE STUDY

genuine commitment to the
essential Gospel of Christ, merely changing ways
of doing things is like rearranging chairs on the Titanic.
"Unless there is

a

-

"

Robert Coleman 1987:123

Ezekiel and Meshack attend two different churches. Ezekiel goes to
Pentecostal Assemblies of God while Meshack is

the

Anglican

a

committed member of

Church of Kenya. Ezekiel believes that the

Spirit overrides

any form of Christian

infilling

of the

Holy

training including disciple-making.

He

says that salvation for him is all that he needs for his Christian life.

Discipleship
But

(TEE)

for him is

exercise to

keep

Christians

"busy."

Meshack, who has taken Theological Education by Extension

courses, has

equipped

an

for

a

different view. He believes that

ministry

discipling. However,

service and

one

a

Christian needs to be

way of doing this is

Meshack puUs his argument

further,

training program must end with awarding of a certificate

Diploma or degree

holders

are

well

placed to

Ezekiel and Meshack represent two

making.

While Meshack

sees

the

serve

through
"A

or

of Christian service, Ezekiel believes in the

diploma.

others."

divergent views

importance

good Christian

about

disciple-

of discipleship for the purpose

guidance

of the

Holy Spirit. This
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is the kind of dichotomy

one

encounters in

discipleship because they feel
Others

see

discipleship

In this

group

it has

no

as an avenue

for

and other two

The

career

preceding chapter,

disciple-making,
disciple-making

sets the

is

programs found in

shun

spiritual growth.

development.
lisanga small

suitable for

which examined

as a

way of

mobilizing the Avalogoli

lisanga

small group

stage for the discourse. The lisanga small group

Maragoli.

Discipling Ministry (HDM)

and content of other

For the purpose of this

and The

discipling

communities. I also have

their

made between

compared with methods

The two programs have

on

people

Some

discipleship programs

determining which approach would be
people.

bearing

chapter comparative study is

disciple-making

Maragoli.

some

Harvest

Navigators Kenya CNK)

activities in

knowledge

and content of disciple-making after

study.

Maragoli

about the

discipling

and

are

considered.

neighboring

organizations'

having worked with them a

methods

few years

ago.

The Situation

While there
1991:

are

many mission

agencies

in

Kenya (Nthamburi

13) and there has been rapid church growth (NeiU 1964:327), many

Christians in the country,
out of five Christians in

especially in rural

Maragoli

has been

areas,

are

still

undiscipled.

discipled (see Appendix C).

One

Most
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of the mission

agencies, especially those involved in discipleship,

tended to focus

on

resides in rural

discipleship,

(Maxon and Thomas 2000:3).

the rural
and

Seventy-five percent of the Kenyan population

areas.

areas

disciple-making

populations, neglecting the majority of Christians

urban

who live in the rural

population

still

grapples

leaming

college

uses

inductive Bible
"

Christian unions.

Study

Christian unions,"

Again,
programs like

(FOCUS),

so

.

.

the programs

.

study guide

during

or

areas

are

tend to focus

are

has been

developed

school and
for

use

in

college

2002:iv).

Fellowship

three

the

which operates in

release time for

Christian Union,

on

confined to formal

League,

Track

Kenya have

and Youth for Christ. There

discipleship

of Christian Unions

imphcations

of this

the process of discipleship does not trickle down to the rest

community because

it is tied to institutional curriculum.

discipleship involves study.
discipleship is

importance of

staff devotions, school and

(Bible League Training

Scripture

result of lack of

study and is specifically targeting

This

most schools in

approach. First,
of the

and

population,

inductive Bible

a

whole, the meaning of Christianity in their lives.

as a

institutions. For instance. The Bible

Maragoli

As

with the

A number of programs that operate in rural

young literate

have

for the

youth.

One has to be literate to be

Second,

discipled. Third,

It is meant to prepare young

people

for the
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employment
is

Amugune

market in
a

young

discipleship unless
will

job

para-church organizations

high school graduate and is

the

training wih help

discipleship training help me?
after

him

and secular sectors. Evans
not

ready to get involved in

secure a

Are there future

He poses "How

job.

prospects for securing

a

training?"

The idea of tying

study and

school to

outcome of colonial education. Walter

career

development

is

an

Rodney (1989:264) observes,

Europe was dominated by the capitalist class. The same
class bias was automatically transferred to Africa; and to make
matters worse the racism and cultural boastfulness harbored by
capitalism were also included in the package of colonial education.
Colonial schooling was education for subordination, exploitation,
the creation of mental confusion and the development of
underdevelopment.
Education in

The confusion created

leads to

a

products

education is that formal education

white collar job and wealth. Most present African leaders

of missionary schools, which

immediately after the
schools in

Success,"

Maragoli
or

colonial

Light."

Success may

big chunk of land. Living

electricity,

era.

came

into existence

The colonial

hangover

Such banners

mean a

in the

are

white color job,

still

persists.

Key

subject to
a

are

during or

still carry banners like "Education is the

"Education is

interpretations.
a

by formal

a

Some

to

variety of

permanent house with

light could mean ability to

access

water and communication network. If education falls short of
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these, then it is

not

worth undertaking.

cannot be convinced that

development

so as

Many people including the Avalogoli

education is for

discipleship

is

personal

and

process of spiritual

a

equipping

one

for

The

use

of Westem models of discipleship also

view that westem models

the

are

been effective in Westem

too

to

contribute to

individualistic and have failed to
way of life, holds water. While

cultures, they

designed and developed

seems

Avalogoli people. Chinchen 's (2004:474)

discipleship training with African

one-on-one

growth and a way of

ministry service.

discipleship apathy among

are

community

are

impotent

integrate

they have

in Africa because

for individualistic societies. Written tracts

methods, for example,

they
or

encourage individualism. In oral

societies, "Writing fosters abstractions that disengage knowledge from the
arena

where human

beings stmggle

knower from the known.

with

one

another. It separates the

By keeping knowledge embedded in the human

lifeworld, orality situates knowledge within

a

context of

stmggle" (Ong

1982:43).
The concept of study tends to reduce group activities to individual
even

private

assignments,

work. Sometime individuals
which

are

assigned reading

and

or

writing

they perform without the input of other people. The

Bible League, for instance, has

a

stmctured

study guide

with lessons to be
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covered

by individuals.

prevailing questions
that lack close
programs in

and fail to

This

community may be asking

a

and proper

proximity

and Africa

Maragoli

integrate

immediate

approach tends to ignore

as

or

and instead poses issues

timing. Again many disciple-making
whole, tend

it with contextual issues like

to focus on

spiritual growth

sickness, poverty, and

even

social conflicts.

Lisanga Disciple-making
It is

important to

way of refreshing
programs.

Lisanga

Avalogoli people
church.

our

a

brief review of lisanga

mind before

are

to address their

disciple-making

small groups formed

daily needs. The

extension of church programs but

community development.

problems facing

resources to

meet a need

of the groups
is not

are

by the

groups exist out of

The groups

an

are a

involvement of

strategy for

marketing agricultural products, poultry, pottery or collective
common

as a

making any comparison with other

community based

They are not an

the members in

make

effort to solve

members. The group members contribute

they all identify as

the most

Christians. About 80 percent of the

pressing.

The members

membership, however,

discipled.
The

objective

of lisanga small group

discipleship relational

and

integrative.

It is

disciple-making is to make
a

way of disciple-making

as

the
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members relate to each other and go about their
group

disciple-making

denominational
In

from

or

lisanga

even

of

doctrinal differences.

small group

disciple-making,

issues of discussion emanate

what members
and

hunger, sickness,

are

by relating

Lisanga small

issues with

group

facing

drought, conflict

the need for school fess. The discussions aim at

center of life

irrespective

encourages members to discuss issues

daily needs and happenings;

time. It could be

daily chores. Lisanga small

day.

in the

putting

particular

village

or

God at the

Scripture.

disciple-making takes place

members live their faith every

at that

It is in such relaxed

group members leam and influence each other

as

in

homes, where

atmosphere that

they share

another's

one

burdens.

Disciple-making Programs
The

Navigators Kenya

and Harvest

Maragoli

for

Scripture

Union. For the purpose of this

over

disciple-making
compared.

ten years.

of the

First is

a

Discipling Ministry have been

Equally active

Navigators

in the

study the

and Harvest

brief look at what the two

area are

Bible

league,

in

and

methods and content of

Discipling Ministry will
organizations

are.

be
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Harvest Discipling
Harvest

disciples

and

Ministry

Discipling Ministry (HDM)

disciple makers who rose up

by Harvest Heralds,

Inc. in 1985 with

(Lingenfelter 1998:179).

The

in the

Larry

ministry's

founded in 1996

was

L.

base

by Kenyan

discipling ministry begun

Niemeyer

was

as

Africa Director

Daystar University in

Nairobi, Kenya. The first disciples of the ministry were students, staff and

faculty from the university.
The purpose of the

multiplied ministries
the year 2010.

strategy is

however,

and the

to raise up dedicated

driving goal

disciples

is to mobilize 128,000

for

disciples by

By December 2005 about 25,274 had been discipled. The

to have the number of disciples double every two years.

seems

not to work out well. While

could be 100 percent,
The

ministry is

only 30 percent

ministry, however,

Niemeyer wishes

end up

as

This,

the results

disciplers.

has grown to include other Christians in

Kenya, Uganda, Zambia, Tanzania, Ghana and India. The ministry hopes

spread in
The

four

more

countries and in fourteen

registered growth (Lingenfelter

in urban

areas.

In

to

languages by the year 2010.

1998: 179-180)

by the ministry is mostly

Nairobi, for instance the ministry grew from 20 disciples

in 1985 to 657 in the year 2002.
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HDM selects its

disciples based on those

and Teachable

(FAT).

end. There

those who

other

are

of work

places
For

a

are

Faithful, Available

selected, however, do not remain faithful

Those

or

who

give up

the

training

lose interest in

period of five years

because either

they move

interested in

As

a

discipleship,

percent. Our approach
another and

disciples.
based

on

team we

I worked with HDM

always

to

disciple

eventually multiplies

Even in mral

started with

along the

but somewhere

was

areas

to

disciple-making.
as a

field coordinator,

chairman of the board, and director. I found mobilization in the rural

challenging task.

to the

one

way

we

lost

of people

over

person who would in tum

to form a team

where there

large numbers

areas a

are

or a

seventy

disciple

network of eight

relatively strong networks

clans, the approach did not work well.

We

ran

into

number of

a

hitches.

First,

one-on-one

approach method was not popular with many mral

communities. The mral folk
Some of the teams formed

Apart

from

common.

$1

as a

disciple-making,

to

the teams did not have

anything

as a

else in

result communication

adversely affected disciple-making. Second,

purchase

a

in groups.

result of disciple-making had loose links.

The teams also became very sparse and

and transport costs
at least

preferred working and doing things

kit of discipling materials. This

was a

one

needed

major
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hindrance.

Many could not afford the materials. Third,

discipling demanded some
writing ability missed out
In response to

level of literacy. Those with limited

on

as a

leadership training

in rural

coordinated all the

training

discipleship

of the

some

Institute in the year 2002

the tracts for

reading and

content.

challenges,

ministry started Harvest

the

strategy for discipleship mobilization and

areas.

I

the first director of training. I

was

and at the

same

time monitored

disciple-making.

At the end of two years,

we

in

requirement for a participant was mobilization of

leadership.

The basic

awarded

a

diploma (kind of an associate degree)

disciples by use

of discipling networks.

Although

registered

growth in the rural

more

some

area,

the

approach has

needs to be done to involve

larger rural population.
Apart from the institute approach,

HDM is

trying integrated

discipleship by getting involved in community development.
manages

a

rural health clinic,

an

actively involved in relief work.

orphanage,

disciple-making.

a com

The process of linking

development with disciple-making

especially when

and

still remains

communities separate

a

The board

mill and has been

community

challenge

to the

community development

ministry

from

a
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HDM

discipled

emphasizes

church

and do not have

a

as a

community

church to attend

are

of saints. Those who

encouraged to join the

Christian Church of Christ. The church is still small with
less than 1,000
a

people.

are

It has not been established in

a

membership of

Maragoh yet but it is

in

neighboring community.
The Curriculum
The

Level 1

-

ministry has

The

six levels of disciple-making:

Disciple

This is the entry level for all
it

to be

means

a

Individuals leam what

subsequent training.

disciple and take

up the necessary

responsibilities

in their

homes, churches and communities. The level involves completion of six
books and

corresponding tools (Confidence, Consistency, Stability,

Christlikeness, Evangelism and Discipling).
One-on-one method is used to establish

complete
Level 2

-

the level and at the end

The

a

relationships.

participant is

It takes

awarded

a

one

year to

certificate.

Discipler

This level determines if people go

on

in the

obedience to the Lord's command to make

training

and is based

on

their

disciples.

Four books

are

used;

Motivation, Conservation, Proclamation, Multiplication. Again, the level
involves

one-on-one

relationships with those who disciple

them and then
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four

experiences.
Level 3

seminars

one-day

-

The

A certificate is awarded for

comes

least three

people who

group of eight

her

The

training

into the

are

discipling with him or her

structure is based

on

director. It involves six

The Networker

This level

the

development when a discipler has discipled at

people, both disciples

award of certificate at

-

participation.

and

and who has

a

disciplers, who acknowledge his

leadership.

training

Level 4

follow-up and comparing of

Discipling Networker

This level

or

year for

during the

comes

workshops

growth in the

two books identified

two-day workshops during the

as

year and

into the

Shepherd
development when
specific

a

networker has

level 1 for urban and rural
covers

completed

responses of obedience and

Lord's work. It reinforces the basics and

core

curriculum of

ministry.

four books: A

Kingdom Priority, The New Life

Dimensions of Discipleship, Fruit of the

Kingdom Love:

or

completion.

and has shown

The curriculum

by the principal

God's Basis for

Necessity in the Afi*ican City.

Spirit

-

Fruit of Our Lives

Unity, Discipling:

A

Kingdom
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The

four two-week sessions at various locations

training takes

year. Ten- week

practicums between

shepherding applications

sessions with

emphasis

in churches and communities. A

during the

upon

diploma is

offered at this level.
Level 5

-

Ministries

Regional Discipleship

When there

are

25 networks in

of training

requires personnel

training is

aimed at

personnel

can ensure

The

training

during the

emphasis
This is

Level 6

-

a

previous

year with six-week

upon administrative

National

Those who

commitment and

takes six two-week

diploma

region, coordination of the

set aside for that purpose.

deepening
that the

a

This level of

understanding

four levels

training

above levels

occur

so

that

effectively.

sessions at various locations

practicums

between sessions with

applications

in churches and communities.

level.

Discipleship

experience

and

Ministries

complete

the above level of development,

often become decision-makers for wider circles in the nation. This level

of training focuses
Six books

week

provide

practicums

on

vision, passion, commitment and mission.

the basis of this

training.

between sessions with

The

training involves

emphasis upon creative

six-
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applications
end of the

in churches and communities. A

diploma

is awarded at the

training.

The Navigators Kenya
The

founded

Navigators Kenya (NK) is part of the global discipleship

by Dawson Trotman in

has been in
national

Kenya for the last

headquarters

in

1933. The NK has its base in Nairobi and

35 years.

Although the NK has

The NK mission is to

the

principle

teacher of all

regional

or

development and handing.

reach, disciple and equip people

through successive generations.

of one person

to know Christ

The NK is built

another instead of one person

training

(Trotman 1925:7). Although NK ultimate goal

number of those

its

Kenya, they are still linked to their international

office in the USA in terms of curriculum

and to make him known

program

disciples, disciple-making goals

are

being

on

the

is increased

not stated in terms of

numbers, instead emphasis is placed on the process and principle of

multiplication.

Selection is based

teachable and have
In

Kenya the

a

on

heart for God

NK focuses

on

-

those who

are

faithfiil,

and

college

high school
or

Kenya it is known as co-curriculum activity.

It is not

is reflected

on

available,

FAITH.

their teachers. The program is part of school

although it

are

students and

college release program.
an

the school timetable. Students

examinable
are

In

subject,

released to
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participate
once a

the

in the program after their school class hours. This takes

week. A teacher

on

by the NK on

the staff is trained

place

how to conduct

training.
Unlike HDM, the NK starts with small groups and end up with

on-one.

Nick

Wanyoike,

things that

can

uses

group

discipling

as a

tool for

however,
on-one.

be done

as a

group and

particularizing training

at what

point is

According

to

and the Word.

one-on-one.

for young Christians
for

this is

principles

Again, according

ministry work.

only

disciple-making relevant to

It is not

living

Wanyoike

the

organization

clear,

disciple-making to

determined when

of Christian

to

He says the

are

converts and one-on-one

or new

the transition from group

Wanyoike,

has mastered the basic

make

the NK country director, argues that there

one-

-

use

love for

a

one-

disciplee

Christ, others

of small groups is to

the context.

The Curriculum
The
It is

Navigators' curriculum corresponds with schools' academic

closely linked to

examinable
translated
of the

subject

some

the Christian

in schools and

of their

are

designed

colleges.

Education offered

and

materials

developed in

as an

Unlike the HDM who have

training materials into

Navigators disciple-making

materials

Religious

year.

a

are

few local
in

languages,

English.

most

Some of the

the west. For instance the

use

of the
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'Wheel'

approach,

Word, tries

which

emphasizes witnessing,

prayer,

fellowship and the

to contextualize westem content of leaming within a group set

up.
Bowen

we

(1997:54-55), however, has

must not just contextualize course

given

to

methodology.

for

in non-westem

may differ

Westem

content, but attention must also be

teaching

in all cultures because

greatly

fi'om those

are

not

cognitive styles

pre-dominant in

settings.

Pastor Michael

"While the Wheel

Omega, discipled using

approach aims

individual, it is assumed that
same

different view. He observes that

He further argues that Westem methods

necessarily appropriate
settings

a

pace. There

need to be

are

given time

at

every

systematic

disciple

the program

materials,

way of discipling

an

progresses and matures at the

those who mature faster than others and the slow
to mature without

says,

being mshed."

ones
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Figure

4. The

Figure

4 shows the

Navigators

Navigators'

evangelism, establish, equip
where

a

non-Christian is

Levels of Disciple-making

four levels of disciple-making:

and send. The first level is the invitation stage

evangelized

and introduced to Christian values. The

second level of establishing involves sessions of counseling and
of Christian faith in

training

a new

convert. The third level is

and the fourth level involves

make other

charging

a

a

focused

mature

deepening

leadership

Christian to go and

disciples.

The NK has
all schools and

developed materials

colleges

in

places

for

disciple-making that are

where the

organization operates.

used in

The
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content of disciple-making is

curriculum
the rest

from international

Participants
before

they begin the

headquarters

designed by the NK
are

locally developed while

in Colorado

complete

the

at

a

fee

process of disciple-making. The materials involve

short

questions based

on

the Bible

reading.

through the required materials together with the discipler,

determines the

USA.

Springs,

required to purchase discipling materials

are

answering (in writing)
goes

Some of the materials

developers.

come

determined and

completion of a level.

It takes about

eight to

ten

A

disciple

who

months to

discipling program.

Comparative Study
Data for this

comparative study was

formed out of Pamoja,
After

group

a

period of four

Mazugi

months

disciple-making,

and

collected

Umoja lisanga

(from June

to

by use of focus

groups

September)

four members from each group

groups

(see appendix D).

of lisanga small

were

selected and

interviewed.
All members of focus groups had

Half of the focus group members

were

experience with either The Navigators
other half were those who had

lisanga disciple-making experience.

those who had had

or

Harvest

participated

in

discipleship

Discipling Ministry.

lisanga

small group

The

disciple-
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making

and had

no

other

and content of

discipleship experience. Methods

disciple-making were the basis

of comparison.

Methods of Disciple-making
A number of observations

methodology of the
methods used in

were

made about

two programs. There were

disciple-making

arguments for and against

disciple-making.

One-on-One Method

Although the primary method of disciple-making used by NK and
HDM is one-on-one, the

groups. While the NK

them

as

organizations

use

small groups

forums of leadership

The

find it hard to avoid the role of small

as a

is

account for each other's actions. Richard

Harvest

Discipling Ministry, observes,

formed,

an

one

relationship

method is also intentional and

is

a

men

and

women

argued by the

to

two

accept responsibility

Mabeya,

"For

a

or

to

field director with

good spiritual habits

to be

must." He further argues, "One-on-

ensures

another." The method is derived from 2
of training

as

accountability, willingness

accountable

use

development.

strength of one-on-one method,

organizations,

way of mobilization, HDM

commitment to

Timothy 2:2

who would train others.

serve one

and has

good intention
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positive contributions towards disciple-making,

While the method has
it has

some

weaknesses. Gilbert

disciple-making experience, believes,
tendencies and does not nurture
denies

one a

has The

Chononyie, who

"One-on-one breeds individualistic

community life."

He

adds, "One-on-one

chance to compare issues and share ideas

smile, he states,

"In

notes about

biblical

our

Rachael

lisanga

Angote,

"The program is

with each other

more

as a

small groups

we

who has the NK

as

in

group."

a

shared ideas and

understanding on issues

interesting at

Navigators

With

a

compared

that affect us."

disciple-making experience

the first stage where

group, but it fizzles out when it

says,

participants relate

comes

to

choosing

partners for individual accountability. The relational aspect of it disappears
and the whole

training becomes

accountable to whoever is

instructional and

sharing two

or

NK and HDM

three kits in
one-on-one

a

is

group each

a

year to

group that sends out four

Instead of

disciple is required to buy one."

counterproducfive.
a

God."

expensive especially where

purchasing disciple-making materials.

"The method is slow. It takes almost

compared to

becomes

discipling him or her instead of to

Meshack Adura observed, "One-on-one is
money is involved in

even one

Muhando

'graduate'

or even seven

at

Imbuga

one

says,

disciple

ago."

as

For
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One-on-one also faces
between
men.

men

and

women.

a

challenge

where there is ratio imbalance

In church for instance there

In the African context

men

are more women

cannot mentor women. To

scenario, Damaris Ngeta suggests, ''Lisanga small groups

disciple-making because men
Maragoli

men

defined. In
the

pulpit.

lisanga

and

some

women

are

women

Maragoli

only allowed

small groups both

participation irrespective

men

and

of their

method could be used

According to

Priscar

freely." At

are

women are

the church in

are

women

have

however,

well

not even allowed to sit at

equal

gender boundaries

as a

ideal for

'to share the word' and not

Members of the focus groups,
on-one

mix

avoid this

sit in separate pews and their roles

churches in

Women

and

than

were

preach.

In

chances of

and differences.
in agreement that

one-

follow up exercise in group discussions.

Ombodo, "Members could fmd their

own

prayer

partners who they would pray together after group discussions."

Disciple-making Period
The second method of disciple-making is

Meshack Adura,

"following

a

continuous

of timeframe.

pastor of a local church, defines discipleship

the Lord Jesus Christ and

"Following Christ

setting

cannot be done in

process."

Muhando

becoming
a

as

like him." He argues,

span of one

or

two years. It is

Imbuga believes, "Setting

a

of discipleship
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goals

in terms of time and numbers is the root
He argues,

making."

want to take the

"Many of those

shortest time

who

possible

to

of hurried

cause

involved in

are

disciple

as

disciple-

disciple-making

many

people

as

possible."
One of my

responsibilities

director of HDM

as

from field coordinators. These reports
and contributions

as a

indicated effective

this

disciple-making.

of people who he
to create the

was

than ten
This

This

was

within

in less than

indeed

The

purported

a

a

setting

loophole

one

in

to have

that he

of new

disciples

High figures

of the coordinators

discipled.

was

reports

given
The

and

came

reason

for

up with

doing

doing extremely well,

short time. I discovered this after

year and

our

one

person could not

more so

using

disciple

one-on-one

more

method.

discipling methods.

of time frame for

what God is

is not

disciple-making

captured in Jenipher Ambura's

disciple-making limits

one

he had been

the records and realized that

people

was

One time

discipling kits

impression

discipling many people
scrutinizing

mainly numbers

result of purchase of discipling materials.

decided to pay for all the
names

were

to receive

was

statement:

doing among

"Spiritual growth is not like

a

growth and bearing of finit.

Different

banana

plant

popular idea.

"Setting of time frame

his

that has

a

people."

She

adds,

predetermined time

people have different paces

of

of spiritual
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growth." She describes her experience with lisanga small

making

as

the most

fulfilling time.

"I

was

Christian and leamt from others what it

group

able to share my

means

to live as

a

disciple-

experiences

as a

Christian," she

says.

Coleman

(1987:64) notes.

Maturing in Christ takes time. There is no way that children can be
raised in a hurry. To try to get it [discipleship] over quickly can only
lead to fhistration. The hectic way that churches have tried to fr)rce
this into a few weeks of confirmation classes, if they have done it all,
is

entirely inadequate. Disciples must have devoted Christian friends
to follow, and being together over a period of time can facilitate this.
It is clear that when overall and individual

numbers, it triggers the desire
numbers

comes

to

are

good

in

to

disciple

goals

are

set in terms of

fast to meet the set target. While

determining growth, they

are

counterproductive

when it

quality discipleship.

Use of Written Tracts

While written tracts

play an important role

disciple-making, they do not respond to
Meshack argues, "Issues of discussion
do not relate to the

prevailing

written tracts, because

some

different audience in mind."

immediate

are

occurrences

of them

are

of keeping track of the
concems

of the

predetermined and
in the

at

people.

times

they

community when using

written from

a

different

setting with
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Another limitation about the
Most of the tracts
miss

on

the content.

Issues discussed

reading.

are

written in

Again,

Also with

of tracts is variation in literacy level.

English.

even

orally tend to

use

Those who cannot read in

those who

excite

can

participants than written

orality the participants

feel 'included.'

observes, "Individual reading and responses
Each

participant has

groups, most issues

from

daily life

is like

to think and make individual

were

testing

or

Henry Kisia
a

participant.

issues that

are

In

lisanga

and emanated

Members reminded each other what

brought up new

orality.

individual

interpretation."

orally and collectively discussed

occurrences.

discussed last and

read still embrace

English

was

currently affecting

them.

Network Formation
HDM has continued to

networks have been labeled
meant for

networks since its

some areas

lisanga small

priority to lisanga
they immediate

Again,

small group

concems are

three to four years.

are

not address other issues that

discipling networks

groups. When it

formation of a

in 1996. The

inception

"discipling networks," because they

disciple-making. They do

face. Therefore in

with

use

comes

to

are

formed

only

people

along

side

attendance, members give

meetings because

it is in those

meetings that

raised and addressed.

discipling network of eight disciples

By use of one-on-one method, it takes

one

takes about

and half years
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to train one person to make

chain breaks when
it' takes

happens

some

even

disciples using ten books. Many a times

people

longer to

fail to

complete the

create a

ten

the

books. When this

network.

Sale of Disciple-making Materials
It is true that

the strategy,
survive

on

own a new

people

value most

something they have paid a price for,

however, hampers disciple-making

less than

a

dollar per

pocket Bible

than

a

in

places

where

day. Gladys Imbayi notes,

people

"I would rather

set of discipling materials." In

Maragoli

as

whole, priority is given to food. The Avalogoli people would rather spend
dime

on

packet of maize

therefore, provide
some

an

meal than

on

discipling materials. Lisanga

opportunity for collective effort to

of it could be channeled into

purchasing

groups,

create resources that

of Bibles.

Content of Disciple-making

Right from the outset,

it is clear that the focus of discipleship

programs is Jesus Christ. The

issue, however, has

disciple-making is purely "content" or "needs"
discourages people's active participation?

a

to do with whether

oriented. What attracts

Four observations

were

or

made.
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Integrated

Approach

First, many discipleship programs do not have
between content and physical needs of the
verse

memorization

as a

way of mastering

people.

a

deliberate connection

Grace

Scripture.

Ndeda, 63, upholds

She notes.

good practice but it should not be an end in
itself It should be applied to real life situations. For instance, how
does Jesus' call for love apply in places riddled with tribal clashes? Is
love merely a liking for one another or going deeper than that by
helping and serving others?
Verse memorization is

Lisanga
members

small groups

dialogue

sharing that true

and share

provide opportunities
resources

for

some are

bend

on

serving others

as

with each other. It is in the process of

love is demonstrated. Are members

they have equally or
Jane

a

having

more

share what

willing to
than what

they

deserve?

Agunza notes.
There has to be

connecting point between disciple-making and real
life. Scripture has to speak to our daily life and what we leam as
disciples has to be translated in real life. For instance, praying for the
hungry is not good enough. One has to fmd ways of sharing the
available resources to see to it that those starving have something to
eat. This was even clearly demonstrated by Jesus himself when he fed
the five thousand (Matthew 14:13-21).
The Level

a

Approach

Content

making. While

categorization into
it has its

good

levels is another

side to

it, categories

challenge
serve

Members of the third focus group felt that levels in

to

to

disciple-

divide

people.

disciple-making tend to
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classify people

into juniors and seniors. Those who manage to go

the levels feel that
In

a

they are

discussion with

he regrets the

level for

use

seniors

as

Larry Niemeyer,

of titles in

through all

of the program.

compared to beginners

the Director of Harvest Heralds
He recommends

disciple-making.

a

Africa,

uniform

everybody involved in disciple-making.

In the Afiican

setting,

participation (Healey

and

the center of life is not achievement but

Sybertz

1996: 116).

Again,

levels do not

necessarily determine spiritual maturity or Christlikeness but
In other words

supreme love

is not

for Christ and service for other

people.

exercise of the mind

transformation process of the heart.

only but

Disciple-making Kits
Emphasis

on

a

discipleship

an

and the Bible

the

use

of discipling booklets

away from the Bible. While

some

interpretation,

if not used with

the end distort

a

people's

of the tracts

care

or

are a

kits tends to tum

good guide

they could replace

grasp of scripture.

Bible

to

people

scripture

reading

and in

George Ondego observes.

of issues of discussion. What is contained
in the booklets may not be what is happening currently in the location
of disciple-making. Again, different groups or people may not have
the same approach to an issue.
The tracts affect

proximity

Damaris Ngeta remarks about her
never

a

exercised critical

booklet for

thinking.

experience

All the time

interpretation or solution."

an

with

issue

disciphng kits,

came

"I

up I referred to
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Lisanga

small group

within the context. Gilbert
us

and

came

disciple-making had its

content drawn from

says, "We discussed issues that affect

Chononyie

up with solutions that suited

our

situations." The lisanga small

group members felt that the content of their discussions

situations. Rachael
I felt my

Angote

concems were

is bland in her

well addressed

that focus

making programs

on

as

remarks,

"In

compared to

completing

given

a

was

relevant to their

lisanga small
other

groups

disciple-

course."

Medium of Communication
It is not that mral communities

per se, but

they do

Kenya English is

not

an

educated class. So
not

identify with language

"official"

language

anything expressed

part of the less educated village

making
kits into

tracts

are

in

English save

French, Swahili,

Again, apart

from

group

or

used to carry the content. In

and is also used

in

mainly by the

English is viewed

as

official and

mral person. Almost all the

Maa and Luo

disciple-

This is commendable.

languages.

reading disciple-making in local language, people
language

than

disciple-making sessions,

the

a

leamed

Damaris

Ngeta

says,

language.

participants

during discussions because they were encouraged to

language lulogoli.

content

for HDM who have translated foundational

tend to express themselves in their

lisanga small

reject written disciple-making

were

In

upbeat

talk in their local

''Lisanga disciple-making gives

a
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chance to talk in my

own

very difficult to get the

language

myself adequately."

equivalent of HIV/AIDS

believes, "AIDS has its origin
rural

and express

in urban

areas

in

It

was

lulogoli. Rachael Angote

and had been transferred to

by 'English speakers.'"

Award Giving
While awards in formal
distort the true

change
award

meaning

discipleship play a fundamental role, they

of discipleship.

Following Jesus

of heart and love for others, which in

as

motivation.

essence

Christ demands

does not

require

a

an

Henry Kisia notes,

Disciple-making

has slackened in

Maragoli

because of awards. Once

a

person gets a certificate that means that he or she is done with
discipling. The question is, what is the highest or lowest level of

disciple-making?
pointed out earlier,

As

diplomas

are

in

a

post-colonial context,

prerequisites of a paid job.

Graduates of a

in such context would want to go out and search for

employment,
Christian

or

placement,

then the program becomes

a

a

certificates and

discipleship

job.

If they

"processing planf

para-church organizations. If, however, they fail

then there is

no

secure an

for stuff in
to

get job-

guarantee of future participation in disciple-

making by other people. What is

discipleship then?

program

the best way of gauging the level of

Meshack
Christ and

Adura,

others,

ultimate

gifts

begin to

live

for

a

a

pastor and discipler, says, "Increased love for

a

thirsty

word, and harmonious living should be

for the

disciple-making community."

changed lives, they will

be

adds, "When people

He

happier than owning documents."

Summary

Maragoli,

a

well-evangelized rural

area, still

grapples

problem of deepening and nourishment of Christian
has not taken root in the

community.

the

leaming

area

focus

formal

on

does not attend school

or

Disciple-making

A few

people

in the

area

leaving

linked to

This

among the

Avalogoli people

legacy,

still believe that any form of "study" leads to

study therefore

a

mean

many

white

undertaking. Disciple-

suffers this kind of attitude.

study attempted integrated disciple-making; disciple-making that

were

economic

population that

is misconstmed to

colonial education

incorporates physical and spiritual life. Members
groups

out a

in

college.

collar job and if it does not, then it is not worth

making

Disciple-making

disciple-making organizations

institutions

development. Coupled with the

career

faith.

with the

introduced to

disciple-making

while

goals. They were encouraged to relate

of three

lisanga small

they pursued their
their

undertakings

socio
in small
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groups with

Scripture.

The purpose of doing this

was

placing God at the

center of their lives.

By use of focus

groups formed out of the

outcome of lisanga small group

are

discipling programs

use one-on-one

method of disciple-making. The

effective, especially in

responsibilities shared,
are

integrative

in the

formed

a

community where

and

as a

accountability

area

The

for about ten years,

method, however, is

group activities

collective.

result of one-on-one

groups that members tum to when

out rather than

are

not

dominant,

Although discipling

method, they

they have

are

not

other issues to sort

disciple-making.

Closely connected to

disciple-making

one-on-one

method, is the choice

tracts or kits. While the materials

Again,

most of the written tracts

are

in

or use

English,

in

into account oral
a

language used

official transaction business. For those who cannot read and write in
feel left out. The tracts also lead to individual

of

play an important role

disciple-making, they are not inclusive. They do not take
leamers.

area.

the NK and HDM.

The NK and HDM, which have been in the

networks

groups, the

disciple-making was compared with the

methods and content of two other
programs

lisanga small

for

English

disciple-making rather than
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communal involvement.

Disciples

are

given assignments

to

work

on as

individuals.
There

groups

over

seems

to be

content.

discipleship.

The

no

Following Jesus

physical

needs.

is

purely a spiritual

Spiritual

and

Therefore, there has

to be a

Levels

in content

or

categories

disciple-making

awaken the

of nurturing the

growth of supreme

motive of

is how to connect the content

tend to create

matter and has

physical life, however,

connecting point

to divide those involved rather than

people.

overriding

people. Discipling programs

impression that discipleship

other.

Christ is the

point of contention, however,

with physical needs of the

to do with

major disagreement between disciple-making

got nothing
affect each

for the two.

application in disciple-making

uniting

them. Lower and

feelings of being

a

an

beginner

higher

serves

levels in

and finalist instead

love for Christ and service for other
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CHAPTER 6
THE LOCAL CHURCH AND DISCIPLE-MAKESTG

belong to your people Israel but
has come from a distant land because ofyour name -for men will
hear ofyour great name and your might hand and your outstretched
arm
when he comes and prays toward this temple, then hear from
heaven your dwelling place and do whatever the foreigner asks of
you so that all the peoples of the earth may know your name and
fear you as do your own people Israel and may know that this house
"As for the foreigner who does not

-

"

I have built bears your

name.

-I Kings 8:41-43

Israel ole

Tanzania,

East Africa. He is

the first time at
Tanzania to
with

us

Parakwo, 26, is from the Maasai community that lives in

our

Kenya

local

we are

home caretaker in

shopping center,

away. He

requested him to

care

of our home when he is not

was

happy to

I asked him how he had made it to

our area

that it took him ten

days (could have

been

I seek

me

with

and stay

medicine

to

came across.

from the pastors to

use

the fact that

Maragoli.

more) traveling

spent nights in any nearby church building he

looked at

selling

considering

area, is about 500 miles away from

sought the permission

come

do that.

Musoma, his home

if he

I met Israel for

Kenya.

Chavakali. He had traveled from

to sell herbal medicine. I

while he also takes

and when

our

He told

Kenya.

me

He

I also asked him

their churches. Israel

questioning eyes, surprised at my ignorance. "Why should

permission to use

a

church

building?

He

responded.

The church
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belongs

to God.

to find

some

church

building

church

for prayer and
tribes and

Nobody should claim ownership powers."
buildings fenced

should remain open to

even

comers

Israel's story underscores the

to all. The

It is

home

as

well

sharp

church unites

as a

family

stranger

that extends love and

ownership.

are

For

from all

can

stay-

hospitality
to own a

entrenched in

fond of making
"I will not involve

of personal reasons,"

Although such

necessarily mean privatizing the church, they
sense

belonging

create an

to the

body

community.

Again, denominational boundaries
Sunday,

are

instance,

impression of ownership rather than a collective
as a

it

importance of a church in an African

disciple-making because

statements may not

come

a

people

a

steal church property-

and many parts of the world. Pastors

my church in

of Christ

place

denominational boundaries that

statements that allude to church

shocked

According to Israel

story, however, questions the tendency of some people

church and the

Maragoh

a

a

of the world and it is the safest
even

was

anybody who would want to use

He believes

sleep there.

He abhors those who misuse and

connmunity.

and locked up.

He

members of the

various churches. For instance,

in

Maragoli

community are
a

are so

divided

as

distinct that

they head to

their

member of Quaker church would fmd it
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difficult
him

worshiping in a Pentecostal

her

or

an

This

church in
are

used

unwelcome stranger.

chapter, therefore,

Maragoli

as

church. Other members would consider

in

examines the

relationship

to

growth

and function of the local

disciple-making. Lisanga

small groups

models of disciple-making.

The Church of God

Christian

disciple-making

depth understanding
God mean? The

as

well

as

word church

In Hebrew the term church

assemble." In the Old Testament it is used

(Numbers 16:3; 20:4;

Det.

23:1; 23:8;

2:5). The church is also referred
translated

as

"congregation":

(found primarily

an

in-

of the church and its mandate. What does the Church of

etymology of the

English.^

fully understood without

cannot be

as

I Ch.

to as "the

comes

(aqahal)

the

Hebrew, Greek

from

means

assembly

"to

of the Lord:

28:8; Psalm 149:1 and Micah

appointed" (edah) generally

to meet or come

together

at

an

in the earlier books of the Old Testament

appointed place

(Numbers

27:

31:16, and Joshua 22: 16).
The Greek

(ekklesia).

meaning

It is also used

as

of the church is
"to

people who

are

called out

bring together" (synagogue),

a

assembly.
^

Scot Moreau, Lecture Notes. Wheaton

College

Graduate

School,

2000.

convened

17;
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The

English version of the church is "belonging

from kariake. The New Testament, however,
house

(I

(Rom. 16:23;

I Cor.

God," derived

gives several variations:

a

16:19; Col; 4:4:15), the whole body of believers

10:32; 1 1:22; 12:28; Eph. 4:1 1-16), and the whole body of the

Cor.

faithfril

(in heaven and on earth; Eph. 1 :22;

1:18, 24). The
bride of Christ

New Testament also

(Eph. 5:25-27;

body of Christ (Eph.
of God

uses

3:

12:12-27);
I Peter

Branches of the true vine
3:

in refsrence to church: The

1:2-3; Rev. 19:6-8; 21:2, 9-10); the

II Cor. 1

1:22-23 and I Cor.

High Priest (Heb.

10, 21; 5:23-25, 27, 32; Col.

figures

(I Cor. 3:10-11, 16; Eph. 2:21-22;

shepherd (John 10);
the

to

the

temple (or building)

2:4-8; the sheep of the

(John 15); Believers-priests of

1; I Peter 2:9); Joint-heirs with the First Bom (Heb.

1:2; Rom. 8:17); Harvest after God's First Emit (I Cor. 15:23) and The New
Jemsalem of the

King

of Kings

The church is the

(Rev. 21:2, 9-10).

primary agency,

out the Great Commission. In other

which God has chosen for

words, disciple-making is central

function and purpose of the church. The church exists to
merciful
has the

caring

dealings

with

people (Eph. 3:20-21;

responsibility of equipping the

for its members who

are

carrying

Heb.

10:24).

saints for service

in need

edify God

to the

for his

The church also

(Eph.

4: 1

1-16)

(James 1 :27; I Timothy 5:1-16).

and
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Disciple-making
The

importance

of discipleship in the church cannot be

by discipleship that

a

key ministry

of the church. It is

members of the church

deepen their

Christian faith and the

overemphasized.

It is

servanthood. Wilkins

spirit of

(2000:280) notes,

Discipleship is not simply self-centered. In a classic interaction with
two of his disciples who were seeking positions of prominence, Jesus
declares that servanthood is to be the goal of disciples in relationship
to one another (Mark 10:35-45). The reason that this kind of
servanthood is possible is because of Jesus' work of servanthood in
ransoming disciples. He paid the price of release from penalty for sin
(cf Rom. 6:23), and from the power of sin over pride and self centered
motivation. The motivation of self-serving greatness is broken
through redemption, and disciples are thus enabled to focus upon
others in servanthood both in church and, with other Christians,
servanthood in the world. This is very similar to Paul's emphasis
when he

points to Jesus' emptying himself to become a servant: Jesus
provides the example of the way Philipian believers are to act toward
one another (Phil. 2:1-8).
Reuben

importance

Kigame (2002:6-8), writing

on

mentoring, emphasizes

of disciple-making for the church in Africa. First, he argues that

disciple-making helps

in

dealing with leadership

structures that

paternalistic by teaching humility of foUowership
Follow

me as

I follow Christ.

opinion and experience
avoided

the

in the

Second, he

making

by drawing principles

as

are

exemplified in Paul:

says that the

pursuit of human

of African church leader

can

be

of leadership from the Word of God. And
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third, Kigame advises that biblically founded disciple-making

dealing with spiritual empires
on

found in African church

help

can

in

by focusing people

Christ instead of individuals.

Unfortunately,

disciple-making.

many churches in

Maragoli do not have provision

for

Some of the members of the churches who have

discipleship experience

were

The

and Bible

Navigators, HDM,

discipled out of church by organizations
League. There

are a

like

number of reasons for

the lack of discipleship in the local churches.
Michael

Maragoli

Omega,

Coordinator of Get

and former official of Navigators

Equipped Global Ministries
Kenya,

in

argues,

Disciple-making in many churches in Maragoli is non-existent.
Pastors are interested in quick fix way of evangelism. Pastors shy
away from discipleship because of its cost. Some pastors do not want
to spend time with those they evangelize to see them mature in
Christian faith. Church leaders believe that

during Sunday services
This

explains the reason

diligent us

of the

Local Formal

for

for

ensure

and testimonies

spiritual growth.

high attendance

of Sunday services in

spiritual growth through

scriptures.

Theological Education and Bible Institutions

pointed out early many local

leadership,
a

adequate

There is not effort made to

Maragoli.

As

are

sermons

which

can

churches do not have trained

initiate structures for

disciple-making.

pastor with African Holy Spirit Church, confesses, "I have

John

Ombima,

never

heard of
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disciple-making

in my church and

not have

we

disciple-making on our

annual church calendar.

While Christian Education is offered in many local

training institutions, Wycliffe Ndeda,
Bible

College,

ministry

has

while at

a

different view. "I

college.

president of the college,
is

training

a

No

pastor and

was

course was

not

an

alumnus of Pentecostal

prepared

offered

on

theological

for

discipling

disciple-making."

Zedekiah Orera, however, argues,

"Discipleship
The

incorporated in evangelism and mission courses."

however, does

about

anything

not say

The

catalogue,

discipleship training.

First Year
I Term

-

II Term

May

111

-

Bible

1 12

-

Old Testament

121

-

133

-

13 1

-

151

-

Survey

1

1 13

History

1

121

Music

122

Speaking

English

132
151

1

Third Year

152

1 Term
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311

-

-

May

Prophets

I

September

Acts and Life of Paul

114 -Bible

Bible Introduction
Public

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Survey

11

Bible Introduction
Intro to

Systematic Theology
Evangelism
English 11
Research and Writing
World Geography

II Term

-

September

III Term

1 15

-

222

-

-

January

Galatians and Corinthians

III Term
216

-

-

January

General

Epistles
Religions and Cults

233 -T. E. E
241

252

253

-

-

-

Church

History
English IV

I

Kiswahili II

Electives

3 12 -Hebrews

321
331
332
341

-

-

-

-

Eschatology
Preaching
Conducting Bible Study
Church History II

Fourth Year
1 Term
41 1

412
42 1

422
423

-

-

-

-

-

-

May

Wisdom Literature
Pastoral

Epistles
Soteriology
Theology of Missions
Philosophy of Religions
Electives

Figure

5. Pentecostal Bible

3 13
314
322
342

-Prophets
-

-

-

II

Revelation
Pastoral

Theology

Intro. To Church Growth

316
343

344
345

-

-

-

-

Romans
Intro. To Missions

Church
Church

351 -KiswahiU III
361

-

Christian Education III

II Term

-

III Term

-

January

September
413

43 1

-

Planting in Africa
History III

Internship

414
424

-

-

-

Wisdom Literature II
Prison Epistles
Trends in Cont. Afiican

Theology
Apologetics

432

461

-

-

Christian Education IV
Electives

College Diploma Curriculum Outline^

Figure

5 shows

outline indicates that
course.

course

disciple-making

is not

treated,

Although Christian Education is offered,

graduates

of Pentecostal Bible

College

for

diploma level

as an

independent

it does not prepare

disciple-making ministry as

alluded to Ndeda' s statement. Pentecostal Bible
in 1 949, trains pastors up to

College. The

outhne for Pentecostal Bible

-

an

College,

which

was

founded

equivalent of associate

degree.

Division of Theology

Division of Bible

Angelology
Christology
Soteriology

New Testament

Survey
Survey
Synoptic Gospels

Old Testament

Man and Sin

Pentateuch

Introd. To

Systematic Theology
Theology
Pneumatology

Acts

OT Biblical

Hermeneutics
Galatians and Romans

Corinthians
Division of General Education

Church Ministries

Research and

Writing
Introduction to English
English Composition
Introduction to Psychology
Introduction to Philosophy
Public Speaking
General physical Science
Introduction to Sociology
World Religions in Africa
Introduction to Computing

Evangelism
Church Strategy
Homiletics

Principles of Teaching
Church History
Counseling
Church Business

Business Math

Health and Social Issues

Figure

6. Pan Africa Christian

College

Theology^

^

From the

college

2005-2006

Prospectus

BA Course Outline in Bible and
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The curriculum

degree
is

course

represented in figure 6

at Pan Africa Christian

disciple-making.

on

designed for a four-year

College. Again, missing in the outline

Pan Africa Christian

and church leaders up to

is

undergraduate

College

in Nairobi prepares pastors

level. While the curriculum is strong

evangelism and biblical hermeneutics,

the lack of emphasis

on

disciple-

making is evident.
Pastors' Remuneration

John

Irangi,

a

pastor and with PAG church. He notes.

poorly paid. Many of the pastors earn as little
as $20 a month. For them to make a living, they subsidize their
pastoral work with other small income generating projects like poultry
and cattle keeping, running grocery kiosks or taking up a part time
appointment with other organizations. The pastors are therefore over
committed and are not ready to take up added responsibilities of
disciple-making. Poor remuneration of pastors in Maragoli contributes
immensely to non-implementation of many church programs
including disciple-making. Pastors in Maragoli want to be paid for
any extra responsibility they take up. When discipleship tums into
salaried exercise it loses its meaning and participants tend to think
they are only providing an opportunity for the pastor to cam extra
Pastors in

Maragoli

are

money.
In connection with remuneration for

also demand payments for
it is

a

pastors,

Heralds, cites

of the local

people

participating in disciple-making especially when

missionary organization. Larry Niemeyer,

Harvest

some

money factors

as a

a

missionary and director of

hindrance to

disciple-making.

His
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emphasis
with

is to refocus local

disciple-making is

making
times I

took it

as a

that the local

project,

money and failed to get it

Splinter Group

never

"I

am

was

especially out of church.

disciple-making

not sure I want to be

with many Bible

study

could be

or new

a

personal

some

who

disciple-

money. Several
were

interested in

disciple-making.

ministry in

are a source

of any

new

of apprehension

grouping that involves

Three pastors interviewed
an

attempt

pastor and

a

expressed

to lure their members to

member of Umoja

lisanga

participation in lisanga disciple-making.

part of this [disciple-making]. My experience

church

plants,"

Mazugi

is not about church

members for

In

a

groups is that

the members of Pamoja,

making

Maragoli

They are suspicious

very cautious about his

organizations

them

showed up for

another church. Meshack Adura,
group,

cam

mobilized for

by disciplers. Those

small churches in

for church leaders.

their fear that

we

money.^ My experience

Fear

Upcoming

their members

people

which could

asked for handouts

was

to Christ and not

people

and

they end up

as

para-church

he said. It took close to three weeks for

Umoja groups

to realize that

disciple-

planting but spiritual growth and equipping

their

respective churches

letter to the researcher.

and communities.

of
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Lisansa and the Local Church
Members of lisanga small groups in
Christian and
small groups
have

a

fair

identify
are

Maragoli

are

predominantly

themselves with particular denominations. Lisanga

like small "interdenominational" communities. The groups

representation of the mix of the local church and can impact the

church in different dimensions.

Harmonious Communitv Living

Although lisanga

small groups

disciple-making

have

a

challenge of
members

transcending denominational boundaries and doctrinal differences,
are

bonded to each other because of the

bring them together.
be

a

common

This permanence in

needs and interests that

relationships

and groupness could

boost for the local church.

Again,

theological

the members

of all

punishes people

suffering they go through.

church cited the

community.

willing to dialogue

issues that affect them. For

groups agree that God
cause

are

were

well

for disobedience and sin is the root
Elisha Matini,
cause

grounded in faith

churches would be non-existence."

on some

instance, members of the small

spiritual poverty as root

"If we

with each other

a

pastor with Quaker

of hatred and
the

enmity

disunity we

see

in

in

a

our
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Doctrinal issues

different views

liturgy.

Rev.

on

very sensitive.

were

how to pray, about the

George

Quite

a

Holy Communion, and church

all about Christ and not

lisanga

our

are

denominations

in

Maragoli to

body of Christ with the

they are

same

pastor with

they worship
a

is

one

and the

Discipleship

doctrines," he

or

interact and discuss issues and relate them to

a

Christ.

spite

an

of their

all Christians and

physical

needs. As members

Scripture they come

same

to realize

in all churches. Mark

Pentecostal contemporary church

is

says.

they provide

discover that in

differences in denominations and doctrine,

that the God

on

groups formed out of church,

opportunity for Christians

members of the

"Disciple-making

Adamba of PAG church argues,

should not be confined to doctrine but be focused

While

number of members held

Maleya,

observes, "Any effort

to

unite pastors from different denominations is most welcome. Divisions
among pastors

as

shepherds points to

divisions among the flock,"

Communitv Bridges
Rev. John

Irangi notes,

the issues that the local
the church is

"The church in

community

only meant

for

membership, therefore,

have the

between the church and the local
groups

can

help the

church

faces. The

Sunday and the

activities not connected to church."

Maragoli

Lisanga

does not ardculate

Avalogoli people believe that

rest of the week is for other

small groups with

a

Christian

potential of making the needed connection

community. Discussions

identify crucial issues

and

in

lisanga

concems

small

that the local
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communities

grappling with and possibly get

are

communities would like
of poverty, love and

some

a

glimpse of how the

of the issues sorted out. For

example,

issues

healing dominated most of the lisanga disciple-making

discussions.
After

realizing the

fundamental role

deepening and nourishing of Christian faith,
passionate about the
church and

Lisanga
When

a

Adura

role of lisanga small group

community

as a

in

disciple-making plays
was

increasingly

disciple-making

in the local

whole. He suggests:

small groups could be a strategy for church fundraising.
need arises in the church, through a member of lisanga small

group, members of the group could come together and offer support.
Again, lisanga small groups are a good bridge or link between

denominations. Continued interaction of members of the groups help
in building strong bridges between families, clans and even churches

they attend.

The groups are good examples of hermeneutical
communities. While the church could present a theological issue, the
groups could be used
even evaluation.

as

forums of discussions,

experimentation,

and

Leadership Development
Small-group disciple-making
emergence and

development.

shared

environment for
other
a

as

experiences,

and co-peer

leadership development.

the members

good chance

that opens up whole

mentoring.

Members

they facilitate worship, discussions,

period of time,

the

a

for

leadership

As members interact with each

synergistic thinking is developed
questions,

offers

are

other,

new arenas

This is

are

an

of

ideal

able to observe each

and other group processes. Over

able to take

increasing responsibility with

advantage of group security and immediate feedback.
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Rev. Adamba

believes, "Leaders

rapidly when they are
provide

an

in

of Christ with its

community."

of the

witnesses to the

leadership development

each other's

lisanga

groups

that is

This resonates with the church

leadership experience.

small groups is

community and even the

one

as

for broader and

diversity and gifting, allowing

relationship that impacts
by members

developed and grow most

position of responsibility. Lisanga small

for continuous

opportunity

modeled to those in the

Body

a

best

are

of the most

The

the

deeper

unity lived

powerful

local church.

Summary
The

etymology

of the word church is rooted in the Bible. In the Old

Testament it is used to

mean

"to assemble"

New Testament has several variations: to

the

temple

or

word church

the

sheep of the shepherd.

point to

carrying out the

Great Commission

Maragoli,

equip

to

the church is

effective

appointed" while the

bring together, the Body of Christ,

The

meaning

and

disciple-making.

-

them for
as

population as professing Christians.
attributed

"the

figures

of the

the agency of the church, which God has chosen for

is to nurture the saints and
In

or

old

as

The

evangelism and

Its fundamental role

ministry service.
103 years with 85 percent of the

rapid growth over the

the

willingness

of the

years is

Avalogoli
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people

to embrace the

Christian faith. The

historical factors when the

growth can also be

community was

first

was

this view has

viewed

as a source

spread widely

has its share of problems of growth.

in the area, it has not succeeded in

changing the deep imbedded worldview of the

split-level Christianity.

healing

exorcists for deliverance from evil

attend church

expecting

divine

local

people

and this has

Some Christians still consult shamans for

resulted in

spirits

and

on

Sundays they

blessings.

church, and especially AICs, lack trained leadership. This has

resulted into

leadership wrangles eventually causing splinter

effect of splinter group has

Disciple-making,

do not take it

as a

which is intended to address

priority.

groups. The

already been explained in this study.

problems facing the church,

is

some

of the

missing in many local churches.

More attention is

given

to

disciple-making because they consider evangelism as
Leaders of the local churches
and handle

1900 the church in

of relief in times of need and since then

Maragoli, however,

While the church has

The

early

persisted.

The church in

or

to

evangelized. Apart from the

mission of the church to reach all for the Lord, in

Maragoli

traced back

are

disciple-making programs.

not

teething

The churches

evangelism than
a

quick

fix exercise.

deliberately trained to initiate

Local

training institutions, also,

do
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not have

disciple-making as

biblical and

theological

making is lacking in many churches

therefore taken

as an

discipleship

income

activities.

in

disciple-making programs

or

pastors, view the programs
viewed

existing

as a

church

in their churches.

a

Disciple-making

not

is

for pastors and other

they get involved

general apprehension towards

organizations. Many leaders,

as a

are

and

especially

threat to their churches. The programs

are

is meant to lure members from

churches.

small groups,
church. The
the

there is

planting strategy that

Many local pastors

as

why disciple-

Maragoli. Poorly paid pastors

generating program

Again,

to

as one cause as

church leaders. Leaders demand for payment before

disciple-making

given to

courses.

Poor remuneration is also cited

well motivated to start

is

Emphasis

of concentration.

an area

are

are

in agreement that

ideal groups for

disciple-making,

leadership development

diversity of leadership

skills and

like

lisanga

for the local

gifts resonates

with the church

Body of Christ.
Lisanga small

group

disciple-making is

communities, where issues like who
poverty, sickness, and healing

are

a

viewed

as

hermeneutical

Christian is, love for

raised and discussed

as

one

another,

related to
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Scripture.
having

The groups

to worry

about

provide
a

an

ideal

atmosphere

for reflections without

given proposition or premise of discussion.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As I draw to the close of this

findings

of this

study, I would like

study before making

some

to summarize the

concluding remarks, observations,

and recommendations.

Summary of Findings
The four

lisanga

chapters

small groups,

the local church and

a

of findings dealt with Christian

comparative study of disciple-making programs,

Avalogoli people.

been located within the

gospel dialogue
The

understanding

the cultural and Christian

"Once the issue of theological reflection has

sign system of the culture,

with the

larger

church tradition"

one

is

ready to begin the

(Robert Schreiter 1985:74).

Avalogoli People
The

the

and

disciple-making. Chapter two, however, presents

historical information needed for

values of the

disciple-making,

Avalogoli people,

larger Luhya tribe, relate

is strong among the

who live in Westem
to each other

Kenya,

a

sub-tribe of

by kinship ties. Patrilineal kinship

Avalogoli community. Members

their descent to their forefathers.

and

of the

community trace
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Avalogoli traditional

Some of the

fading

are

away

responsibility
not

of training their

strictly observed.

This is

a

Parents

The

a

are

wilting

practiced in many parts
Although the

collective

still oral. The

of wisdom and

of the

knowledge,

payment of dowry
are

still

Avalogoli people

is

community are

and this information is

Not much has been written

history of the Avalogoli people.

hand, colonial legacy about formal education still lingers

after 42 years of independence. The

education

the

majority of the population learns

passed orally from generation to generation.

On the other

upbringing is

mean

level of formal education among the

about the culture and

hospital.

marriage, and, post-death ceremonies

they hear. Elderly members

as sources

to the

are

community responsibility.

For instance

practice.

the

of Maragoli.

fairly high the community is

on

sons

Children's

responsibility.
a

over

people

Presently, circumcision rites

opting to take their

of every traditional

what

taking

of circumcision, however, does not

form of compensation in

by repeating

families

children.

family affair rather than

disappearance

regarded

own

shift in terms of social

becoming

as a

quickly with individual

ways of socializing young

as an avenue

to a well

does not pay off is not worth

Avalogoli community view formal

paying job

undertaking.

and any form of "study" that
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Avalogoli people no longer keep shrines

The

members of the

spirit

exorcists. There is

evil

a

belief that evil is countered

that sickness and death

people who
Gender

also need

disparity exists

however, is

not wide

some

of worship but

by evil. This belief

family

and

are

caused

by

forces to counter them.

Avalogoli people.
The

patriarchal authority.

spread. Women, by virtue

Women

are

patriarchy,

of being the

majority in rural

freedom to influence local processes and exert their power.

Through community organizing,
groups like

crises in the

among the

show deference to

have

bring

equal

expected to

areas

places

community still consult diviners, shamans and even

some

assumes

as

lisanga,

women are

and

especially the

formation of small

able to influence socio-economic life in

Maragoli.
As

groups,

women

regional

mobilize themselves for grass root

and national

leadership

emergence in

times

ability to

lead is used in selection rather than

Arable land in

growth and,

as a

the tea crop, the

Maragoli

via small

is still the domain of men. With the

changing

leadership

leadership

Maragoli

is

competitive

and the

family background.

continues to diminish due to

rapid population

result, food production has dwindled as well. Apart from

community imports

its

staple

food

(com meal)

fi'om

neighboring regions hke

Kitale and Nandi. The

community experiences

occasional bouts of famine whenever there is poor harvest in the
In

spite

years ago, the

Some

of the

Avalogoli people having been evangelized over

that

Christianity

others consider themselves Christian
smoke and have

a

clean

is about church attendance while

as

long

as

they do

churches. While the former believe

a

Christian is

a

Pentecostal, believe that

becomes

All Christians in

true Christian must be

a

a

Christian after

Maragoli

who become Christian because
when

Holy Spirit

filled.

They

thorough conviction by the Holy

do not hold the

they expect

churches, especially

a

position.

decent burial

There

are

those

by the church

they die.

Christian

Disciple-making

Disciple-making
make

a

contemporary

follower of Christ, the

later does not stop at that. Members of contemporary

one

not take alcohol or

tithing record.

A division exists between the conservative and

Spirit.
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community still grapples with the issue of Christian identity.

people believe

believe that

regions.

disciples

making

is

a

command to all Christians: "Therefore go and

of all nations

.

.

(Matthew 28:19-20).

is Christlikeness. This aspect of Christian

The

goal of disciple-

living is observed when
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Christians

show increased love for Christ, fervent love for others,

begin to

and continuance in His Word.

Discipleship,
exercise but

a

which results from

disciple-making,

process of transformation and

ministry service

in the

is not

a

spiritual

equipping of Christians

for

home, church, and community. The Avalogoli

practice apprenticeship or group mentoring, which is likened to discipleship.
Christian

lisanga

groups that

had been

is not

disciple-making in Maragoli

discipled

members have the

were

or

used for this

study,

had contact with

a

one

totally new.

In three

group member out of five

discipleship program.

impression that disciple-making is

about

The

study

discipled

and

they

separate disciple-making from their daily activities.

Lisanga Small Groups
Lisanga small

groups, which started in

vehicles of community mobilization and

impact each other as they interact and
share,

resonates with biblical

members, who
resources

are

1980s in

change. Members

share ideas.

Maragoli,

are

of the groups

Lisanga''

which

means

to

koinonia; fellowship and sharing. The

predominantly Christian,

and ideas. In

early

lisanga

come

together to

share

small groups the members raise and discuss

intimate issues that affect them.
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Lisanga

long

as

are

secondary groups. However,

their needs exist. Some have

even

years. Reasons for

starting lisanga small

financial need and

fellowship

While the
with financial

membership

raised

meetings

are

held in

venue, and ideas

of lisanga small groups involves

lisanga

ranging

small groups

females form the

one

also

or

are

as

college fees;

are

in

since

adults

The

lisanga

setting up

the

shared in families.

membership.

Most

are more

not

popular than large

ones.

gender biased, female membership

is

majority of rural population. Consideration of

of the factors that underlie the formation of lisanga groups. It

emergence and selection is based

clan members who

chosen

to meet

from fr)ur to twenty. However, small

is believed that the clan cements trust and strong

leadership

ten

mainly

indirectly involved.

small group does not restrict

groups with less than ten members

the clan is

socio-economic;

homes, the youth help their parents

of the groups have members

Although lisanga

are

over

as

in times of crisis.

gathered from the meetings

The size of a

high because

groups

used to meet their school

are

of the groups last

been in existence for

responsibilities, the youth are

resources

some

leaders.

are

trusted have the

on

relationship.

While group

integrity and determination,

ability to

achieve group

goals,

are
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Disciple-making:

A

Comparative Study

Methods and content of two
were

small groups who had had

Navigators Kenya
Both the

making.

or

HDM

Navigators

were

discipleship experience

and HDM

disciple-making

use one-on-one

apply in a community where

discipleship.

For the

monitoring,

Avalogoli people

else has to be done.

completion and dislike being
The

use

interaction.

their rich

are

used to.

people

dictated

go word

Again,

feel

imbalanced

is

important

for

it limits the process of

who

are

event

oriented, they feel

show that time is up and that

involved in

an

event to its

by time.

Avalogoli people limits their level

by word by what is

experiences. Again with an

distraction. The

an

disciple-making

They hke getting

of written tracts with

They tend to

support community. The method

there is

fi-ame in

shortchanged when they are flagged to
something

terms of time and

gender roles.

Although the setting of time
the purpose of evaluation and

with either the

method of disciple-

accountabihty in

resources, it does not

male/female ratio and defined

a

Maragoli

selected to form three focus groups.

While the method encourages

is not easy to

on

in

compared with disciple-making in lisanga small groups. Members of

lisanga

other

disciple-making programs

oral

written and miss out

community,

impeded fi'om the

oral

most of the tracts are written in

of

style

written words
of leaming

English,

an

are

they

official
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language

for the

dialect

language

or

Avalogoli community.

the curricula of the
are

themes

Navigators Kenya

express themselves. While

Avalogoli community finds

(like love) without putting

and

them in

a

making, they create segmentation

context. The

feel that

they are already

graduate

after

a

of participants into

done with

period of time.

course or

level feel

The Local Church and

are

to relate them to

ministry

The church in
It is estimated that

in

disciple-

beginners

and finalists.

area

discipleship, especially when they

they are

completion

better than

certificates of a

beginners.

Disciple-making

disciple-making.

health of a church is sustained and

Christians for

people

of the programs in the

Those who have

The lifeline of any church is

spiritual

or

determining progress

Maragoli who had participated in some

discipleship

it difficult to actualize

daily life.

While levels of content aid in

Some

Scripture, they

and HDM stem from

challenged well enough to pose tough questions

Scripture

the

Avalogoli community uses their

daily communication to

content oriented. The

some

not

for

The

It is

ensures

by discipleship

the

that

equipping of

service.

Maragoli

has grown

239,000 Avalogoli

are

rapidly

since its

inception in

professing Christians.

This

1902.
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translates into 85 percent of the entire

population,

with

church for every

one

185 Christians.
Two factors

explain the rapid growth of the church in Maragoli.

The

Avalogoli people readily accepted Christianity. They welcomed missionaries
in their

and

area

Maragoli,

a

as a

result, schools for their children

where

place

a

mission station

was

Bible school. The

school, hospital and even

a

evangelized during times

of hardship. In the

experienced severe
relief for the local

source

famine.

built. In

established, there is

a

high

Avalogoli community was

first

1900s, the community

Christianity therefore offered reassurance

people. Today the community still

views

a

church

and

as a

of relief during times of crisis.

The

rapid spread of the

church

was

growth. Split-level Christianity among
members live

on

and exorcists

accompanied by problems

the

Avalogoli people

two unreconciled levels. While

show Christian commitment

during the

on

week.

promise

miraculous

Schreiter offers

an

of

is evident. Most

they attend church and

Sundays, they consult diviners, shamans,

Christianity has not changed their religious

worldview about sicknesses and death. Pubhc
that

were

healing

are

explanation as

to

meetings

well attended in

or

Christian rallies

Maragoli.

Robert

why people in different cultures

tend to
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have act

dialectically when it comes

to

Christianity and culture.

He argues

(1985:149),
"religion" ultimately a Westem or a Christian category? It cannot
be insignificant that so many languages of the world do not even have
a word for what we call "religion." For many peoples it is a way of
being and living so tied up with being part of particular culture that is
impossible to imagine living outside the culture. When Christianity
comes into that situation, Christianity is not seen as replacing that way
of living in the culture, but enhancing it, giving it a link to the larger
world, enhancing access to the sources of divine power, providing
better insight into what one has been doing already. To say to people
in those circumstances that Christianity is a "religion" means that it is
something extra to add to the local situation, not something different.
This is particularly the case when there is no word for religion in the
local language.
Is

It is tme that the

in their local

language

belief and not

a

Avalogoli people
and therefore

way of life.

In

a

word for

they view Christianity as

Christianity has

part and parcel of the people's life. It has
lived and not just

do not have

not

come

to that

not come to that

as a

way of

point when

point when

it is

it is

merely experienced.

Maragoli, leadership training does not correspond

growth and,

a

"religion"

with church

result, many churches do not have trained pastors.

In many

churches, especially AICs, leadership rivalry and wrangles have become the
order of the

day.

When pastors

them into churches.

disagree, they form splinter

groups and tum
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Again,

training contributes

lack of focused

disciple-making in many churches.

to

non-existence of

training institutions tend to

Local

emphasize evangelism and theology rather than disciple-making
therefore
initiate

graduates from the

institutions do not have skills

and

knowledge

or

to

disciple-making in their churches.

Poor remuneration of pastors is

disciple-making in local
other income

they are

not

they do,

then

churches in

partly to

Maragoli. Many pastors

generating projects to raise

ready to

blame for the lack of

take up the added

are

extra money for their

responsibility

engaged in
and

upkeep,

of disciple-making; if

they want to be compensated financially for the

time

they

spend discipling.
Again, pastors

disciple-making
experience
ended up

and other church leaders

apprehensive

about

that does not emanate from their churches. Their past

is that

some

of the

organizations

luring their members

suspicious

are

of any

new

program

members to be cautious when

into
or

new

that have

churches.

come

to the

They are,

area

have

therefore

model of disciple-making and advise their

taking part.

While there is lack of disciple-making in many local churches in

Maragoli,

some

pastors and church leaders agree that the church

without it. The leaders

are

exploring,

and

are

cannot

do

open to other ways of

mobilizing the community into disciple-making. They consider lisanga
small group

strengthen
groups

are

disciple-making

as one

its link with the local

possible

community.

way the church could

Members

predominantly Chrisfian and come

The groups not

only focus

of their members, but
Matters related to

are

on

lisanga

from the local

pooling resources

small

community.

for economic

improvement

also forums of discussion of pertinent issues.

family life,

AIDs

pandemic, gender,

and socializafion of
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young

people

are

raised and discussed in the groups. The groups

centers of leadership

development

as

members share

are

also

responsibilities.

Conclusion
At this

research

it is

point,

important to reflect

The research

design.

study and they form the basis
Theoretical Assertions
1 Based
.

on

the initial

evangelization

in

conceptual framework of this

chapter

of this conclusion

communities in East

Africa,

including the Avalogoli
people, assimilation into

as

one

have

Questions
study is guided
this
by
question: How do
Avalogoli people become

guided

this

outlined below.

Research Conclusion

Research

1 .Therefore, the

of

church is viewed

questions

on

1

.

Assimilation and church

membership

Christian is among
people. Confession and

determine who

a

the Avalogoli
profession of Christian faith
is important.

Christians?
the

in church

the

as

hallmark of a Christian

(Barrett
2. An

et al.

1973:164).

interpretive inquiry

into

the socio-economic patterns
of the Avalogoli people is
fundamental in

understanding

2. The assertion leads to this

2.

question: What role do
lisanga small groups play
among the Avalogoli people?

means

component of Christian

maturity (Coleman
82).

1987:81-

4. Contextualization models

(programs of disciple-making
in this case) have unique
areas of emphasis and differ
in approach based on target
group needs (Bevans
1992:38-39).

Membership

in the

small groups is predominantly
Christian and the groups are potential

lisanga

organizing (Abwunza 1995:
20-25), which also leads to
the application of indigenous
forms in contextualizing the
gospel (Hiebert 1987:111).

expected that the
significance of disciplemaking in a Christian
community is an imperative

a

of socio-economic

enhancement.

ways of commumty

3. It is

Group activities are dominant in
Maragoli. Lisanga small groups are

venues

of disciple-making in

Maragoli.

3. This

question, therefore,
guides the research process:
What role does disciplemaking play in the local

3. The concept of the disciple-making
ethic among the Avalogoli people is
not

church and community in

Maragoli?

4. This

question focuses on
existing disciple-making

clear.

Disciple-making programs
are equated to church
a
plantings, new denominations, or
Bible study sessions.
or

4.

models

Disciple-making in small

models and their relevance

the

while

reinforces

proposing a model that
is responsive to community
needs; How does disciplemaking in lisanga small
groups differfrom other
methods that have been used

before?

groups
the relational aspect of
people. It confirms and

resonates with

Avalogoli

personal believes.
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Based

on

the theoretical assertions and research

led to the above conclusion, I

now

make the

questions that have

following observations and

recommendations.

Observations and
It is my sincere

hope

Implications

that my observations and

upset those in ministry service, but will make

building

the

and I do

appreciate

kingdom of God.

We

are

the work done

programs and missionaries.

a

all in the

by the

They have

local

laid

a

suggestions

will not

contribution towards

ministry of disciple-making
church, disciple-making

good

fDundation for this

study

and have made my work possible.

My observations, therefore, will be geared towards recognizing what
has

happened

as one

and

reflecting on

Body of Christ. My

church, neither is it
effort to

help

flock and the

an

it

as we

charter

to start

a

of it

as

cannot express

As

spiritual nourishment

a new

an

of its

well.

I want to concede that the term

Avalogoli people.

together

para-church organization, but

the church in its mandate of the

term does not have its

way forward

sincere submission is that this is not about

attempt

equipping

a new

"discipleship"

equivalent in lulogoli,
argued by Robert

Christianity in its

own

a

is

problematic. The

language spoken by the

Schreiter

(1985: 149)

if a

community

language, Christianity remains
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Avalogoli people, therefore,

to

discipleship

also. The

do not understand what

discipleship

is. The first step in

foreign.

This

discipleship

applies

should be

process. I believe

by finding local expressions

once

growth,

meaning

and relevance of discipleship.

The

describe the

then the

Avalogoli people

will

begin to understand the

People
for

Avalogoli people are ripe

reflected in their
Members of the

willingness

discipleship

disciple-making.

Their readiness is

to leam more about their Christian life.

community meet

The local church has to take

focused

terms to

this is done and the process is identified with

Christian

The Avalogoli

or

inculcating

in

big

and small groups for

fellowships.

advantage of this curiosity and hamess it into

that will

help deepen the

Christian faith of its members.

The process of the "Christian circumcision rite of passage" is

idea of contextualizing Christian

research;

A

disciple-making.

comparative study of the

a

a

This raises another

good
area

of

Christian circumcision rite of passage

and the traditional way of socialization among the

Avalogoli

young

people.
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Lisanga

Small

Lisanga

Groups

play an important role

small groups

community

in

organizing.

It is in these groups that social-economic values

developed.

The groups also

emergence and

of the

provide

small groups.

In most

lisanga small

environment for local

following

are

groups, leaders

are

development.

lisanga

The

an

suggestions

pioneers

tended to

of the groups. These leaders

personalize

are never

the small groups. When such

In

shaped and

leadership

for the

members who

popular even if they do not have leadership qualities.
the

are

some

are

viability

most

cases,

they are

challenged and have
a

leader is wrong, the

whole group is wrong.
It is

and

important that the

provide leadership that

Rather than

leaders be accountable to the group members

creates

an

environment for free

having permanent leaders, leadership

term of office. This will

give

every

lead, and members will be able
Informal

as

they are,

other members to attend

leadership

group

a

a

chance to

standards.

it would be beneficial to the group leaders and

leadership training programs

organized by the governments' Ministry of Social
offered for free

should be elective with

capable member of the

to compare their

participation.

by all community leaders.

and seminars

Services. This

training is
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Studies of the Association of the

(ADEA)

in

Kenya^ recommend that the educating of mature adults be done

informally in

small groups. As

a

recommend that the government
the national to the
were

identified

as

that educational

should

groups therefore

way of decentralizing

training,

the studies

slowly transfers educational services

from

community level, and community based small groups
ideal centers of leaming. The studies further recommend

opportunities provided by Non-Formal Education

closely relate

Christian

Development of Education in Africa

are

to life and

in

a

better

centers

living (Thompson 2000:xiii). Lisanga small
position of integrating

informal

leaming with

values, and if leaming is effective in small groups, then Christian

maturation is too.
In 1994 the

Kenya Institute of Education conducted a

recommended centers for

religious education,

non- formal

survey that

schools, adult

centers, and skills

training centers. Integrated disciple-making

include education

training

Lisanga small groups
Lisanga Small

group

Lisanga small

group

The ADEA studies

are

and

lisanga

small groups

ideal for adult

as venues

should also
of reflection.

leaming.

Disciple-making Model
disciple-making

were

conducted in

has

Kisumu,

a

number of advantages:

an area

close to

Maragoli.

1

.

They are voluntary groups,
participate.
what

2.

they have

Lisanga

study.
it
3.

Members

are

and

no

member is

willing to

persuaded to

take part because it is part of

chosen to do.

small group

disciple-making demystifies

The literate members of the groups read

orally

the idea of bible

Scripture

and share

in groups.

Lisanga small

groups

are

hermeneutical communities where

members share and discuss

poverty, love for

concems

that affect them. Issues like

another, sickness, and healing

one

in the groups. When members share ideas

are

discussed

they begin to appreciate

their individual differences and weaknesses. Had group

discipleship been emphasized the stoning
the
4.

of this

beginning

Disciple-making
needs. It is not

5. In

lisanga

6.

than

purely

a

Lisanga small
more

lisanga

one

at

small groups relates to members'

content oriented.

disciple-making members

food, and time. This minimizes the

person at

highlighted

study would not have happened.

small groups,

like Bibles,
one

in

incident

share

resources

cost of disciphng

time.

group

disciple-making

enables

a

discipler to reach

person. The slow pace of discipling is tackled.
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Instead of one person out five

being discipled in a year, lisanga

small groups increases the number to
7.

more

than six.

small groups transcends

Disciple-making in lisanga

denominational and doctrinal boundaries. The focus is Christ. This
unites the church at
8.

community level.

Lisanga disciple-making serves

as a

training ground

for the local church. Members observe each other
are

9.

able to

Discipling
local

identify qualities

in the small groups is

community. Christianity

life. This is not done at
it

as

the

an

language

Lisanga small
but

group

link between the church and the

is not

a

Sunday affair but

disciple-making,

a

daily

and members

new

in the

are

clearly without any inhibition.

they provide participants with chances

perform new roles

problems

leadership.

disciple-making are not mere

level of Christian faith,

While

they lead and

instructional level, but members realize

is used in

able to express themselves

.

a

leadership

discipleship process continues.

10. The local

11

of good

as

for

talk

to move to

a

socio-economic status, and

forums,

deeper
even

society.

lisanga disciple-making

model has its

strengths, there

are

associated with it. Lack of strong biblical foundation for critical
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analysis

and

of theological themes, age differences, and

critique

break-time before the next
in

lisanga

small group

meeting are

some

disciple-making.

The

of the weaknesses

a

prolonged

experienced

following suggestions should

be considered to make the model of discipling

effective.

more

Aim at Being Inclusive

While

important to
the
to

small group

lisanga

include the
Bible

Navigators,

discipleship needs

has to

groups to consider

gatherings would
for

a

youth. Although disciple-making organizations

League, Christian Union, and pastoral programs
of the

youth while

in

them too. It would be

incorporate

a

family gatherings
good

forum to

youth

serve

from families

member chosen
share his

or

her

the

same

good

at least

for the

once a

bring together

with the

way of trickling down values

cater

of lisanga

organizers

month. Such

the

youth with
a

a

their parents

youth group

meeting should bring together
small group. The facilitator

group should take up the role of a mentor and

experiences

disciple-making.

purpose. The

represented in a lisanga

by the

like

school, lisanga disciple-making

time of fellowship. If this is this does not work out then

meeting would

it is

disciple-making targets adults,

youth when they meet.

gained from lisanga

plan to

This will be

small groups

as a

or a

a

result of
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Conflict
While
hold many

resolving

Management

kinship,

lisanga

clan

factor, and

group members

issues. Those who feel

to express

themselves without

This would enhance collective
could be used to increased
Members

are

able to

other members hold

see

on a

Ellis and Fisher

common

together,

interests may be the

there has to be

unfairly treated need

being victimized by the
participation

to be

a

glue

that

clear way of

given a chance

rest of the members.

from all members. Conflict

understanding of issues

if managed well.

both sides of issues and determine what

positions

particular issue.

1974:219-220)

argue.

problem and making a good decision is the essential
frmction of groups. Experiencing substantive conflict simply increases
the likelihood of good decisions. When groups disagree and then
explore why they disagree, they expose the key issues and points of
misunderstanding. Conflict brings out all the issues and forces group
Solving

a

members to test ideas and information.

Conflict, therefore, should not be
group leaders take conflict
to

a source

positively and

of group destruction. If

channel the synergy

produced by it

constructive discussions, there will be increased cohesiveness and focused

group

performance.
Make Known
To avoid

suspicion about the introduction of lisanga

disciple-making,

it would be

good to

involve all

small group

participants

at

every stage
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of the process.

Group members and the community as

understand what
is it

a

time for

hermeneutical
them

as

disciple-making

receiving

denominational

talk about

instructions from

community to reflect

individuals and

reference is

is about. It is not

whole should

preaching time,

and find solutions

on

as a

issues that affect

of their

It should be made clear that the main

How does it address their needs? Does the

source

of

Scripture

death, poverty, sickness and wealth? What suggestions

solutions does it

clearly

neither

facilitator. Members meet

community (irrespective

as a

affiliations).

Scripture.

a

a

a

or

give?

Use of Oral Literature

By oral literature
of this research I heard

I

mean

people

songs,

sayings

express themselves

sayings, especially when they wanted to
Proverbs

were

the

be summarized in

were a

grounding pillars
one

sign of success

something, they burst
close to the

saying
or

and

or

express

proverbs. During

by using proverbs

an

and

important point.

of every discussion. If a

proverb,

the time

then it wasn't

topic

could not

important. Songs

agreement. Whenever people succeeded in doing

into

singing

and

dancing.

The songs carried

meaning

people.
Oral literature,

therefore, is

making. Creative approaches

like

an

"dancing

ideal vehicle for
or

disciple-

singing through the Bible"
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should be

encouraged.

and New Testament

disciple-making.
indigenous

A correlation could also be made between

This could be

parables.

a

very

traditional

session of

captivating

orality affects disciple- making in

A research into how

communities could reveal further

strategies of disciple-making.

Disciple-making Programs
Due to lack of enough information and

making,

programs have not made great

Lisanga disciple-making, therefore, is
how best

people,

discipleship

can

they are discipled.

introducing

any

evangelized?

expression?
questions

and

a

not

only

disciple-

have fizzled out.

reflection and second

leaming style

Some

mean

likely to lead to

of a

among the

thought

on

Avalogoli

people significantly

pertinent questions

disciple-making program.

What does it

some

about

indigenous communities.

How

people

affect

must be asked before

was

the

community

to be literate? What is the best

What is the best way the

are

impact and

approached,

but also among other

History, language
how

be

understanding

leam?

Responses

language

of

to these

better models of disciple-making.

Methodology of disciple-making in indigenous communities is
functional only when its social dynamics have been considered. What is the
basic social unit apart from the
whenever

family?

they want to perform a task?

How do

people organize themselves

In many African communities there
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are no

must

lone rangers.

People

work in groups.

seriously consider the aspect
While

of disciple-making

to consider

are

end.

an

soon as

disagree,

groups like

Existing

indigenous communities.

have used groups to

existing groups. Groups formed

temporary. As

also disband. When members
to

of groups in

disciple-making programs

some

extent, it is important

making

Disciple-making organizations

stick

or common

together
A

for

a

the groups break and

lisanga

have

an

one-on-one

It

completely.

follow-up activity after

important to

consider the way

and

discipler

easily be

the

sex are

opposite

separate

sex

rows.

or

because of

clan

enough reason to

method, however, should not be disregarded

it is

opposite

advantage

time.

can serve as a

can

result

bring disciple-

kinship

interests among group members is

long

as a

the process is done the groups

the kind of bonding that exists between members. The
element

some

people

misconstrued

are

paired.

freely.

Disciple-making

The

discipling. Again,

pairing

of disciple

especially where partners

involved. In communities like the
do not mix

group

In the

that goes

church,

Avalogoli,

men

against this

and

of the

members of

women

sit in

social order could

easily trigger dissatisfaction and criticism.

Again, mobilizing
The

people

must

a

community into disciple-making

be involved in activities that

are

is not

enough.

relevant to their lives. The
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content must take into consideration the felt needs of the

instance,

a

discussion of the church in

discourage participation.
with. There is
like

no

proximity of the

salvation, life

member of the

This is not

after

a

an

postmodem world is likely to

issue the

death, and healing would interest and excite

should

integrate

approach of the gospel

it with the

language

that the local

language

and therefore whatever is

formal.

somewhere in homes because the

adequately represent

the

used, then they have

expressed

language, yet there

is

a

in the

language

I have encountered

to be in

is

in

and

aspirations

Maragoli

Bible in

of the

an

a

official

becomes

are

dumped

language used lacks immediacy

feelings

discipling materials

concems

address the issue of

community uses daily. English in Kenya

Many of the discipling materials

None of the

daily

and social needs.

If disciple-making materials must be

local

seriously consider the aspect of

people. Integrated disciple-making is poised to

dialectical

a

Avalogoli community.

relevance in terms of content and try to

not

community is grappling

issue and is therefore not relevant. Issues

Disciple-making organizations

of the

For

people.

and does

community.

have been translated into the

Lulogoli.
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Training Institutions
The

quality of church leadership

institutions the church has
setters. If they do not

at its

is determined

disposal.

more

emphasis

reflected in many curricula of Bible and

considered
the lead in

a

are

the pace

it follows that the

will not bother about it also. In Africa

evangelism has been given

unfortunate for

the type of training

The institutions

emphasize disciple-making,

graduates they produce

by

than

mile wide and

an

inch

disciple-making

theological

Christianity in Africa that after

whole,
and this is

institutions. It is

100 years, it is still

deep. Training

addressing quality of Christian

as

institutions should take

faith in Africa. Bible schools

curricula should be tailored to suit the current needs of the church. The
season

of evangelism has matured into

disciple-making.

The Local Church

The

ministry.

quality of Christian

faith is

highly dependant

on

discipling

The absence of disciple-making programs in the local church

defeats the purpose of the Great Commission. The church should

assume

full

responsibility of disciple-making by encouraging membership participation
in programs that enhance

whether

spiritual growth for equipping

the

ministry service,

they are community or church based. Discipleship programs carried
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out with

non-denominational

or

para-church organizations

should

only

supplement the effort of the church.
Those

churches, however, which do

disciple-making can make use
programs like the
not

lisanga

of community based

small group. The local

only have disciple-making

during

on

Sundays

the week for its members to

motivation to shoulder extra

discouraged,
remain in
wished

a

A

responsibilities including disciple-making.

In

increasing pastors'

of pastors,

being

irregular transfers

transfer of pastors.

long

a

pastor

should be

can

transferred. Seven of the pastors interviewed
stations to get involved in

they thought they could be

The church in

community based

during the week.

disciple-making. They were, however,

groups because

anytime.

in other

but also create time

as

they could stay longer in their

small group

church, therefore, should

of time should be set for how

station before

in

remuneration

working conditions

period

leadership

disciple-making

Saturdays,

participate

The local church should consider

connection with

or

which have activities

discipleship programs,

a

not have trained

Maragoli

should

lisanga

reluctant to join the

transferred to other stations at

come

with

a

policy that

governs the
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Missiological Implications
This

study

their otherwise

creates

an

opportunity for the rural communities

confusing cultural

of hodge-podge

Christianity.

split-level Christianity.

The

It aims at

traditions and

study,
a

in

a

The

making.

study

As

pointed

disciple-making.
dominated

a

daily life.

related literature

disciple-making literature, however,

rather than

Again,

whose focus has

developing

The

one

Avalogoli's

within

an

historical

significant
point

for

in

dealing

with. For instance,

disciple-making

among the

enhancing unity not only in the

The presence of the church

the church embraces the

can

integrated

largely

or more

one

of this

and

a

the

understanding

are

church but the entire
the

cultural

discipling

Avalogoli. They

the

are

the

starting

community.

Avalogoli people

basic social unit.

a

so,

study is

kinship relationships

only be felt among

community's

is

African

The information enables those in missions to

are

on

background,

background information needed before evangelizing

people they

disciple-

mostly been trying existing

values, and socio-economic involvement in chapter

community-

on

literature

out earlier there is very limited

Most

context.

a

in

problem of

of Scripture and

deeper understanding

contribution to

by work of writers

foreign models
Maragoli

is also

helps prevent the formation

way, addresses the

integration and actualizing of Christian values

to grasp

if

This, however, does
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not mean

starting discipleship

solely on danism,

groups based

recognizes social patterns and how the people relate
purpose of fostering

a more

cohesive Christian

"In what ways do traditional values sustain
reveal

some

interesting

an

study will

be

is

helpful. Maragoli

a

occupied by the Avalogoli community.
not the

only mral community in Kenya;

communities in the country, with
mral

areas.

This

discipleship
Findings

model that is

of the research

and it follows that

areas are

community.

A research

on

indigenous church?" could

a

rural
The

in Westem

area

are

of great

migration

is

help

are

the

population residing in the
come

up with

a

unique

Avalogoli conmiunity.

to those interested in mral-urban

common

discipled members

Kenya

other 42 ethnic

of the

culturally relevant to

are

in rural areas,

Avalogoli people, however,

there

majority

disciple-making

study, therefore, has attempted to

ministries. Rural-urban

to each other for the

discoveries.

For those who will want to venture into

this

but instead

of the

likely to impact those they come

among the

Avalogoli people

community who

into contact with.

move

to

urban
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Recommendations
This

study will be incomplete without

recommendations, therefore,
small group
1

.

are

meant to

disciple-making more

While

strengthen

more

members. In

a

small group, members feel

Dividing larger

members

limit group

where

one

avoid

in

a

recognized and valued.

easy to

in small

access

ones

does not

mean

group supports the other. This will also

groups should meet

in

and

�

The

they coincide

lisanga

regularly,

tackling issues

teachings.

way that

meetings

of more than 15

competition and leadership rivalry.

lapses

sermons

an

The small groups should form

2. Since most of the discussions in

oral, the

are

groups into small

parting completely.

partnerships,

lisanga

A smaller group of five to ten

empowering than a larger group

Feedback and progress evaluation
groups.

and make

inclusive, there is need for

optimum number for membership.
members is

few recommendations. The

effective.

groups tend to be

large

a

small group

at least once

and also to reinforce

meetings

have to be

with the usual

then that will be the

a

week,

are

to

Sunday church

carefully planned

lisanga business

otherwise if the members start

making only,

meetings

meeting

beginning

of the

for

disciple-

separation of
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Christian issues with

daily concems. Again, regular meetings

should be rotated in different homes rather than in
venue.

Different

different

settings

approaches

3. For effective

of issues.

disciple-making,

there must be

for facilitators. Facilitators

biblical

knowledge

Steps
a)

one

may also open up the members to

training

Scripture

maintaining

and

are

able to

are

some

foundational

members who have

guide

the rest in

some

applying

to their situations.

in

training

Select

a

facilitators

member, who has the respect of the group,

can

read and write.

b)

A member who has

c)

One who

consciously knows

Scripture

and denominational doctrine.

some

d) Train the facilitator for
�

the difference between

month

by:

Emphasizing the significance
disciple-making

�

a

biblical foundation.

Training

him

or

-

of Scripture in

interpretation and application.

her in communication and

leadership skills,
decision-making.

conflict management, and
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The

training

of the facilitators should be done in consultation

with the local church. This will

ensure

that the church is not left

out and the facilitators do not fall into the

trap of doctrinal

denominational discussions. Their role, however, is
members relate their

concems

to

Scripture

to

help

and fmd away out

towards life transformation. I recommend that pastors who

members of the

lisanga

facilitators. If they

are

groups should be excluded from

allowed to coordinate

activities, other members

extending their
4.

Lisanga
and

own

are

church

(denomination)
a

being

into

that the pastors

lisanga

groups.

link between the local church

community.

Lisanga small group
Disciple-making Model

Figure

7. A

are

disciple-making

likely to conclude

small groups should be

or

Bridge: Lisanga Small

group

Disciple-making

are
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Figure

7 illustrates what the role of the

lisanga small groups

should be. Members of the small groups should be allowed to share

freely what they leamt

in small groups in their churches.

5. Evaluation is fundamental for

previously

in this

disciple-making.

study, discipleship leads

increased love for Christ, others, and
in

a

way,

cause

group

a

to

As mentioned

transformed life with

thirst for the Word. This will,

harmony and prolonged life of a group.

I

recommend that group members be accountable to each other in terms
of character

decisions.

development by sharing the

outcome of their

individual
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APPENDIX A
Denominations in
Denomination

1.

Quaker (Friends Church)

2. Pentecostal Assemblies of God
3. Salvation

(PAG)

Army

Maragoli^

No of churches

Estimated

(Centers of
Worship)

Membership

309

62,01 1
54,311
29,107
19,415
11,003
10,204
8,111
6,463
6,920
5,012
4,911
4,330
4,020
3,872
3,007
3,201
3,001
2,850
2,560
2,110

286
187

4. African Divine Church

143

5. Israel Nineveh Church

109

6.

59

7.
8.

Anglican Church of Kenya
Holy Spirit Church
Apostolic Faith Church

50
49

9. Catholic Church

28

lO.Nabi Church

24

1 1. Episcopal Church

14

12.Baptist

Church

13

13. Methodist Church

11

14. Orthodox Church

11

15. Seventh

Day Adventist Church

9

16. Deliverance Church

7

17. Lutheran Church

6

18. Overcoming

Faith Church

5

19. Redeemed Church

4

20.Gospel Commission

2

21

Others; Jehovah Witness, Contemporary
Pentecostal Churches

^

The Source: 1. The Ministry of Culture and Social Services
2. Church records/rosters

-

Vihiga District.
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APPENDIX B

Lisanga Small groups

Pamoja

Group
Position

Occupation

40-45

Chairman

Teacher

Male

30-35

Secretary

Teacher

Male

35-40

Treasurer

Teacher
Private sector

Name

Sex

Aradi Abasi

Male

Gilbert

Age
bracket

Chononyie

Kiraho Indusa
Swale Asuza

Male

40-45

Member

Kermedy Alukwili
John Aliyo
Muhando Imbuga

Male

40-45

Member

Civil Servant

Male

45-50

Member

Civil servant

Male

30-35

Member

Teacher

Mazugi Group
Female

50-55

Chairperson

Housewife

Female

40-45

Secretary

Housewife

Female

55-60

Treasurer

Housewife

Female

40-45

Member

Teacher

Female

40-45

Member

Housewife

Female

30-35

Member

Housewife

Priscar Ombodo

Female

30-35

Member

Farmer

Gladys Imbayi
Joyce AUgura
Floyce Sabwa

Female

40-45

Member

Nurse

Female

35-40

Member

Housewife

Female

45-50

Member

Farmer
Farmer

Gladys Ahoya
Margaret Sayangwa
Mary Azere
Aime Agunza
Jenipher Ambura
Jane Ambenge

Jackline Semo

Female

30-35

Member

Gladys Boge
Peris Ambugu
Rachael Angote

Female

40-45

Member

Social worker

Female

55-60

Member

Counsellor

Female

25-30

Member

Teacher

Umoia Group
Name

Sex

Age

Position

Occupation

bracket

Gideon Ambeva
Meshack Adura
Alice Jumba

Retired

private

Male

55-60

Chairman

Male

40-45

Secretary

Female

45-50

Treasurer

Teacher

Civil servant

sector

Pastor

Male

50-55

Member

Female

40-45

Member

Private sector

Male

55-60

Member

Retired civil servant

Josphine Kedera

Female

45-50

Member

Retired teacher

Grace Ndeda

Female

60-65

Member

Retired Nurse

Mark Alusa

Male

45-50

Member

Teacher

George Ondego

Male

50-60

Member

Pastor

Henry Kisia
Damaris Ngeta
Festo Imbuka
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APPPENDIX C

Discipleship

1. Pamoia

and Denominations

Group

Name

Leadership

Denomination

Discipled

Quaker
Quaker
Quaker

No
Yes

Church of Kenya

No

Position

Aradi Abasi

Chairman

Gilbert

Secretary

Chononyie

Kiraho Indusa

Treasurer

Swale Asuza

Member

Kennedy Alukwili
John Aliyo
Muhando Imbuga

Member

Anglican

Seventh

No

Day Adventist

No

Member

Pentecostal Assemblies of God

No

Member

Pentecostal Assemblies of God

Yes

Church

Yes

2. Mazugi

Group
Gladys Ahoya
Margaret Sayangwa
Mary Azere
Anne Agunza
Jenipher Ambura
Jane Ambenge

Chairperson
Secretary

Pentecostal Assemblies of God

No

Treasurer

Pentecostal Assemblies of God

No

Member

Quaker

No

Member

Pentecostal Assemblies of God

No

Member

Priscar Ombodo

Member

Gladys Imbayi
Joyce Aligura
Floyce Sabwa

Member
Member

Jackline Semo

Member

Gladys Boge
Ambugu
Rachael Angote
3. Umoia Group
Peris

Name

Member

Member
Member

Member

Leadership

Anglican

Kenya

Quaker
Day Adventist

Seventh

Catholic

Salvation

Army
Quaker
Quaker
Anglican Church Kenya
Salvation Army
Anglican Church of Kenya
Denomination

No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No

Yes

Discipled

Position
Gideon Ambeva
Meshack Adura
Alice Jumba

Henry

Kisia

Damaris

Ngeta

Chairman

Quaker

No

Secretary

Pentecostal Assemblies of God

Yes

Treasurer

Pentecostal Assemblies of God

No

Member

Quaker

No

Member

Pentecostal Assemblies of God

Yes

Festo Imbuka

Member

Josphine Kedera

Member

Grace Ndeda

Member

Mark Alusa

Member

George Ondego

Member

Church

Anglican
Kenya
Quaker
Anglican Church Kenya
Anglican Church Kenya
Quaker

No
No

No
No
No
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APPENDIX D
Focus

Focus group 1

(From Pamoja lisanga group)
Name

Gilbert

Focus

Chononyie
Imbuga

Quaker
PAG

Kiraho Indusa

Quaker

Swale Asuza

ACK

2

Gladys Ahoya
Gladys Imbayi
Rachael Angote
Jenipher Ambura
Group

3

Disciple by
Navigators
Lisanga
Navigators
Lisanga
Lisanga
Lisanga

None
None

(From Mazugi Lisanga Group
Name

Focus

Denomination

Muhando

Group

Groups

Disciple by

Denomination
ACK

Catholic
ACK
PAG

Lisanga
Lisanga
Lisanga
Lisanga

Harvest
None

Navigators
None

(From Umoja lisanga group)
Name

Denomination

Meshack Adura

PAG

Damaris Ngeta
Grace Ndeda

PAG

Henry Kisia

Quaker

ACK

Disciple by
Navigators
Lisanga
Lisanga
Lisanga
Lisanga

Harvest

None
None
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APPENDIX E

The

Avalogoli
is in

=

plural

a

sub-tribe of the

and its

singular is

Avalogoli Vocabulary

Luhya main
murogoli.

tribe of westem

Kenya. Avalogoli

House= A traditional way of referring to a patrilineal relationship, where
members of the community are related to each other through the father, and

father's father.
Idisi

A traditional hurt where circumcision initiates

=

were

isolated

during

liminality.
Kusanga
Kwigiza
Mama

=

or

to share.

kwiga

Assembly

Matatu

=

a

Mkristayo

=

to teach

church

=

or

leam. Could be likened to

women

public transport

Omusaaliisi
Silika

=^

discipleship.

leader.

vehicle in

Kenya.

A Christian.

=

The

village intermediary.

A small group of women who work together as a way of pooling
resources and saving on time. These were groups that preceded
lisanga
=

small groups.

Umwiga

=

A leamer

(or disciple).
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APPENDIX F
Interview

The

Questions

fohowing questions were used

as

guideposts

during interview sessions. Specific questions, however,

depending on the responses
The

for discussions
were

also asked

from the interviewee.

Avalogoli Community Interview Questions
1 Where did the

Avalogoli

come

fi-om?

they connected

to the

larger Luhya

.

2. How

are

3. At what age
or

processes

4. What formal

or

level is

one

one

has to go

tribe?

recognized as an adult? Are there stages
through to be recognized as an adult?

informal ways do the Avalogoli use to instruct
train their young ones? Are there specific members of society
or

charged with the responsibility of training or instructing
ones? Briefly, explain to me the process of training.
5. How did you become
7. What

are

the

a

or

the young

Christian?

things you have

done that have

helped you

to sustain

your Christian faith?

8. What is your view about using traditional approach of socialization
or apprenticeship in Christian disciple-making?

Avalogoli
1

.

Christians Interview

Questions

When did you become

a

Christian?

2. Are you involved in a discipleship
get involved in discipleship?

3. How has

program? What motivate

discipleship helped you in your Christian

life?

you to
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4. How would you describe

disciple?

a

5. What else would you like to

see a

disciple-making

session

conducted?
of the issues you would like to discuss in
disciple-making session?

6. What

are some

Leaders of Disciple-making Programs Interview
1

.

Explain

Apart

Questions

through in disciple-making.
you do with new disciples.

to me the processes you

includes mobilization and what
2.

a

from the

Bible, what else do

you

use

in

This

disciple-making?

3. What

challenges have you faced in disciple-making among
Avalogoli people? How did you deal with them?

the

4. How would you describe an ideal disciple? By use of your model,
would you say you have helped bring up an ideal disciple? What
else would you do different for better
5. What other
among the

plans and goals do you
Avalogoli people?

Church Leaders Interview
1

.

a

have for

disciple-making

discipleship program in your

2. What is your strategy in

getting

3. What percentage is involved in
a

improved results?

Questions

How did you start

4. Do you have

or

curriculum

or

church?

members' involvement?

disciple-making?

how do you decide

on

issues of

focus?
5. Where do you hold your

Why?

sessions,

at the

church

or

in homes?
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6. From your own assessment, in what ways would say
has impacted members of your church?

discipleship

7. Is your church linked to any discipleship organization like the
Navigators or Harvest Discipling Ministry? Explain briefly how
your church relates with the

organization.

8. What other ways of disciple-making do you think would also
benefit other churches?

Focus

Groups Participants
1

.

Tell

me

2. What

about your

was

different from your

3. What did you fmd

one

groups small

group?

differently?

sentence describe your

small group.

group.

previous disciple experience?

lisanga

5. How would you have done it
In

lisanga small

interesting?

4. What did you not like in the

6.

in

experience

discipleship experience

in

lisanga
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APPENDIX G
Letter to Research

Participants Requesting Interview

Nebert Mtange
P. O. Box 243

Vihiga, Kenya
June 5, 2005

To Whom it

May Concem
Interview

Christian
You

greetings

in the

name

Request

of Jesus Christ.

probably aware of my research I am currently undertaking. I am carrying out a
study on current discipling ethic in Maragoli and possibly propose a model for improved
disciple-making. I would appreciate if you allowed me half or an hour for interview with
you. I will be making a follow-up of this letter with specific dates and time for the
are

interview.
I would like to

that I

let

me

Looking

names

forward to

In The Lord's

Nebert

tape-record part or the

entire interview session.

Again,

I want to request

in my final document, which I will make available to you. Please
your
know if you have any objection to this request in advance.

use

hearing

Vineyard,

Mtange

from you.
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